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From: Rebecca Ewald
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; mmadsen@nmbsc.net; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; Anderson, Julie; Alan Jasperson
Cc: Carrie Orlovsky; Barb Messick
Subject: Questions from the 3/23 Public Informational Meeting
Date: Monday, March 30, 2015 2:19:50 PM
Attachments: Questions and Answers from the Information Meeting regarding DNR permitting Process.docx


Good afternoon:


Thank you for your time in presenting and attending the 3/23 public information
meeting regarding the farm drainage district permits.


The Village Clerk has transcribed the questions and answers provided from the 3/23
public informational meeting.  Please take this opportunity to review all answers. 
There are several questions that require additional information from one of your
agencies.  The agencies identified to answer each question are highlighted in
yellow.  Please provide your written responses to the questions addressed at the
meeting by Wednesday, April 8, 2015.


Thank you again for your participation in the public meeting.
Sincerely,
Rebecca


-- 
Rebecca Ewald  |  Administrator
Village of Waterford
123 North River Street, Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980  |  Fax 262.534.5373
rewald@waterfordwi.org
www.waterfordwi.org 


NOTICE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and attachments. If
you think this message was sent to you by mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender.
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Questions and Answers from the Information Meeting regarding DNR permitting Process – March 23, 2015


# 1.  DNR There is a noticeable reduction in the fish population in the impoundment since the draw downs have occurred. During the drawdown, the near shore habitats are being compromised. The river freezes more quickly and encompasses most and sometime all surface areas thus reducing oxygen levels for the fish. The depth of the river is greatly reduced providing much less available “deep” water for winter survival.  Additionally, there is a significant decline in the number of Bullfrogs since the draw downs have happened, and the clam population is becoming non-existent.  Does the DNR know this is happening? 


DNR response: Luke has been working closely with Elaine.  Luke: I cannot necessarily comment directly on any abundant changes. We don’t actually get into that stretch of river to sample as often as I would like.  Access points as you guys probably know are kind of limited. I will say the concerns about overwintering habitat for the fish that are present in that stretch of the river are certainly chief among the things that I brought up and added to the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) so  yea those concerns are being considered along with all the other factors. 


# 2.  DNR The river bank behind our home is the lowest point in the impoundment between the dams.  This area stays saturated somewhat like a sponge when the river is at its normal level.  The drawdown causes the ground to dry out and when the water is raised quickly . . . this year the water returned in a day and half … the returning water severely erodes the dried out silty bank causing areas to actually melt away and fall into the river.  Other areas experience visible sinking when the water returns. This happens with each drawdown.  Is the DNR aware of this problem? 


DNR response: It sounds like we haven’t had comments like that in the past and will be happy to take that one and respond. 


# 3.  DNR When the drawdown occurs we no longer can utilize the river for kayaking, canoeing and fishing due to lack of water and the shin-to-knee deep muck that you have to cross to reach the remaining water.  This obviously not only prevents recreational usage of the waterway by homeowners and visitors alike, but also damages our property values when the river is a shadow of itself for months at a time.  Does the DNR consider the damage to our property values caused by this drawdown? 


DNR response: Yes the EIS will include a component that discusses property values, socio-economic impacts as a result of the change in the operational order of the dam.  That is something that will be considered as part of the review and is also part of the public interest component – recreation; those are all things that are considered in the DNR review process. 


Audience: Could I just – how do you determine that when you say you are going to evaluate that. What kind of data do you have to evaluate that? 


DNR response:  It is very difficult to answer a lot of those technical questions at this point as we haven’t completed the EIS yet so we haven’t fully outlined a lot of those details during our review.  


Is the loss of recreational use during the drawdown taken into consideration? 


DNR response:  Yes, it is something that is taken into consideration.  It is a question that our wardens and some of our wildlife biologists are able to assist with as far as the hunting usage within a stretch of the river, fishing and things of that nature, we take into consideration. 


#4 DNR – Why draw down river while work never gets done is a great concern.  We are losing our banks from lowing and increases. 


DNR response:  As I mentioned in the presentation, anyone can request a change, a temporary drawdown in levels so even though the DNR hadn’t technically issued a dredging permit, if the dam operator requests to draw down the dam and there is other reasons that they mentioned of why they do it, it also has to do with stability with their banks along their canals. Floating issues that they experience, the DNR can review that request and issue approval for a temporary drawdown.  


# 5.  DNR Why is it necessary to open the dam for a five month period? 


DNR response: The answer to the question is that it does not necessarily have to be for five months. I think the reason why it has been designed to operate from October to February has been DNR comments as far as fisheries’ habitat is fine and hertz and that is the reason we recommended that the draw down is from October to February as opposed to December to a different time period.  


#6.  Drainage District/Racine County Who are current members of the Draining Board and what is their relationship to farming in the area?  How are they approved/appointed? 


Drainage District response:  There are five commissioners, three of them are here, there is Greg Foat, Alan Jasperson, Al Wilks, Don Vivian, and Russ Weiss are the five commissioners.  They are appointed by the Circuit Court. They are recommended for appointment. I don’t remember by who but they are approved by the Circuit Court and they serve 3-five year terms.  They are staggered so usually there is one who is coming up for reappointment or potential replacement every five years. 


County response:  The way it gets to Circuit Court, and that may be the question, is that names are taken to the UW Extension Committee which is a sub-committee of the Racine County Board.  This is all outlined by the statutes by the way.  So it is prescribed very strictly in the statutes and it goes and names/nominations are given to the UW Extension Committee. UW Extension Committee then sends names to the Court and the judge makes the decision as to who is to be appointed.  This is how we did the process of going from 3 members to 5 members a couple of years ago. 


Audience:  Was there a relationship with any of the board members in agriculture?


County response:  I believe all the board members are involved in agriculture throughout the County except Mr. Foat.  


#7.  DNR What is the purpose of proposing opening the Rochester dam from October 1 until March each year?  I am a kayaker living on the river and kayaks well into December if there is ice. 


DNR response:  Maybe this one is probably better answered by Al but I can tell you that the drainage district application was made due to concerns with flooding they have along their waterway, their banks, and erosion issues. The main purpose why the drainage district is seeking this permit drawdown from the DNR for the past several 5-6-7 years. 


Drainage District response:  It sounded like the question was more concerned about could we wait until December.  The Drainage District could wait until December; however, the DNR has already brought up the point that if you wait until December, you have the environmental concerns for the frogs.  And they weigh those decisions and decide the right direction. 


#8 DNR/County How does this draw down affect the water above the Waterford dam?  In this winter melt, I ended up with no water near my shoreline.  This has never happened before this year.  In all the 39 years I’ve lived there, only in scheduled draw downs. Why don’t I have my normal amount of water this year in front of my property? 


DNR response:  We have not received any comments on that prior to tonight.  Nathan, our water engineer, have you received any comments regarding that?  Nathan:  I haven’t heard about this is about the Waterford dam? The Rochester Dam should not affect the water level on the Waterford Dam boundary. Racine County owns the dams.  Basically that the Rochester Dam does not control the water levels in the Waterford impoundment.  It would have to be due to the operation of the Waterford dam.  County response:  The operation of all Racine County dams I have to reiterate is under DNR orders so all the water levels  have to kept at a certain level based on the gauges that we monitor daily. If there is a rain event or flooding type events, those gauges are monitored hourly I would say.  And there was a dam operator that handles that and we also have Racine County staff that is trained to monitor that so we always have people in place monitoring these levels. It is not arbitrarily moved up and down.  It is operated within a couple of tenths, a couple hundredths, I should say, of the operational order which is literally a couple of inches of the DNR’s order.  I can tell you that a couple years ago the water levels were low because we were in a drought.  Now I can’t answer what happened last year but when we were in drought a few years back, the water table was very low. And so as the seasons change, the water table – people’s private drinking water wells were starting to be affected by the water levels back in 2012.  Many of you probably recall that.  Then we had excessive amounts of precipitation which raised the water table extremely high and it changed the problem to a different problem. So it really depends on a lot of things because a lot of that is not only weather dependent but also what is happening upstream. We monitor not only the levels in Racine County.  We also monitor the gauges north of Racine County and if the gauges north of Racine County are not following their orders, which all go back to the early 1900’s by the way, if they are not following their orders, we give them a call and say we recognize that you are not following your orders because the United States geological survey has gauges that can be monitored on line.  You can see them on the web pages.  Many of you have seen those water markings.  And so we can keep an eye and see what is happening upstream and we know what water is coming. 


#9 District During the presentation provided by the Drainage District it was mentioned that higher water levels cause a higher cost for canal erosion cleanup.  What data has been provided that shows a correlation of higher cost to higher water levels and what are these specific costs? 


Drainage District response:  I don’t know if we have any specific data. But what we have found during observation over the years, when the water level is up higher we are dealing with topsoil that is much easier to erode.  Our ditches have a clay base in them and when the water level is down at that clay base we have very minimal washing and erosion.  When you get up near the top, where the ice and snow can freeze and attach to the grass up on top, then when the water goes out, it actually holds on to that grass and pulls the topsoil in.  Topsoil being easier to pull in than the clay on the bottom. 


# 10  District Why is there a need for a permanent draw down if the proposed dredging is a temporary project?


Drainage District Response:  We totally understand that for the dredging we absolutely have to have it and that is truly a temporary thing.  The ditches have not been cleaned in 55 years so realistically if we get it cleaned now, it’s going to be a long time before we have to clean it again so that’s wonderful.  The other thing that we are seeing though is that we have much more erosion and much more flooding if we don’t have the draw down.  The draw down gave us the opportunity to see how much better it is for the system with the draw down.  From experiencing this first hand, that’s the reason why we are for the permanent draw down.  The other reason I emphasized earlier was, we previously had the two foot draw down at Wind Lake.  We no longer have that two foot draw down so the water comes down much quicker in the Spring, the Spring being when we have the ice and snow blocked up in the canals and the water doesn’t flow, it spreads out and floods.  Wind Lake residents requested to get rid of the two foot draw down because they wanted a higher water level and the DNR allowed it.  This had nothing to do with the Drainage District’s canal system.


# 11  District What alternatives have been explored to lowering the water level?


Drainage District Response:  I cannot think of another alternative that will work as well as having the permanent draw down but the Drainage District is all ears.  If you have another alternative, please feel free to bring it forward.   


# 12 District Question #1 - What is the cost differential in maintenance activities that is anticipated due to annual draw downs versus only performing draw downs as needed?  Question #2 - How does this impact us as residential property owners versus those gaining impact through agricultural practices? 


Drainage District Response:  Question #1 – I couldn’t give you an exact number on that but I could tell you that from the experience we’ve seen that you are definitely going to have more erosion and dirt coming off the banks and filing up the canal system if we don’t have the draw down.  Question #2 – Well obviously the people of the Town of Norway and the people of the Town of Dover are impacted, the more erosion they have the more cleaning that needs to be done to the ditches, the more expensive it is for them.  But the people not in the district, obviously, the impact to you, is that you have to put up with lower water levels on the river, from October 1 to February 28, or March 1 so that is the impact you have.  I don’t know how to put a number on that. 


# 13  DNR Erosion concern has been mentioned regarding the drainage district banks.  Waterford has worked with the DNR evaluating the Fox River and this problem.  Why is the DNR not evaluating the stream bank erosion/health concerns of the river versus main made canals that consistently change the habitat of the Fox River? 


DNR response:  We have been getting comments from Craig Helker, who is our stream biologist, so I believe he has been helping address those through the EIS.  There will be more of a response in the EIS.   


# 14   District If canals were not as prevalent or expanded, would we not be here tonight with these concerns? 


Drainage District Response:  First of all, we are not expanding any of the canals. They have been there since the early 1900’s.  And if the canals weren’t there as they are now, Wind Lake, the homes all around Wind Lake would not be there.  The water level would probably be four feet higher than it is now, the roads in the area would not be working because you wouldn’t have the roads there because they would be under water. If we don’t keep the canal system cleaned out, we have 18 inches of fall from Wind Lake to Rochester.  And the canal that we are cleaning out has not been cleaned out in 55 years and yeah it probably should have been cleaned out earlier but that is hindsight.  If we don’t keep that cleaned out, the infrastructure, the roads, Hwy K will be at some point in time under water.  That’s why we have those canal systems there.  Not only for the farm land, but for the residents around Wind Lake and for the infrastructure and the roads. 


# 15  District Are there any alternative solutions to the troubles with the drainage canals other than with the lowing of the water with these draw downs? 


Drainage District Response:  I think we addressed that earlier.  Not that I am aware of but we are all ears if you have another idea. There is no way to deepen the drainage ditches because we have no fall.  They are flat.  There is 18 inches  of fall in nine miles from Wind Lake to the outlet into the river. Anybody who knows anything about drainage, piping or flows knows that it is as flat as a pancake and you cannot get it to flow fast and move through there.  It flows at the rate it is being pushed from behind.  


# 16  District Has there been any similar situations in another area we can compare the cause and effect of these approved applications on our properties to? 


Drainage District response:  Not that I am aware of.  


#17 District At this point, the only technical explanation I’ve heard is from Jasperson.  Do we have a document from an actual engineer or a study that verifies his claims? 


Drainage District response:  If it is the erosions, it is simply from visual observations that we have seen over the years if that is what you are referring to. 


# 18  District Why can’t riprap along canals prevent the erosion along the banks eliminating the need for dredging? 


Drainage District response:  Economically not feasible.  It might be a question for the DNR and they can address that later on. 


# 19  District Why has the drainage not been properly maintained?  Why has it not been cleaned more often?  Why are we (the people) paying the price with the lowering of the river for the lack of proper drainage maintenance? 


# 20  DNR/County Why is the river level a foot higher since 2009? 


[bookmark: _GoBack]Additional Comments:


Reptiles and Amphibians:  All mud flats are laid bare thru fall, winter and spring, river and canal banks are exposed, eliminating winter over areas for turtles, especially snappers – bank dwellers.  Frogs seem to have been effected, we had bull frogs every year for years, and I have not heard any since the draw downs began.  The leopard frogs also, don’t see them anymore.


Mollusks:  The first year of the drawn down the raccoons devastated the clam population.  There were fresh open shells by the hundreds.  They are protected in Wisconsin, and some species federally protected.  When exposed, can they migrate back to water before dying? 


Fur Bearers:  All banks are exposed where muskrats den especially up the canal. Beaver houses are useless, unless they extend them to deep enough water (in most cases many feet).  How does it affect mink which we have had a fair population of? 


Note:  County stated that Chapter 88 of the Statutes is called drainage of the lands. That is the Bible for the drainage districts.  We have five of them in Racine County. If you don’t have drainage districts you have storm water utilities.   That is the difference.  






















From: Betty Novy
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; alan.jasperson@jaspersonrealty.com; "Tom Halter"; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: RE: Claim- Offer to sell property- Fox River Drawdown Permit
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:03:16 PM
Attachments: 20150513 Gauger Canal Lowering Claim- Offer to Sell.pdf


Gauger Property Exhibits.pdf


Greetings Elaine, Alan, Tom & Tanya:
 
Thanks Elaine!  One note though- in his correspondence, Mr. Gauger wants to know who is
responsible for damage to his pumps and offers the sale of a boat ramp property he owns.
 
I’m not familiar with laws that regulate water issues, does he have any recourse against any of the
parties in this issue?
 
Betty J. Novy, MMC  CMTW  WCPC
Clerk-Treasurer
Village of Rochester, Racine County, Wisconsin


 
From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:52 AM
To: Betty Novy; alan.jasperson@jaspersonrealty.com; Tom Halter; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: RE: Claim- Offer to sell property- Fox River Drawdown Permit
 
Hi Betty,
 
I can provide a response to Mr. Gauger explaining the Racine County Drainage District’s
application, the drawdown process with the DNR and how he can remain informed and provide
input on the drawdown application.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Betty Novy [mailto:bnovy@rochesterwi.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 11:58 AM
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May, I 3, 2015 



Village of Rochester 



Im not sure who is responsible but whoever lowered the canal, the water was 
lowered in my wells so one pump was in my home and one was for my windmill 
and due to the low water both pumps burned out. The price with labor plus the 2 
pumps come up to $1786.00. 
I also own the boat ramp across the canal from my home and by lowering the 
water so low, the ramp cannot be used. The village is welcome to purchase my 
boat ramp because it is no longer usable. 
Please have whoever who is responsible pay the damages or inquire about the sale 
of property. 



Marvin Gauger 
P.O. Box 431 
Rochester, WI. 53167 













Marv Gauger Properties;
303 N Rochester St & Boat 
ramp across canal



Fox River



Village of Rochester, Racine County, WI












To: alan.jasperson@jaspersonrealty.com; Tom Halter; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L -
DNR
Subject: Claim- Offer to sell property- Fox River Drawdown Permit
 
Greetings:
 
I received the attached correspondence regarding damage caused by lowering the Musquequack
Canal from a property owner in the Village of Rochester.
 
I attached an exhibit showing the property he owns.   Please advise who the correspondence
should be directed to.
 
Betty J. Novy, MMC  CMTW  WCPC
Clerk-Treasurer
Village of Rochester, Racine County, Wisconsin
P.O. Box 65
Rochester, WI  53167
p. 262-534-2431 Ext. 301/   f. 262-534-4084
Population:  3,764
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From: Jim Schneider
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: "Rebecca Ewald"; "Brent Hess"
Subject: RE: Public information request
Date: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:48:54 PM


Elaine…I was also at the meeting last night.   It was great to have all the inputs from the various stakeholders.   Brent has stated the case for review of the drawdown very well.   I also believe, as I think a more careful review will show, that the material presented
by the Canal/Ditch board is not based on fact or research and as a result is highly suspect.  
 
I urge you and your team to complete review of this material while you make your decision.  I also believe that we need a more complete review of the issues on the river between the dams as a result of the draw down.
 
Thanks for your consideration.
 
Jim Schneider
137 Riverview Drive
Waterford, WI 53185
608-201-1556
 


From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:57 PM
To: 'Johnson, Elaine M - DNR'
Cc: Eric.Nitschke@Wisconsin.gov; 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'; 'Zoch, Nathan D - DNR'; 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'; 'Scott, Michelle M - DNR'; 'Rebecca Ewald'; jr.woj@wi.rr.com; jimschneider137@gmail.com
Subject: Public information request
 
Elaine-
 
It was nice to finally meet you last night – please extend my thanks to your team for attending.  Public speaking can be tough, but you did a great job presenting and representing your department. 
 
As you know, the forum of yesterday’s meeting did not allow the opportunity for attendees to directly respond to the Drainage District’s (DD) comments.  For this reason I wanted to respond to some of their comments, as I believe it is absolutely essential that
your team have all the facts when reviewing the DD’s requests.
 


1.        The DD indicated that they were surprised by the turnout, as they have drawn down this waterway a number of times over the past 5 years.  This is simply inaccurate.  Please see the attached pdf noting historical water levels in the Fox River Rochester
Impoundment from 2011 to present day.  Please note that prior to this  year, this waterway had not experienced a Fall drawdown since 2011.


2.       The DD claimed that without an annual drawdown, retreating ice on the canal will pull topsoil from the farmer’s fields.  Attached please find 3 pictures taken from various spots on the canal.  Please note the shoreline, as it is representative of a large
portion of the canal.  It is unlikely at best that the ice on the canal can come in contact with topsoil in adjacent farm land.   Additionally, please note that the pictures contained in the DD’s power point last evening were of small branch circuits, and not
representative of the main canal. 


3.       The DD stated that they strive for transparency to ensure that the public is well informed of their activities.  This is truly a matter of perspective.  Attached please find correspondence from the Village of Waterford to the Tanya Lourigan and Nathan Zoch of
your team.  The opening statement is as follows: “The Village Board is concerned about communications and the availability of public information provided to Village Officials and the public relative to permits requested by the Racine County Drainage
District.  The DD’s activities have been anything but transparent.  Up until last night the public did not know where to voice their concerns, as to a large degree, the public simply did not understand the pieces in play.  The Village of Waterford asked for the
DNR’s assistance to communicate the DD’s requests to the public.


4.       The DD stated that historically they controlled water levels in the canal by drawing down the water levels in Wind Lake.  When asked why the DD no longer practiced this, their reply was that the residents of Wind Lake did not support the drawdown.  This
sounds familiar, and it is our concern as well.  Why do the sod farmers take precedence over private residents?  There has to be a compromise here.


5.       The DD indicated that they have not dredged the canal since the 1950’s and it is still operating properly.  Their comments certainly establish precedence to support that it takes 50 years for sediment to build up in the canal.  Based on their own admission,
 why on earth are they requesting an annual drawdown?  History would dictate that they should be able to drawdown the waterway, dredge, and be in good shape for the next 50 years.


 
As I mentioned earlier, residents of Waterford have long been concerned about water levels in the Fox River.  The challenge has been, up until now, they did not know where to go with their concerns.  I believe the reason for the large turnout at last night’s
meeting is that the Village of Waterford sent notification of the meeting to area residents via United States Mail,  and the public welcomed the opportunity to finally have an outlet to voice  their concerns.  The trigger for the Village sending out this communication
was a steady stream of residents knocking on the door of the Village Hall with the same question “where is the water?”
 
Additionally, last night,  residents of Waterford, Burlington, Tichigan, Waukesha, West Milwaukee, Muskego, and Mukwonago attended the meeting.  This waterway is a vital part of our community and is used extensively by residents of neighboring communities. 
The Fox River is an awesome natural resource and the public’s concern is widespread and not limited to Waterford.  To further support this, the meeting was attended by two state representatives, I would assume they received a high volume of phone calls voicing
their concerns from their constituents’.
 
Please note I have also copied to of my neighbors who are equally as concerned.  I wanted to ensure that they had to same opportunity to voice their concerns.
 
Thank you for your time Elaine, I truly appreciate the opportunity to voice my concerns. 
 
Regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 7:20 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Brent,
 
Thank you for outlining your concerns to the Department.
 
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Nitschke, Eric A - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Very good, thank you for the reply Elaine.  I understand that your department needs time to ensure that the EIS contains accurate information.  May I ask when the EIS will be completed and available for public review? 
 
Also Elaine, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for the DNR’s oversight of the drawdown.  Everyone that I have been in contact  with the DNR  is passionate about protecting the natural resources in the State of Wisconsin.
 
From the local warden (Mike), to everyone copied on this email.  As I’ve mentioned before, the Drainage District’s desire is singular in purpose, and that purpose is lowering the waterway to facilitate dredging.  It does not consider the fishery, ecosystem, or public
access.
 
Specifically, here are my concerns:
 


         Many of Waterford’s / Rochester’s residents chose to live in this community because of the outdoor activities the Fox River offers
         The Fox River is an awesome natural resource for canoeing, kayaking, hunting, trapping fishing, or just watching nature – and it is open to the public
         The Village recognizes the Fox River as an awesome natural resource, and has put forth considerable effort to create more access for residents and visitors alike including :Whitford Park shoreline restoration, planned renovations for the Club 10


park to increase public access, and installing canoe / kayak launches both above and below the Waterford and Rochester Dams
         It is not reasonable to draw this waterway down for 5 months out of the year.  There is no one on any waterway in the State of Wisconsin that would agree that this is reasonable
         Residents are paying waterfront taxes with no water, and we will have boat launches for an unnavigable waterway
         I am on this waterway 3 to 4 times per week, The Fox is a thriving ecosystem.  Birds of prey, turtles, frogs, Deer, Musky, LM Bass, SM Bass, Walleye, Pike, Gills, Perch, Crappie, Drum, Catfish,  Blue Gill, Warmouth, Teal, Wood Ducks,


Mallards, the list goes on.  For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, everything has to be in perfect order.  Nature’s hand is at work here.
         Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose, and puts more than stress on the ecosystem, it threatens to destroy it
         In February, snowmobiles and ATVs were running the river from Burlington to North of Big Bend. In a natural “run of the river state”, the fish have the ability to seek out deeper water both above the Waterford Dam, and below the Rochester


Dam, in the areas impacted by the drawdown (between the dams) the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During sustained periods of frigid temperatures, the fish have nowhere to go – they are trapped.  Their only
option is to go over the dam in Rochester, and there is no way for them to get back.


         Even if we don’t experience a deep freeze, it simply can’t be healthy for fish to swim in less than 1 foot of water for months at a time. 
         Migrating waterfowl use the canal as a favorite stop, as it is always the last to freeze.  During the drawdown, the vegetation that the ducks feed on dies due to low water levels.  This year, migrating waterfowl did not stop in the canal.  They


completely by-passed it. 
         The Dam in Rochester impacts more than just the drainage canal, it impacts everything below the dam in Waterford Dam.  What gives the Drainage District this kind of power?  The Drainage District is a public entity, and the public’s wishes should


be considered. 
         The drawdown is bad for Waterford / Rochester residents, visitors, and fishery.


 


I plan to attend the meeting on the 23rd, as well as any subsequent meetings to voice my concerns.  My reason for reaching out to the DNR is that your team is always on the search to give the public more hunting and fishing opportunities.  From
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fish stocking to MFL’s, the Wisconsin DNR is doing a great job and providing world class hunting / fishing opportunities.  We have an opportunity right here, right now, and the proposed drawdown threatens to destroy it.  
 
I am confident that your team will make the right decision if you have all the facts.  I can back up everything mentioned in my above bullet points.  Also, I’d be happy to take anyone from your team on the river or canal for a tour.  I know you will
see all the same things that I do.  The Fox River simply put is one of Wisconsin’s premier natural resources – let’s keep it that way.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457


 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 8:21 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Hi Brent,
 
I appreciate your dedication to the resource and sharing your concerns with the Department. Public input is an integral part of the process, to gather observations and facts from others for the DNR to consider in addition to its own data in making a decision. To
answer your question, at this time, I cannot share a draft copy of the EIS.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Elaine,
 


Thank you for the reply.  I do understand that.  I will be attending the meeting on the 23rd, as well as the formal public hearing when it is announced. 
 


My intent for the meeting on the 23rd is to voice my concerns regarding the drawdown, from a property owners perspective, as well as from an ecosystem perspective.    
 
The Village of Waterford requested the meeting due to countless requests from  its citizens asking “where is the water”   I’ve been doing my best to get the word out to the public.
I believe the drawdown is more than stressful to the ecosystem, it threatens to wipe out the fishery. 
 


The meeting on the 23rd represents our first opportunity to express our concerns, and the information contained in the EIS will likely be very helpful.
 
Can you please advise if the draft EIS is something you can share?
 
I don’t mean to be overbearing Elaine.   I have a passion for the health of this waterway, and want to do everything in my power to achieve a positive outcome for the Village and it’s residents.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 9:36 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Good morning Brent,
 


I just want to make sure it is understood that the meeting with the Village on March 23rd is not the formal public hearing on the project. The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss DNR permitting process with the Village based on some questions and concerns
that were brought up by the Village.
 
The EIS is not complete and the public will have the opportunity to see the EIS and provide comment on the project once it is put on public notice and the public hearing is scheduled.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2015 5:34 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: Public information request
 
Good afternoon Elaine,
 
I was unsure who to direct this request to.  In order to prepare for the upcoming meeting I would like to request the draft copy of the EIS report.  If you are not the correct person, could you please direct me to who is?
 
Many thanks,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 8:40 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
The Department originally indicated to the District last fall that an extension could be considered. The extension to the winter drawdown was requested by the District last week to occur through March 15th because they have 2 contractors
working on debrushing vegetation on the banks (in anticipation of the dredging project) and had concerns about being able to safely accomplish this work with higher water levels.
 
The Department reviewed this request and due to concerns to the resource, particularly fish spawning, it was determined that an extension through March 15th could not be granted. However, in the past the Department has allowed the
temporary winter drawdown at Rochester Dam to occur through the end of Feb (Feb. 28th) and this was the basis for allowing the extension. No further extensions will be granted.
Elaine
 


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurveyto evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
Phone: 262-574-2136
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elaine.johnson@wi.gov


From: Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 8:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Elaine,
 
Thank you for your reply.
 
I am still a bit confused.  The DNR allowed the water level in the Fox River / Wind Lake Drainage Canal to be lowered in October in anticipation of the Drainage District dredging the canal.  However, due to the timing of when the Drainage District submitted plans
for DNR review, and the need to complete an EIS, no dredging occurred.  The result of this is that the water level in this waterway has been lowered for approximately 5 months, for no purpose.  Most recently the Drainage District requested an extension, which
the DNR granted.  What was the reason for the extension?  If the Drainage District is not actively dredging, what is the purpose of extending the drawdown?  Also, as noted in my email below, the potential to negatively impact this ecosystem by an extended
drawdown exists.  I believe that we all acknowledge that, although the public has not had a chance to review the EIS. 
 
Additionally, the article that you linked to, as well as an article in the Racine Journal Times indicated that water levels would return to normal by 2.15.2015.  This date has come and gone and the water levels are still approximately 3 feet below normal levels. 
 
As I’ve mentioned to Tanya and Luke, I truly appreciate the DNR’s oversight as I know how hard your team works to protect our resources.  I am passionate about this waterway and am truly concerned about how this process is unfolding.
 
Brent Hess
 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 4:31 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
I am the DNR Water Management Specialist covering Racine and managing the application for the Rochester Dam change order project. To answer your questions relating to permitting:
 


·         The District has applied for a Ch. 30 permit to dredge the Wind Lake/Goose Lake Branch canals. This permit has not been issued and is still incomplete pending finalized drawings/plans. The District requested the temporary winter drawdown last fall to
facilitate the dredging project; however, the dredging permit has not been issued.


·         The change in the operational order of the Rochester Dam is being processed under an individual permit. All individual permits require a 30 day public notice period. A public hearing is not required unless one is requested by a member of the public. A
public hearing will be scheduled in the case of the Rochester Dam project as the Department recognizes the work may be controversial in nature and anticipates a hearing will be requested.


·         The Rochester Dam project has not been placed on public notice because staff are working on completing the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Luke referenced in his email. Once this is complete, the project will be put on public notice and the
hearing scheduled. The Department will post the notice on our website and you can access it here when that happens: http://dnr.wi.gov/permits/water/.


·         A public notice/hearing is not required for temporary drawdown requests. However, as courtesy the Department published a news release on our website regarding the winter drawdown. You can access a copy of the news release
here:http://dnr.wi.gov/news/releases/article/?id=3331


 
I hope this helps answer your permitting related questions.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:11 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
Thank you for getting in touch again about this issue. I will defer to Tanya and/or Elaine on the questions related to the permitting and public info process.
I also appreciate your concerns about the fisheries resources in the Fox River and Wind Lake Canal. The potential negative impacts to the fish community and the usability of the resource will be fully detailed in the EIS and will be considered
along with many other factors.
Thank you again and please don't hesitate to stay in touch about this or any other issue.
We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Tue, Feb 17, 2015 at 6:23 PM, Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com> wrote:
 


Thank you Luke.
 
Quick question, since the Drainage District is not doing any work on the canal, did they cite a reason for the request?
 
Also, as an fyi, the canal is 100% frozen over and has been for quite some time.  As we’ve discussed before, given the current depth of 3 feet or less, and the upcoming frigid weather, the potential for a deep freeze exists, as well as the potential that
fish will be on the hunt for deeper water.  This is of course a concern, as the only place they will find deeper water is on the other side of the dam in Rochester. 
 
Lastly, does the Drainage District have to request a public hearing for these types of requests, or do they simply have to request the permit from the DNR?  It appears that  the ladder is true, if so, what does your group take into consideration before
granting the Drainage District an extension? 
 
I’d like to better understand the pieces in play here as I truly believe that the potential exists to negatively impact this fishery.  If the remaining section of the river freezes, the fish have absolutely nowhere to go but over the dam.  The water depth on
the river is currently less than 2 feet in many places, with the deepest hole being around 3 feet.  This waterway froze deep enough to support snowmobile and ATV traffic last Winter, so there certainly is precedence for this. 
 
Brent
 
 


From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR [mailto:Luke.Roffler@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 13, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
 
I am writing to let you know that the drainage district has requested and been awarded an extension on the 2015 drawdown to February 28th. At this point, they will need to close the gates and refill the impoundment to normal water
levels.
 
Please feel free to share this information with anyone else who may be interested. Thank you.


We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
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luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Fri, Feb 13, 2015 at 11:12 AM, Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR <Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov> wrote:


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov
    


-----Original Message-----
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 5:58 PM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


Thank you for your thoughtful response and answering all of my questions. 


I am disappointed that the Drainage District requested the drawdown and did not even start the project. It appears that the Drainage District did not begin planning as early as they should have. 


As I've mentioned, no one in the Village of Waterford was able to duck hunt or fish the Fox River / drainage canal below the Waterford dam after the first week in October - what an absolute waste of an awesome natural
resource. The use of the waterway was a major factor for many of us in purchasing homes on the waterway. 


I completely understand (and agree with) the need for maintenance, but strongly oppose an annual drawdown. There has to be some common ground / better planning on the part of the Drainage District. The requested
drawdown impacts much more than just the drainage canal. It impacts everything below the dam in Waterford, and every property owner in Waterford with Fox River frontage. 


If you could Tanya, could you please put me on your email distribution list for any action items, meetings, discussion opportunities etc. regarding the Drainage Districts request. I would greatly appreciate as much notice as
possible.


Lastly, thank you again for the information and your oversight of this project. I know that you also want what is best for this waterway. 


Brent Hess


-----Original Message-----
From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 2:11 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Brent,


Thank you again for your patience with my delayed response.


You asked whether water levels will remain drawn down until at least April. At this point, it appears that the dredging project will not happen this fall 2014/winter 2015 season and the impoundment will begin to be refilled
in mid-February.


The DNR granted permission for the October drawdown fully anticipating that the plans would be completed, a permit issued, and the dredging started by early winter. The draw down needed to start in October due to the
hibernation period for herptiles. We indicated the impoundment needed to be refilled beginning February 15 for spawning periods. If the dredging was slightly behind schedule, we would consider delaying the refill but only
for a very short time period.


Unfortunately there were some delays and the Drainage District is still working on the plans. Once they are complete, there is a 30-day public notice and comment period before the DNR could issue the dredging permit. In
addition, the Drainage District would like to do the dredging while the ground is frozen. Because it is the end of January, this critical path makes it seem unlikely the project will even start this season. I anticipate the
Drainage District would again request a winter drawdown for the fall 2015/winter 2016 season to complete the dredging.


In addition to the Drainage District’s request for a “temporary” winter drawdown to facilitate dredging, they have also requested a “permanent” change to how the dam is operated. The established operating order for
Rochester Dam does not have a winter drawdown (see attached). The Drainage District is requesting an annual winter drawdown as follows:


• Winter draw down will begin on October 1st, to run of the river with the radial gates fully open, being achieved by October 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually opening the radial gates with the system fully open
by October 15th. Restoring of the system will begin February 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually closing the radial gates with the system returned, at least, to the minimum water elevation of 4.20 ft. on gauge by
March 1st to the best extent possible dependent upon watershed and weather conditions.
• They have also requested to go below minimum water levels temporarily during high flow events.


The EIS will look at the impacts of this request, which we are still drafting. There will also be an opportunity for the public to comment, as I mentioned.


I appreciate that you have a strong interest in these waterways and projects. We will be sure to provide you both public notices so you also have an opportunity to comment during the “formal” time periods.


If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.


Regards,
Tanya


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov
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-----Original Message-----
From: bhess9@twc.com [mailto:bhess9@twc.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2015 11:05 AM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


We switched our internet provider last week, so I am unsure if you responded to my 1.13.2015 email. If you have, can you please forward your response to my new email?


My new email is bhess9@twc.com


My mobile phone and address have not changed.


Thank you,


Brent Hess
262.770.2457


>
>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 7:22 PM
> To: 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'
> Cc: 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
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> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Thank you Tanya, I appreciate the update and the DNR’s oversight of this project. I understand that the DNR needs to review the dredging plans to ensure that the health of the waterway is maintained, and for this I am
grateful. Also, I know how much effort the DNR puts forth to maintain our waterways. Quality fishing opportunities don’t “just happen”. From fish stocking, providing public access, and fishery management, your group
does a great job, and you don’t get the credit that you deserve.
>
> The above being said, I am truly disappointed to hear that the project is no longer on schedule, and that the water levels will not return to normal levels on February 15th as originally communicated in the Racine Journal
Times.
>
> As you are aware, the drawdown occurred in early October, and the water was unnavigable shortly thereafter for fall fishing and duck hunting. For myself and many of my neighbors, this is our favorite time of the year.
However, it was understood that the drawdown needed to occur to complete maintenance and ensure the health of the waterway. Given the drawdown, I’m sure you can appreciate that I was eager for water levels to return to
normal for spring fishing.
>
> It is not my intent to gripe Tanya, I just want to understand the pieces in play here. As it currently appears, the water level in the river / canal will remain low until at least April. Is that correct? Additionally, the main
reason I purchased my current home was that my back yard / subdivision adjoins the Fox River, and I had use of the waterway.
>
> I want to be reasonable Tanya, but I don’t believe that drawing down this waterway to the point that it is no longer navigable for 6 to 7 months (October thru April) is reasonable. I think anyone who lives on any lake or
waterway in the state would agree.
>
> When the DNR reviewed / approved the original dredging plans, didn’t that come with a timeframe i.e. The drawdown must start by xx, and be completed by xx? Is there a date that the DNR manages to for the water level
to be returned to normal?
>
> Also, you mentioned that the DNR is drafting an Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. What change is being proposed? The canal has already
been drained.
>
> Thank you for keeping me informed, I look forward to your response and more information on the public hearing.
>
> My mailing address is as follows:
>
> Brent Hess
> 707 River Ridge Drive
> Waterford WI, 53185
>
> Thank you for your time Tanya,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
>
>
> From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 11:09 AM
> To: Brent Hess
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Brent,
>
> I had an opportunity to speak with Elaine Johnson, DNR Water Management Specialist for Racine County. She confirmed that the dredging of Wind Lake and Goose Lake Branch Canals has not started yet. The Drainage
District submitted revised plans on December 19th. The Department is still reviewing the plans but it appears that more information will be needed. In addition, the permitting process requires a 30-day public notice period.
So it appears that the window for dredging this winter is narrowing/extremely tight.
>
> The Department is still drafting the Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. It is still several weeks out before this will be finalized. As I
mentioned, changing the Operational Order for the dam also has a public input process.
>
> We will be sure to provide you with public notices for the two proposed activities. Could you provide me with your mailing address?
>
> I hope this update is helpful. If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.
>
> Regards,
> Tanya
>
>
> We are committed to service excellence.
> Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_customersurvey&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-
GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=O9BGhIEu96Tz8pjhYUcUOBfTSHnKz0sR7ut-
UT6GGEU&e=> to evaluate how I did.
>
> Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
> Water Management Engineer
> Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
> 3911 Fish Hatchery Road
> Fitchburg, WI 53711
> Phone: (608) 275-3287
> Fax: (608) 275-3338
> Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov<mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov>
>
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> gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m
> =TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=x8BL8WptvcClQtuT9KoXkdQ
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>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Monday, December 29, 2014 9:14 AM
> To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: FW: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Good morning Tanya-
>
> Hope you had a wonderful holiday with your family.
>
> Luke suggested that I contact you for an update on the canal.
>
> How far have they dredged to date? How deep are they dredging? Is February still being targeting for bringing back up the water levels? Additionally, you mentioned in an earlier email that the sewerage district was
requesting a permit for a yearly draw down, any status on that? As discussed this past fall, I am very interested in the current and future projects regarding this waterway, and would like to attend any public meetings
discussing the Wind Lake drainage canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dams.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Brent Hess
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> 262.770.2457
>








From: Brent Hess
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Nitschke, Eric A - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; "Rebecca Ewald"
Subject: RE: Public information request
Date: Saturday, March 14, 2015 9:50:07 AM


Very good, thank you for the reply Elaine.  I understand that your department needs time to ensure that the EIS contains accurate information.  May I ask when the EIS will be completed and available for public review? 
 
Also Elaine, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for the DNR’s oversight of the drawdown.  Everyone that I have been in contact  with the DNR  is passionate about protecting the natural resources in the State of Wisconsin.
 
From the local warden (Mike), to everyone copied on this email.  As I’ve mentioned before, the Drainage District’s desire is singular in purpose, and that purpose is lowering the waterway to facilitate dredging.  It does not consider the fishery, ecosystem, or public
access.
 
Specifically, here are my concerns:
 


         Many of Waterford’s / Rochester’s residents chose to live in this community because of the outdoor activities the Fox River offers
         The Fox River is an awesome natural resource for canoeing, kayaking, hunting, trapping fishing, or just watching nature – and it is open to the public
         The Village recognizes the Fox River as an awesome natural resource, and has put forth considerable effort to create more access for residents and visitors alike including :Whitford Park shoreline restoration, planned renovations for the Club 10


park to increase public access, and installing canoe / kayak launches both above and below the Waterford and Rochester Dams
         It is not reasonable to draw this waterway down for 5 months out of the year.  There is no one on any waterway in the State of Wisconsin that would agree that this is reasonable
         Residents are paying waterfront taxes with no water, and we will have boat launches for an unnavigable waterway
         I am on this waterway 3 to 4 times per week, The Fox is a thriving ecosystem.  Birds of prey, turtles, frogs, Deer, Musky, LM Bass, SM Bass, Walleye, Pike, Gills, Perch, Crappie, Drum, Catfish,  Blue Gill, Warmouth, Teal, Wood Ducks,


Mallards, the list goes on.  For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, everything has to be in perfect order.  Nature’s hand is at work here.
         Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose, and puts more than stress on the ecosystem, it threatens to destroy it
         In February, snowmobiles and ATVs were running the river from Burlington to North of Big Bend. In a natural “run of the river state”, the fish have the ability to seek out deeper water both above the Waterford Dam, and below the Rochester


Dam, in the areas impacted by the drawdown (between the dams) the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During sustained periods of frigid temperatures, the fish have nowhere to go – they are trapped.  Their only
option is to go over the dam in Rochester, and there is no way for them to get back.


         Even if we don’t experience a deep freeze, it simply can’t be healthy for fish to swim in less than 1 foot of water for months at a time. 
         Migrating waterfowl use the canal as a favorite stop, as it is always the last to freeze.  During the drawdown, the vegetation that the ducks feed on dies due to low water levels.  This year, migrating waterfowl did not stop in the canal.  They


completely by-passed it. 
         The Dam in Rochester impacts more than just the drainage canal, it impacts everything below the dam in Waterford Dam.  What gives the Drainage District this kind of power?  The Drainage District is a public entity, and the public’s wishes should


be considered. 
         The drawdown is bad for Waterford / Rochester residents, visitors, and fishery.


 


I plan to attend the meeting on the 23rd, as well as any subsequent meetings to voice my concerns.  My reason for reaching out to the DNR is that your team is always on the search to give the public more hunting and fishing opportunities.  From
fish stocking to MFL’s, the Wisconsin DNR is doing a great job and providing world class hunting / fishing opportunities.  We have an opportunity right here, right now, and the proposed drawdown threatens to destroy it.  
 
I am confident that your team will make the right decision if you have all the facts.  I can back up everything mentioned in my above bullet points.  Also, I’d be happy to take anyone from your team on the river or canal for a tour.  I know you will
see all the same things that I do.  The Fox River simply put is one of Wisconsin’s premier natural resources – let’s keep it that way.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457


 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 8:21 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Hi Brent,
 
I appreciate your dedication to the resource and sharing your concerns with the Department. Public input is an integral part of the process, to gather observations and facts from others for the DNR to consider in addition to its own data in making a decision. To
answer your question, at this time, I cannot share a draft copy of the EIS.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Elaine,
 


Thank you for the reply.  I do understand that.  I will be attending the meeting on the 23rd, as well as the formal public hearing when it is announced. 
 


My intent for the meeting on the 23rd is to voice my concerns regarding the drawdown, from a property owners perspective, as well as from an ecosystem perspective.    
 
The Village of Waterford requested the meeting due to countless requests from  its citizens asking “where is the water”   I’ve been doing my best to get the word out to the public.
I believe the drawdown is more than stressful to the ecosystem, it threatens to wipe out the fishery. 
 


The meeting on the 23rd represents our first opportunity to express our concerns, and the information contained in the EIS will likely be very helpful.
 
Can you please advise if the draft EIS is something you can share?
 
I don’t mean to be overbearing Elaine.   I have a passion for the health of this waterway, and want to do everything in my power to achieve a positive outcome for the Village and it’s residents.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 9:36 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Good morning Brent,
 


I just want to make sure it is understood that the meeting with the Village on March 23rd is not the formal public hearing on the project. The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss DNR permitting process with the Village based on some questions and concerns
that were brought up by the Village.
 
The EIS is not complete and the public will have the opportunity to see the EIS and provide comment on the project once it is put on public notice and the public hearing is scheduled.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
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Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2015 5:34 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: Public information request
 
Good afternoon Elaine,
 
I was unsure who to direct this request to.  In order to prepare for the upcoming meeting I would like to request the draft copy of the EIS report.  If you are not the correct person, could you please direct me to who is?
 
Many thanks,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 8:40 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
The Department originally indicated to the District last fall that an extension could be considered. The extension to the winter drawdown was requested by the District last week to occur through March 15th because they have 2 contractors
working on debrushing vegetation on the banks (in anticipation of the dredging project) and had concerns about being able to safely accomplish this work with higher water levels.
 
The Department reviewed this request and due to concerns to the resource, particularly fish spawning, it was determined that an extension through March 15th could not be granted. However, in the past the Department has allowed the
temporary winter drawdown at Rochester Dam to occur through the end of Feb (Feb. 28th) and this was the basis for allowing the extension. No further extensions will be granted.
Elaine
 


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurveyto evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov


From: Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 8:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Elaine,
 
Thank you for your reply.
 
I am still a bit confused.  The DNR allowed the water level in the Fox River / Wind Lake Drainage Canal to be lowered in October in anticipation of the Drainage District dredging the canal.  However, due to the timing of when the Drainage District submitted plans
for DNR review, and the need to complete an EIS, no dredging occurred.  The result of this is that the water level in this waterway has been lowered for approximately 5 months, for no purpose.  Most recently the Drainage District requested an extension, which
the DNR granted.  What was the reason for the extension?  If the Drainage District is not actively dredging, what is the purpose of extending the drawdown?  Also, as noted in my email below, the potential to negatively impact this ecosystem by an extended
drawdown exists.  I believe that we all acknowledge that, although the public has not had a chance to review the EIS. 
 
Additionally, the article that you linked to, as well as an article in the Racine Journal Times indicated that water levels would return to normal by 2.15.2015.  This date has come and gone and the water levels are still approximately 3 feet below normal levels. 
 
As I’ve mentioned to Tanya and Luke, I truly appreciate the DNR’s oversight as I know how hard your team works to protect our resources.  I am passionate about this waterway and am truly concerned about how this process is unfolding.
 
Brent Hess
 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 4:31 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
I am the DNR Water Management Specialist covering Racine and managing the application for the Rochester Dam change order project. To answer your questions relating to permitting:
 


·         The District has applied for a Ch. 30 permit to dredge the Wind Lake/Goose Lake Branch canals. This permit has not been issued and is still incomplete pending finalized drawings/plans. The District requested the temporary winter drawdown last fall to
facilitate the dredging project; however, the dredging permit has not been issued.


·         The change in the operational order of the Rochester Dam is being processed under an individual permit. All individual permits require a 30 day public notice period. A public hearing is not required unless one is requested by a member of the public. A
public hearing will be scheduled in the case of the Rochester Dam project as the Department recognizes the work may be controversial in nature and anticipates a hearing will be requested.


·         The Rochester Dam project has not been placed on public notice because staff are working on completing the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Luke referenced in his email. Once this is complete, the project will be put on public notice and the
hearing scheduled. The Department will post the notice on our website and you can access it here when that happens: http://dnr.wi.gov/permits/water/.


·         A public notice/hearing is not required for temporary drawdown requests. However, as courtesy the Department published a news release on our website regarding the winter drawdown. You can access a copy of the news release
here:http://dnr.wi.gov/news/releases/article/?id=3331


 
I hope this helps answer your permitting related questions.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:11 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
Thank you for getting in touch again about this issue. I will defer to Tanya and/or Elaine on the questions related to the permitting and public info process.
I also appreciate your concerns about the fisheries resources in the Fox River and Wind Lake Canal. The potential negative impacts to the fish community and the usability of the resource will be fully detailed in the EIS and will be considered
along with many other factors.
Thank you again and please don't hesitate to stay in touch about this or any other issue.
We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Tue, Feb 17, 2015 at 6:23 PM, Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com> wrote:
 


Thank you Luke.
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Quick question, since the Drainage District is not doing any work on the canal, did they cite a reason for the request?
 
Also, as an fyi, the canal is 100% frozen over and has been for quite some time.  As we’ve discussed before, given the current depth of 3 feet or less, and the upcoming frigid weather, the potential for a deep freeze exists, as well as the potential that
fish will be on the hunt for deeper water.  This is of course a concern, as the only place they will find deeper water is on the other side of the dam in Rochester. 
 
Lastly, does the Drainage District have to request a public hearing for these types of requests, or do they simply have to request the permit from the DNR?  It appears that  the ladder is true, if so, what does your group take into consideration before
granting the Drainage District an extension? 
 
I’d like to better understand the pieces in play here as I truly believe that the potential exists to negatively impact this fishery.  If the remaining section of the river freezes, the fish have absolutely nowhere to go but over the dam.  The water depth on
the river is currently less than 2 feet in many places, with the deepest hole being around 3 feet.  This waterway froze deep enough to support snowmobile and ATV traffic last Winter, so there certainly is precedence for this. 
 
Brent
 
 


From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR [mailto:Luke.Roffler@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 13, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
 
I am writing to let you know that the drainage district has requested and been awarded an extension on the 2015 drawdown to February 28th. At this point, they will need to close the gates and refill the impoundment to normal water
levels.
 
Please feel free to share this information with anyone else who may be interested. Thank you.


We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Fri, Feb 13, 2015 at 11:12 AM, Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR <Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov> wrote:


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov
    


-----Original Message-----
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 5:58 PM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


Thank you for your thoughtful response and answering all of my questions. 


I am disappointed that the Drainage District requested the drawdown and did not even start the project. It appears that the Drainage District did not begin planning as early as they should have. 


As I've mentioned, no one in the Village of Waterford was able to duck hunt or fish the Fox River / drainage canal below the Waterford dam after the first week in October - what an absolute waste of an awesome natural
resource. The use of the waterway was a major factor for many of us in purchasing homes on the waterway. 


I completely understand (and agree with) the need for maintenance, but strongly oppose an annual drawdown. There has to be some common ground / better planning on the part of the Drainage District. The requested
drawdown impacts much more than just the drainage canal. It impacts everything below the dam in Waterford, and every property owner in Waterford with Fox River frontage. 


If you could Tanya, could you please put me on your email distribution list for any action items, meetings, discussion opportunities etc. regarding the Drainage Districts request. I would greatly appreciate as much notice as
possible.


Lastly, thank you again for the information and your oversight of this project. I know that you also want what is best for this waterway. 


Brent Hess


-----Original Message-----
From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 2:11 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Brent,


Thank you again for your patience with my delayed response.


You asked whether water levels will remain drawn down until at least April. At this point, it appears that the dredging project will not happen this fall 2014/winter 2015 season and the impoundment will begin to be refilled
in mid-February.


The DNR granted permission for the October drawdown fully anticipating that the plans would be completed, a permit issued, and the dredging started by early winter. The draw down needed to start in October due to the
hibernation period for herptiles. We indicated the impoundment needed to be refilled beginning February 15 for spawning periods. If the dredging was slightly behind schedule, we would consider delaying the refill but only
for a very short time period.


Unfortunately there were some delays and the Drainage District is still working on the plans. Once they are complete, there is a 30-day public notice and comment period before the DNR could issue the dredging permit. In
addition, the Drainage District would like to do the dredging while the ground is frozen. Because it is the end of January, this critical path makes it seem unlikely the project will even start this season. I anticipate the
Drainage District would again request a winter drawdown for the fall 2015/winter 2016 season to complete the dredging.


In addition to the Drainage District’s request for a “temporary” winter drawdown to facilitate dredging, they have also requested a “permanent” change to how the dam is operated. The established operating order for
Rochester Dam does not have a winter drawdown (see attached). The Drainage District is requesting an annual winter drawdown as follows:


• Winter draw down will begin on October 1st, to run of the river with the radial gates fully open, being achieved by October 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually opening the radial gates with the system fully open
by October 15th. Restoring of the system will begin February 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually closing the radial gates with the system returned, at least, to the minimum water elevation of 4.20 ft. on gauge by
March 1st to the best extent possible dependent upon watershed and weather conditions.
• They have also requested to go below minimum water levels temporarily during high flow events.


The EIS will look at the impacts of this request, which we are still drafting. There will also be an opportunity for the public to comment, as I mentioned.


I appreciate that you have a strong interest in these waterways and projects. We will be sure to provide you both public notices so you also have an opportunity to comment during the “formal” time periods.


If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.


Regards,
Tanya


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
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Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


dnr.wi.gov


-----Original Message-----
From: bhess9@twc.com [mailto:bhess9@twc.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2015 11:05 AM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


We switched our internet provider last week, so I am unsure if you responded to my 1.13.2015 email. If you have, can you please forward your response to my new email?


My new email is bhess9@twc.com


My mobile phone and address have not changed.


Thank you,


Brent Hess
262.770.2457


>
>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 7:22 PM
> To: 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'
> Cc: 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Thank you Tanya, I appreciate the update and the DNR’s oversight of this project. I understand that the DNR needs to review the dredging plans to ensure that the health of the waterway is maintained, and for this I am
grateful. Also, I know how much effort the DNR puts forth to maintain our waterways. Quality fishing opportunities don’t “just happen”. From fish stocking, providing public access, and fishery management, your group
does a great job, and you don’t get the credit that you deserve.
>
> The above being said, I am truly disappointed to hear that the project is no longer on schedule, and that the water levels will not return to normal levels on February 15th as originally communicated in the Racine Journal
Times.
>
> As you are aware, the drawdown occurred in early October, and the water was unnavigable shortly thereafter for fall fishing and duck hunting. For myself and many of my neighbors, this is our favorite time of the year.
However, it was understood that the drawdown needed to occur to complete maintenance and ensure the health of the waterway. Given the drawdown, I’m sure you can appreciate that I was eager for water levels to return to
normal for spring fishing.
>
> It is not my intent to gripe Tanya, I just want to understand the pieces in play here. As it currently appears, the water level in the river / canal will remain low until at least April. Is that correct? Additionally, the main
reason I purchased my current home was that my back yard / subdivision adjoins the Fox River, and I had use of the waterway.
>
> I want to be reasonable Tanya, but I don’t believe that drawing down this waterway to the point that it is no longer navigable for 6 to 7 months (October thru April) is reasonable. I think anyone who lives on any lake or
waterway in the state would agree.
>
> When the DNR reviewed / approved the original dredging plans, didn’t that come with a timeframe i.e. The drawdown must start by xx, and be completed by xx? Is there a date that the DNR manages to for the water level
to be returned to normal?
>
> Also, you mentioned that the DNR is drafting an Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. What change is being proposed? The canal has already
been drained.
>
> Thank you for keeping me informed, I look forward to your response and more information on the public hearing.
>
> My mailing address is as follows:
>
> Brent Hess
> 707 River Ridge Drive
> Waterford WI, 53185
>
> Thank you for your time Tanya,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
>
>
> From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 11:09 AM
> To: Brent Hess
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Brent,
>
> I had an opportunity to speak with Elaine Johnson, DNR Water Management Specialist for Racine County. She confirmed that the dredging of Wind Lake and Goose Lake Branch Canals has not started yet. The Drainage
District submitted revised plans on December 19th. The Department is still reviewing the plans but it appears that more information will be needed. In addition, the permitting process requires a 30-day public notice period.
So it appears that the window for dredging this winter is narrowing/extremely tight.
>
> The Department is still drafting the Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. It is still several weeks out before this will be finalized. As I
mentioned, changing the Operational Order for the dam also has a public input process.
>
> We will be sure to provide you with public notices for the two proposed activities. Could you provide me with your mailing address?
>
> I hope this update is helpful. If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.
>
> Regards,
> Tanya
>
>
> We are committed to service excellence.
> Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_customersurvey&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-
GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=O9BGhIEu96Tz8pjhYUcUOBfTSHnKz0sR7ut-
UT6GGEU&e=> to evaluate how I did.
>
> Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
> Water Management Engineer
> Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
> 3911 Fish Hatchery Road
> Fitchburg, WI 53711
> Phone: (608) 275-3287
> Fax: (608) 275-3338
> Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov<mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov>
>
> [cid:image001.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com
> /v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEUL
> BErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4
> WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6z
> MadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
> dnr.wi.gov<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.
> gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQ
> ngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXuj
> Ge_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6zMadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
> [cid:image002.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com
> /v2/url?u=http-3A__facebook.com_WIDNR&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035
> gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m
> =TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=x8BL8WptvcClQtuT9KoXkdQ
> rn3bvJ2k_vaFdLMJPov8&e=> [cid:image003.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
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> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__twitter.com_WDNR
> &d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9
> Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_L
> RcooBXk&s=l84cNEulqbHGhGwo3H02IEfsvfr7KOw5scT735QZpbI&e=>
> [cid:image004.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.flickr.com_ph
> otos_widnr_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=u
> I959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24Ws
> GTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=1X7bpGVAY6orkCR5ONexnGjjxRlLVr_vJAW3ztteiec&e=>
> [cid:image005.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.youtube.com_u
> ser_WIDNRTV&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=u
> I959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24Ws
> GTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=4yDhCoLS3pSI8_BezObwTQUHmEPwbRQCGgvTphD5GF0&e=>
> [cid:image006.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_rss_&d
> =AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mk
> n0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRc
> ooBXk&s=VoT44OUz1rZwBHShUtIYoa7dkOnbl45M9JlO5H_5tcc&e=>
>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Monday, December 29, 2014 9:14 AM
> To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: FW: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Good morning Tanya-
>
> Hope you had a wonderful holiday with your family.
>
> Luke suggested that I contact you for an update on the canal.
>
> How far have they dredged to date? How deep are they dredging? Is February still being targeting for bringing back up the water levels? Additionally, you mentioned in an earlier email that the sewerage district was
requesting a permit for a yearly draw down, any status on that? As discussed this past fall, I am very interested in the current and future projects regarding this waterway, and would like to attend any public meetings
discussing the Wind Lake drainage canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dams.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
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From: Brent Hess
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Nitschke, Eric A - DNR; Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; "Rebecca Ewald"; jr.woj@wi.rr.com; jimschneider137@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Public information request
Date: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 7:48:00 PM


Elaine,
 
An additional point that I forgot to mention in yesterday’s email…
 
Outside of my faith and my family, fishing is easily my biggest passion.  I look forward to spring fishing with my children every year, especially Walleye.  As you are aware, this time of year Walleyes begin to spawn, and they are relatively easy to catch.  This past
weekend I went out on the Fox River in the Rochester impoundment to catch some spring Walleyes with my boys.  We typically fish this waterway 3 to 4 times per week, and Saturday was the first time that we did not boat a single fish.   I’m not suggesting a large
winter kill (although the potential exists), our lack of success is certainly worth pointing out.  The coming months will tell the story,  but I wanted to let you know that the Walleyes are not following their typical spring patterns.   
 
During the drawdown the deepest spot is 3 feet, with many spots being less than 1 foot, and the fish don’t have the habitat they need for spawning.   The rapid change in water level seems to have the fish out of sorts. 
 
A number of years ago Lake Tichigan and the Fox River above the dam in Waterford were drawn down to facilitate dam repairs.  I experienced similar issues after the water levels returned to normal.  The fish were out of sorts and not following their typical
patterns.  It took Tichigan around 9 months before things returned to normal.  I will yield to Luke’s opinion as to whether or not a drawdown is detrimental to the fish, but is certainly noteworthy that it changes their spawning patterns.
 
Thank you for your time,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:57 PM
To: 'Johnson, Elaine M - DNR'
Cc: 'Eric.Nitschke@Wisconsin.gov'; 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'; 'Zoch, Nathan D - DNR'; 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'; 'Scott, Michelle M - DNR'; 'Rebecca Ewald'; 'jr.woj@wi.rr.com'; 'jimschneider137@gmail.com'
Subject: Public information request
 
Elaine-
 
It was nice to finally meet you last night – please extend my thanks to your team for attending.  Public speaking can be tough, but you did a great job presenting and representing your department. 
 
As you know, the forum of yesterday’s meeting did not allow the opportunity for attendees to directly respond to the Drainage District’s (DD) comments.  For this reason I wanted to respond to some of their comments, as I believe it is absolutely essential that
your team have all the facts when reviewing the DD’s requests.
 


1.        The DD indicated that they were surprised by the turnout, as they have drawn down this waterway a number of times over the past 5 years.  This is simply inaccurate.  Please see the attached pdf noting historical water levels in the Fox River Rochester
Impoundment from 2011 to present day.  Please note that prior to this  year, this waterway had not experienced a Fall drawdown since 2011.


2.       The DD claimed that without an annual drawdown, retreating ice on the canal will pull topsoil from the farmer’s fields.  Attached please find 3 pictures taken from various spots on the canal.  Please note the shoreline, as it is representative of a large
portion of the canal.  It is unlikely at best that the ice on the canal can come in contact with topsoil in adjacent farm land.   Additionally, please note that the pictures contained in the DD’s power point last evening were of small branch circuits, and not
representative of the main canal. 


3.       The DD stated that they strive for transparency to ensure that the public is well informed of their activities.  This is truly a matter of perspective.  Attached please find correspondence from the Village of Waterford to the Tanya Lourigan and Nathan Zoch of
your team.  The opening statement is as follows: “The Village Board is concerned about communications and the availability of public information provided to Village Officials and the public relative to permits requested by the Racine County Drainage
District.  The DD’s activities have been anything but transparent.  Up until last night the public did not know where to voice their concerns, as to a large degree, the public simply did not understand the pieces in play.  The Village of Waterford asked for the
DNR’s assistance to communicate the DD’s requests to the public.


4.       The DD stated that historically they controlled water levels in the canal by drawing down the water levels in Wind Lake.  When asked why the DD no longer practiced this, their reply was that the residents of Wind Lake did not support the drawdown.  This
sounds familiar, and it is our concern as well.  Why do the sod farmers take precedence over private residents?  There has to be a compromise here.


5.       The DD indicated that they have not dredged the canal since the 1950’s and it is still operating properly.  Their comments certainly establish precedence to support that it takes 50 years for sediment to build up in the canal.  Based on their own admission,
 why on earth are they requesting an annual drawdown?  History would dictate that they should be able to drawdown the waterway, dredge, and be in good shape for the next 50 years.


 
As I mentioned earlier, residents of Waterford have long been concerned about water levels in the Fox River.  The challenge has been, up until now, they did not know where to go with their concerns.  I believe the reason for the large turnout at last night’s
meeting is that the Village of Waterford sent notification of the meeting to area residents via United States Mail,  and the public welcomed the opportunity to finally have an outlet to voice  their concerns.  The trigger for the Village sending out this communication
was a steady stream of residents knocking on the door of the Village Hall with the same question “where is the water?”
 
Additionally, last night,  residents of Waterford, Burlington, Tichigan, Waukesha, West Milwaukee, Muskego, and Mukwonago attended the meeting.  This waterway is a vital part of our community and is used extensively by residents of neighboring communities. 
The Fox River is an awesome natural resource and the public’s concern is widespread and not limited to Waterford.  To further support this, the meeting was attended by two state representatives, I would assume they received a high volume of phone calls voicing
their concerns from their constituents’.
 
Please note I have also copied to of my neighbors who are equally as concerned.  I wanted to ensure that they had to same opportunity to voice their concerns.
 
Thank you for your time Elaine, I truly appreciate the opportunity to voice my concerns. 
 
Regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 7:20 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Brent,
 
Thank you for outlining your concerns to the Department.
 
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Nitschke, Eric A - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Very good, thank you for the reply Elaine.  I understand that your department needs time to ensure that the EIS contains accurate information.  May I ask when the EIS will be completed and available for public review? 
 
Also Elaine, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for the DNR’s oversight of the drawdown.  Everyone that I have been in contact  with the DNR  is passionate about protecting the natural resources in the State of Wisconsin.
 
From the local warden (Mike), to everyone copied on this email.  As I’ve mentioned before, the Drainage District’s desire is singular in purpose, and that purpose is lowering the waterway to facilitate dredging.  It does not consider the fishery, ecosystem, or public
access.
 
Specifically, here are my concerns:
 


         Many of Waterford’s / Rochester’s residents chose to live in this community because of the outdoor activities the Fox River offers
         The Fox River is an awesome natural resource for canoeing, kayaking, hunting, trapping fishing, or just watching nature – and it is open to the public
         The Village recognizes the Fox River as an awesome natural resource, and has put forth considerable effort to create more access for residents and visitors alike including :Whitford Park shoreline restoration, planned renovations for the Club 10


park to increase public access, and installing canoe / kayak launches both above and below the Waterford and Rochester Dams
         It is not reasonable to draw this waterway down for 5 months out of the year.  There is no one on any waterway in the State of Wisconsin that would agree that this is reasonable
         Residents are paying waterfront taxes with no water, and we will have boat launches for an unnavigable waterway
         I am on this waterway 3 to 4 times per week, The Fox is a thriving ecosystem.  Birds of prey, turtles, frogs, Deer, Musky, LM Bass, SM Bass, Walleye, Pike, Gills, Perch, Crappie, Drum, Catfish,  Blue Gill, Warmouth, Teal, Wood Ducks,


Mallards, the list goes on.  For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, everything has to be in perfect order.  Nature’s hand is at work here.
         Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose, and puts more than stress on the ecosystem, it threatens to destroy it
         In February, snowmobiles and ATVs were running the river from Burlington to North of Big Bend. In a natural “run of the river state”, the fish have the ability to seek out deeper water both above the Waterford Dam, and below the Rochester


Dam, in the areas impacted by the drawdown (between the dams) the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During sustained periods of frigid temperatures, the fish have nowhere to go – they are trapped.  Their only
option is to go over the dam in Rochester, and there is no way for them to get back.


         Even if we don’t experience a deep freeze, it simply can’t be healthy for fish to swim in less than 1 foot of water for months at a time. 
         Migrating waterfowl use the canal as a favorite stop, as it is always the last to freeze.  During the drawdown, the vegetation that the ducks feed on dies due to low water levels.  This year, migrating waterfowl did not stop in the canal.  They


completely by-passed it. 
         The Dam in Rochester impacts more than just the drainage canal, it impacts everything below the dam in Waterford Dam.  What gives the Drainage District this kind of power?  The Drainage District is a public entity, and the public’s wishes should
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be considered. 
         The drawdown is bad for Waterford / Rochester residents, visitors, and fishery.


 


I plan to attend the meeting on the 23rd, as well as any subsequent meetings to voice my concerns.  My reason for reaching out to the DNR is that your team is always on the search to give the public more hunting and fishing opportunities.  From
fish stocking to MFL’s, the Wisconsin DNR is doing a great job and providing world class hunting / fishing opportunities.  We have an opportunity right here, right now, and the proposed drawdown threatens to destroy it.  
 
I am confident that your team will make the right decision if you have all the facts.  I can back up everything mentioned in my above bullet points.  Also, I’d be happy to take anyone from your team on the river or canal for a tour.  I know you will
see all the same things that I do.  The Fox River simply put is one of Wisconsin’s premier natural resources – let’s keep it that way.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457


 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 8:21 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Hi Brent,
 
I appreciate your dedication to the resource and sharing your concerns with the Department. Public input is an integral part of the process, to gather observations and facts from others for the DNR to consider in addition to its own data in making a decision. To
answer your question, at this time, I cannot share a draft copy of the EIS.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Elaine,
 


Thank you for the reply.  I do understand that.  I will be attending the meeting on the 23rd, as well as the formal public hearing when it is announced. 
 


My intent for the meeting on the 23rd is to voice my concerns regarding the drawdown, from a property owners perspective, as well as from an ecosystem perspective.    
 
The Village of Waterford requested the meeting due to countless requests from  its citizens asking “where is the water”   I’ve been doing my best to get the word out to the public.
I believe the drawdown is more than stressful to the ecosystem, it threatens to wipe out the fishery. 
 


The meeting on the 23rd represents our first opportunity to express our concerns, and the information contained in the EIS will likely be very helpful.
 
Can you please advise if the draft EIS is something you can share?
 
I don’t mean to be overbearing Elaine.   I have a passion for the health of this waterway, and want to do everything in my power to achieve a positive outcome for the Village and it’s residents.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 9:36 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Good morning Brent,
 


I just want to make sure it is understood that the meeting with the Village on March 23rd is not the formal public hearing on the project. The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss DNR permitting process with the Village based on some questions and concerns
that were brought up by the Village.
 
The EIS is not complete and the public will have the opportunity to see the EIS and provide comment on the project once it is put on public notice and the public hearing is scheduled.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2015 5:34 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: Public information request
 
Good afternoon Elaine,
 
I was unsure who to direct this request to.  In order to prepare for the upcoming meeting I would like to request the draft copy of the EIS report.  If you are not the correct person, could you please direct me to who is?
 
Many thanks,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 8:40 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
The Department originally indicated to the District last fall that an extension could be considered. The extension to the winter drawdown was requested by the District last week to occur through March 15th because they have 2 contractors
working on debrushing vegetation on the banks (in anticipation of the dredging project) and had concerns about being able to safely accomplish this work with higher water levels.
 
The Department reviewed this request and due to concerns to the resource, particularly fish spawning, it was determined that an extension through March 15th could not be granted. However, in the past the Department has allowed the
temporary winter drawdown at Rochester Dam to occur through the end of Feb (Feb. 28th) and this was the basis for allowing the extension. No further extensions will be granted.
Elaine
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We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurveyto evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov


From: Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 8:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Elaine,
 
Thank you for your reply.
 
I am still a bit confused.  The DNR allowed the water level in the Fox River / Wind Lake Drainage Canal to be lowered in October in anticipation of the Drainage District dredging the canal.  However, due to the timing of when the Drainage District submitted plans
for DNR review, and the need to complete an EIS, no dredging occurred.  The result of this is that the water level in this waterway has been lowered for approximately 5 months, for no purpose.  Most recently the Drainage District requested an extension, which
the DNR granted.  What was the reason for the extension?  If the Drainage District is not actively dredging, what is the purpose of extending the drawdown?  Also, as noted in my email below, the potential to negatively impact this ecosystem by an extended
drawdown exists.  I believe that we all acknowledge that, although the public has not had a chance to review the EIS. 
 
Additionally, the article that you linked to, as well as an article in the Racine Journal Times indicated that water levels would return to normal by 2.15.2015.  This date has come and gone and the water levels are still approximately 3 feet below normal levels. 
 
As I’ve mentioned to Tanya and Luke, I truly appreciate the DNR’s oversight as I know how hard your team works to protect our resources.  I am passionate about this waterway and am truly concerned about how this process is unfolding.
 
Brent Hess
 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 4:31 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
I am the DNR Water Management Specialist covering Racine and managing the application for the Rochester Dam change order project. To answer your questions relating to permitting:
 


·         The District has applied for a Ch. 30 permit to dredge the Wind Lake/Goose Lake Branch canals. This permit has not been issued and is still incomplete pending finalized drawings/plans. The District requested the temporary winter drawdown last fall to
facilitate the dredging project; however, the dredging permit has not been issued.


·         The change in the operational order of the Rochester Dam is being processed under an individual permit. All individual permits require a 30 day public notice period. A public hearing is not required unless one is requested by a member of the public. A
public hearing will be scheduled in the case of the Rochester Dam project as the Department recognizes the work may be controversial in nature and anticipates a hearing will be requested.


·         The Rochester Dam project has not been placed on public notice because staff are working on completing the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Luke referenced in his email. Once this is complete, the project will be put on public notice and the
hearing scheduled. The Department will post the notice on our website and you can access it here when that happens: http://dnr.wi.gov/permits/water/.


·         A public notice/hearing is not required for temporary drawdown requests. However, as courtesy the Department published a news release on our website regarding the winter drawdown. You can access a copy of the news release
here:http://dnr.wi.gov/news/releases/article/?id=3331


 
I hope this helps answer your permitting related questions.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:11 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
Thank you for getting in touch again about this issue. I will defer to Tanya and/or Elaine on the questions related to the permitting and public info process.
I also appreciate your concerns about the fisheries resources in the Fox River and Wind Lake Canal. The potential negative impacts to the fish community and the usability of the resource will be fully detailed in the EIS and will be considered
along with many other factors.
Thank you again and please don't hesitate to stay in touch about this or any other issue.
We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Tue, Feb 17, 2015 at 6:23 PM, Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com> wrote:
 


Thank you Luke.
 
Quick question, since the Drainage District is not doing any work on the canal, did they cite a reason for the request?
 
Also, as an fyi, the canal is 100% frozen over and has been for quite some time.  As we’ve discussed before, given the current depth of 3 feet or less, and the upcoming frigid weather, the potential for a deep freeze exists, as well as the potential that
fish will be on the hunt for deeper water.  This is of course a concern, as the only place they will find deeper water is on the other side of the dam in Rochester. 
 
Lastly, does the Drainage District have to request a public hearing for these types of requests, or do they simply have to request the permit from the DNR?  It appears that  the ladder is true, if so, what does your group take into consideration before
granting the Drainage District an extension? 
 
I’d like to better understand the pieces in play here as I truly believe that the potential exists to negatively impact this fishery.  If the remaining section of the river freezes, the fish have absolutely nowhere to go but over the dam.  The water depth on
the river is currently less than 2 feet in many places, with the deepest hole being around 3 feet.  This waterway froze deep enough to support snowmobile and ATV traffic last Winter, so there certainly is precedence for this. 
 
Brent
 
 


From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR [mailto:Luke.Roffler@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 13, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
 
I am writing to let you know that the drainage district has requested and been awarded an extension on the 2015 drawdown to February 28th. At this point, they will need to close the gates and refill the impoundment to normal water
levels.
 
Please feel free to share this information with anyone else who may be interested. Thank you.


We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
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Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Fri, Feb 13, 2015 at 11:12 AM, Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR <Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov> wrote:


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov
    


-----Original Message-----
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 5:58 PM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


Thank you for your thoughtful response and answering all of my questions. 


I am disappointed that the Drainage District requested the drawdown and did not even start the project. It appears that the Drainage District did not begin planning as early as they should have. 


As I've mentioned, no one in the Village of Waterford was able to duck hunt or fish the Fox River / drainage canal below the Waterford dam after the first week in October - what an absolute waste of an awesome natural
resource. The use of the waterway was a major factor for many of us in purchasing homes on the waterway. 


I completely understand (and agree with) the need for maintenance, but strongly oppose an annual drawdown. There has to be some common ground / better planning on the part of the Drainage District. The requested
drawdown impacts much more than just the drainage canal. It impacts everything below the dam in Waterford, and every property owner in Waterford with Fox River frontage. 


If you could Tanya, could you please put me on your email distribution list for any action items, meetings, discussion opportunities etc. regarding the Drainage Districts request. I would greatly appreciate as much notice as
possible.


Lastly, thank you again for the information and your oversight of this project. I know that you also want what is best for this waterway. 


Brent Hess


-----Original Message-----
From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 2:11 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Brent,


Thank you again for your patience with my delayed response.


You asked whether water levels will remain drawn down until at least April. At this point, it appears that the dredging project will not happen this fall 2014/winter 2015 season and the impoundment will begin to be refilled
in mid-February.


The DNR granted permission for the October drawdown fully anticipating that the plans would be completed, a permit issued, and the dredging started by early winter. The draw down needed to start in October due to the
hibernation period for herptiles. We indicated the impoundment needed to be refilled beginning February 15 for spawning periods. If the dredging was slightly behind schedule, we would consider delaying the refill but only
for a very short time period.


Unfortunately there were some delays and the Drainage District is still working on the plans. Once they are complete, there is a 30-day public notice and comment period before the DNR could issue the dredging permit. In
addition, the Drainage District would like to do the dredging while the ground is frozen. Because it is the end of January, this critical path makes it seem unlikely the project will even start this season. I anticipate the
Drainage District would again request a winter drawdown for the fall 2015/winter 2016 season to complete the dredging.


In addition to the Drainage District’s request for a “temporary” winter drawdown to facilitate dredging, they have also requested a “permanent” change to how the dam is operated. The established operating order for
Rochester Dam does not have a winter drawdown (see attached). The Drainage District is requesting an annual winter drawdown as follows:


• Winter draw down will begin on October 1st, to run of the river with the radial gates fully open, being achieved by October 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually opening the radial gates with the system fully open
by October 15th. Restoring of the system will begin February 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually closing the radial gates with the system returned, at least, to the minimum water elevation of 4.20 ft. on gauge by
March 1st to the best extent possible dependent upon watershed and weather conditions.
• They have also requested to go below minimum water levels temporarily during high flow events.


The EIS will look at the impacts of this request, which we are still drafting. There will also be an opportunity for the public to comment, as I mentioned.


I appreciate that you have a strong interest in these waterways and projects. We will be sure to provide you both public notices so you also have an opportunity to comment during the “formal” time periods.


If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.


Regards,
Tanya


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


dnr.wi.gov


-----Original Message-----
From: bhess9@twc.com [mailto:bhess9@twc.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2015 11:05 AM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


We switched our internet provider last week, so I am unsure if you responded to my 1.13.2015 email. If you have, can you please forward your response to my new email?


My new email is bhess9@twc.com


My mobile phone and address have not changed.


Thank you,


Brent Hess
262.770.2457


>
>
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> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 7:22 PM
> To: 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'
> Cc: 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Thank you Tanya, I appreciate the update and the DNR’s oversight of this project. I understand that the DNR needs to review the dredging plans to ensure that the health of the waterway is maintained, and for this I am
grateful. Also, I know how much effort the DNR puts forth to maintain our waterways. Quality fishing opportunities don’t “just happen”. From fish stocking, providing public access, and fishery management, your group
does a great job, and you don’t get the credit that you deserve.
>
> The above being said, I am truly disappointed to hear that the project is no longer on schedule, and that the water levels will not return to normal levels on February 15th as originally communicated in the Racine Journal
Times.
>
> As you are aware, the drawdown occurred in early October, and the water was unnavigable shortly thereafter for fall fishing and duck hunting. For myself and many of my neighbors, this is our favorite time of the year.
However, it was understood that the drawdown needed to occur to complete maintenance and ensure the health of the waterway. Given the drawdown, I’m sure you can appreciate that I was eager for water levels to return to
normal for spring fishing.
>
> It is not my intent to gripe Tanya, I just want to understand the pieces in play here. As it currently appears, the water level in the river / canal will remain low until at least April. Is that correct? Additionally, the main
reason I purchased my current home was that my back yard / subdivision adjoins the Fox River, and I had use of the waterway.
>
> I want to be reasonable Tanya, but I don’t believe that drawing down this waterway to the point that it is no longer navigable for 6 to 7 months (October thru April) is reasonable. I think anyone who lives on any lake or
waterway in the state would agree.
>
> When the DNR reviewed / approved the original dredging plans, didn’t that come with a timeframe i.e. The drawdown must start by xx, and be completed by xx? Is there a date that the DNR manages to for the water level
to be returned to normal?
>
> Also, you mentioned that the DNR is drafting an Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. What change is being proposed? The canal has already
been drained.
>
> Thank you for keeping me informed, I look forward to your response and more information on the public hearing.
>
> My mailing address is as follows:
>
> Brent Hess
> 707 River Ridge Drive
> Waterford WI, 53185
>
> Thank you for your time Tanya,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
>
>
> From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 11:09 AM
> To: Brent Hess
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Brent,
>
> I had an opportunity to speak with Elaine Johnson, DNR Water Management Specialist for Racine County. She confirmed that the dredging of Wind Lake and Goose Lake Branch Canals has not started yet. The Drainage
District submitted revised plans on December 19th. The Department is still reviewing the plans but it appears that more information will be needed. In addition, the permitting process requires a 30-day public notice period.
So it appears that the window for dredging this winter is narrowing/extremely tight.
>
> The Department is still drafting the Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. It is still several weeks out before this will be finalized. As I
mentioned, changing the Operational Order for the dam also has a public input process.
>
> We will be sure to provide you with public notices for the two proposed activities. Could you provide me with your mailing address?
>
> I hope this update is helpful. If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.
>
> Regards,
> Tanya
>
>
> We are committed to service excellence.
> Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_customersurvey&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-
GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=O9BGhIEu96Tz8pjhYUcUOBfTSHnKz0sR7ut-
UT6GGEU&e=> to evaluate how I did.
>
> Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
> Water Management Engineer
> Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
> 3911 Fish Hatchery Road
> Fitchburg, WI 53711
> Phone: (608) 275-3287
> Fax: (608) 275-3338
> Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov<mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov>
>
> [cid:image001.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com
> /v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEUL
> BErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4
> WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6z
> MadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
> dnr.wi.gov<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.
> gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQ
> ngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXuj
> Ge_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6zMadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
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> =TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=x8BL8WptvcClQtuT9KoXkdQ
> rn3bvJ2k_vaFdLMJPov8&e=> [cid:image003.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__twitter.com_WDNR
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> I959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24Ws
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>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Monday, December 29, 2014 9:14 AM
> To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: FW: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Good morning Tanya-
>
> Hope you had a wonderful holiday with your family.
>
> Luke suggested that I contact you for an update on the canal.
>
> How far have they dredged to date? How deep are they dredging? Is February still being targeting for bringing back up the water levels? Additionally, you mentioned in an earlier email that the sewerage district was
requesting a permit for a yearly draw down, any status on that? As discussed this past fall, I am very interested in the current and future projects regarding this waterway, and would like to attend any public meetings
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discussing the Wind Lake drainage canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dams.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>








From: Loney, Tyler (Ron Johnson)
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Rochester Dam
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 4:35:05 PM


Hello-
 
Thank you for your help. I don’t believe I have any other questions, but I will let you know if
something comes up.
 
Tyler
 
From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 8:04 AM
To: Loney, Tyler (Ron Johnson)
Cc: Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: FW: Rochester Dam
 
Good morning Tyler,
 
My supervisor, Michelle Scott, will be out of the office until tomorrow. I am the DNR Water
Management Specialist processing the applications from the Racine County Drainage District
Norway Dover (RCDD). There is a dredging application for work in the Wind Lake/Goose Lake
branch canals and an application to change the Rochester Dam operation order. Neither permit
applications have been issued.
 
The RCDD has requested to change the operational order of Rochester Dam to include a winter


drawdown of the system each year beginning on October 1-Feb. 15th, gradually closing the gates


with the system returned to the minimum water level listed in the order by March 1st. They also
request to allow a temporary drop below the minimum water elevation during periods of high
flows.
 
An EIS is being prepared for the dam application and a public notice and public hearing will be held.
 
The application materials for each project can be found on our website. The link to track DNR
Water applications can be found here: http://dnr.wi.gov/permits/water/ . Hit the “Track” button
and it will take you to the application site. The DNR file number for the Rochester Dam operational
order request is IP-SE-2012-52-05673. The application for the Wind Lake/Goose Lake Branch canal
dredging is IP-SE-2012-52-05674.
 
Please let me know if you have any additional questions.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
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Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov


 


From: "Loney, Tyler (Ron Johnson)" <Tyler_Loney@ronjohnson.senate.gov>
Date: May 18, 2015 at 5:35:03 PM CDT
To: "Scott, Michelle M - DNR" <Michelle.Scott@wisconsin.gov>
Subject: RE: Rochester Dam


Hello-
 
I was directed to you. I was wondering if you could provide some assistance.
 
We were contacted by a constituent who was concerned with projects on the Fox
River near Rochester in Racine County. I was looking at the dredging of the Wind Lake
Canal and it seems that that is currently underway. I think I understand the dredging
project. As for the Rochester Dam, I came across documentation that appears to have
an EIS being prepared for the Rochester Dam. Could you elaborate on the project at
the Rochester Dam?
 
Thanks for your help. Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Tyler Loney
 
From: Nitschke, Eric A - DNR [mailto:Eric.Nitschke@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2015 3:20 PM
To: Lamers, Holly J - DNR; Loney, Tyler (Ron Johnson); Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Cc: Gayan, Sharon L - DNR
Subject: RE: Rochester Dam
 
Good afternoon Tyler,
 
Our Waterway and Wetland Management Program supervisor, Michelle Scott, is best
positioned to provide detailed answers to your questions about Wind Lake and the
Rochester Dam.  I’ve included Michelle on this email for your reference.  Please feel
free to reach out to Michelle directly with any questions you may have.
 
I can also be used as a resource to put you in contact with our staff should you have
any other concerns.  Please feel free to contact me via email or my cell at any time
(414) 610-8946. 
 
Regards,
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Eric
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Eric Nitschke, P.E.
Secretary’s Director – Southeast Wisconsin
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53212
Phone:      (414) 263-8570
Fax:        (414) 263-8606
Eric.Nitschke@wisconsin.gov
 


From: Lamers, Holly J - DNR 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2015 1:05 PM
To: Loney, Tyler (Ron Johnson)
Cc: Nitschke, Eric A - DNR
Subject: RE: Rochester Dam
 
Hi Tyler,
 
You are welcome to reach out to me to get the ball rolling on a DNR issue!
 
For this particular issue, I am going to refer you to Eric Nitschke, Secretary’s
Director, for Southeast Wisconsin (including Racine Cty).  I have copied Eric on
this email, so that will alert him to your request.
 
Best Regards,
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 


Holly Lamers
Secretary’s Office – Executive Staff Assistant
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
101 S Webster Street, Madison, WI 53703
Phone: 608-267-7556
Cell Phone: 608-219-0048
Fax: 608-266-6983
holly.lamers@wi.gov
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From: Loney, Tyler (Ron Johnson) [mailto:Tyler_Loney@ronjohnson.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2015 1:00 PM
To: Lamers, Holly J - DNR
Subject: Rochester Dam
 
Hello-
 
I believe I reached out to you in the past when I had a question with the DNR. I
was wondering if you would be able to provide some guidance, or point me in
the right direction.
 
We were contacted by a constituent who was concerned with projects on the
Fox River near Rochester in Racine County. I was looking at the dredging of
the Wind Lake Canal and it seems that that is currently underway. I also came
across documentation that appears to have an EIS being prepared for the
Rochester Dam. Could you elaborate on the project at the Rochester Dam?
 
Thank you for your help. Please let me know if you need any information, or if
I should contact someone else.
 
Tyler Loney
Constituent Services Representative
Senator Ron Johnson (WI)
Milwaukee Office
Office-414-276-7282
Tyler_Loney@ronjohnson.senate.gov 
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From: Judy Spencer
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: Re: Constituent - Spencer - Racine Cty
Date: Monday, March 23, 2015 11:13:41 AM


Thank you for the information, I would very much want to received e-mails as a
concern homeowner my address is incorrect as the correct one is 860 River Ridge
Cir, Waterford,WI 53185


As I am still concern having draw downs and work not being completed. I feel we can
do much better in this area. 


On Monday, March 23, 2015 10:27 AM, "Johnson, Elaine M - DNR" <Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov>
wrote:


Good morning Judy,
 
Please accept this email in response to your recent inquiry to the DNR Secretary’s Office
regarding the temporary winter draw down of the Rochester Dam on the Fox River in
Racine County. Below you will find a summary on the status on the application requests
made by the dam operator, the Racine County Drainage District- Norway Dover.
 


·         The District has applied for a Ch. 30 waterway permit to dredge the Wind
Lake/Goose Lake Branch canals. This permit has not been issued. The District
requested the temporary winter drawdown last fall to facilitate the dredging project;
however, the dredging permit was not issued in time to perform any dredging last
winter.
·         The Department reviewed the request for the temporary drawdown in
accordance with the law. DNR Fisheries and Wildlife staff worked with the
District to determine dates for the drawdown that would minimize impacts to
aquatic resources. A temporary drawdown was authorized from October 1-
February 15th.
·         A public notice/hearing is not required for temporary drawdown requests.
However, as courtesy the Department published a news release on our website
regarding the winter drawdown. You can access a copy of the news release
here:http://dnr.wi.gov/news/releases/article/?id=3331
·         The District requested to extend the winter drawdown to March 15th. This
request was made by the District because they had 2 contractors working on
debrushing vegetation on the banks (in anticipation of the dredging project)
and had concerns about being able to safely accomplish this work with higher
water levels.
·         Due to concerns to the resource, particularly fish spawning, it was
determined that an extension through March 15th could not be granted.
However, in the past the Department has allowed the temporary winter
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drawdown at Rochester Dam to occur through the end of Feb (Feb. 28th) and
this was the basis for allowing the extension.


 
The District has also submitted an application requesting to change the operational
order of the Rochester Dam to allow for annual winter draw downs and draw downs
during high spring flows.
 


·         The change in the operational order of the Rochester Dam is being processed
under an individual permit. All individual permits require a 30 day public notice
period. A public hearing is not required unless one is requested by a member of the
public. A public hearing will be scheduled in the case of the Rochester Dam project as
the Department recognizes the work may be controversial in nature and anticipates a
hearing will be requested.
·         The Rochester Dam project has not been placed on public notice because staff are
working on completing the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Luke referenced in
his email. Once this is complete, the project will be put on public notice and the
hearing scheduled. The Department will post the notice on our website and you can
access it here when that happens: http://dnr.wi.gov/permits/water/.


 
As requested during our phone discussion last week, I will place you on the list of
interested parties to be sent a copy of the public notice and information on the public
hearing when the application has been determined to be complete. The address I have
listed for you is:
 
860 River Edge Circle
Waterford, WI 53185
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
Water Management Specialist – WT/WD
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
141 NW Barstow St., Room 180, Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
dnr.wi.gov
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From: Barbara Messick
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: Re: Fox River Drawdown Additional Comments
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 3:10:55 PM
Attachments: riparian and nearby property owners Waterford to Rochester Dam.xlsx


Elaine,


I reviewed the attached lists and culled the duplicate names from our list which I've
attached. Hope that Helps. 


On Thu, Jun 4, 2015 at 1:35 PM, Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
<Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov> wrote:


Hi Barbara,


 


With regards to the public notice the Department will issue tomorrow for the Racine County
Drainage District application to dredge the Wind Lake/Goose Lake Branch canals, we have
developed the attached lists for notification to be sent to residents in the Village of Waterford. I
have separate lists for Rochester and riparians within the dredging corridor. The Village of
Waterford will be copied on the notice tomorrow.


 


The attached lists and the below contacts (which may be on the lists- I still need to reconcile
what I can) will be sent notifications by the District. Please let me know if you are aware of other
parties that should be included on the list. Thank you.


 


Brent Hess


707 River Ridge Drive


Waterford WI, 53185


 


Judy Spencer


860 River Ridge Circle


Waterford, WI 53185


 


George Scovronski
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															Mailing Address


						Parcel ID			Property Address			Name			Street			City			State			Zip			Zoning


						1910419 35092000						RACINE COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS			14200 WASHINGTON AV			STURTERVANT						53177			WFRD


						1910419 35170000			MILWAUKEE ST			FOXWOOD ISLE HOMEOWNERS ASSOC			300 FOXWOOD DR #100			WATERFORD						53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35111002						CONDOMINIMUMS


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35113000			228 MILWAUKEE ST N			KUEPPER VINCENT T & NICOLE K			313 N JEFFERSON ST			WATERFORD									WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35114000			209 3RD ST N			MENDICINO THOMAS J			612 ROHDA DR			WATERFORD									WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35154000			206 3RD ST N			NORBERG CARY J			PO BOX 217			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35148000			304 DIVISION ST			REINDL BRITTANY B			304 DIVISION ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35149000			302 DIVISION ST			IVERSON KATHLEEN D			302 DIVISION ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35140000			130 N 2ND ST			SATTERSTROM CLAYTON			130 N 2ND ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35137000			130 N 2ND ST			SATTERSTROM CLAYTON			130 N 2ND ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


						1910419 35136000						VILLAGE OF WATERFORD															WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35139000			104 MAIN ST E			WATERFORD PROPERTIES			7481 CARTER CIRCLE S			FRANKLIN			WI			53132			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35310000			102 MAIN ST E			FOAT GRANT I & GREGORY H			421 N MILWAUKEE ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35311000			101 MAIN ST E			WISC DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION			141 NW BARSTOW ST			WAUKESHA			WI			53187			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35312000			100 1ST ST S			VILLAGE OF WATERFORD															WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35423000			200 S 1ST ST			BEST JASON J			200 S 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


						1910419 35424000			204 S 1ST ST			SCHANEN MARTHA			204 S 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35425000			206 1ST ST			TENFEL-TENFEL-TENFEL-SCHMIDT			206 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35457000			300 1ST ST			VORPAGEL DARELL W & MICHELE L			300 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35458000			304 S FIRST ST			FELDSCHER TIMOTHY M			304 S FIRST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35459000			306 1ST ST S			CASTRO HEIDE MARIE			N2587 COUNTY ROAD O			WARRENS			WI			54666			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35001000			1ST ST			WATERFORD LAND LLC			212 N PROSPECT			PARK RIDGE			IL			60068			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35002000			404 S FIRST ST			HUENING TRUST RICHARD W JR & M			404 S FIRST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35003000			1ST ST			HUENING TRUST RICHARD W JR & M			404 S FIRST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35004000			1ST ST			HUENING JAMES F			239 CHERYL LANE			PALATINE			IL			60067			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35005000			1ST ST			BINTZ LUELLA			3635 TECHNY RD			NORTHBROOK			IL			60062			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35006000			404 S FIRST ST			HUENING TRUST RICHARD W JR & M			201 RIVER ST S			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35007000			404 1ST ST			HUENING TRUST RICHARD W JR & M			404 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35010000			414 S FIRST ST			COLANO TRUST VITO & MARGARET			414 S FIRST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35011000			414 S 1ST ST			COLANO TRUST VITO & MARGARET			414 S 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185			WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35012000						VILLAGE OF WATERFORD															WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1910419 35013000						VILLAGE OF WATERFORD															WFRD


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02037000			2908 N RIVER RD			HOERNKE DONALD P & VIRGINIA V			2908 N RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02039000			2836 N RIVER RD			DIETZ MICHAEL A			2836 N RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02081000			2818 N RIVER ROAD			GUZIKOWSKI MICHAEL & JILL M			2818 N RIVER ROAD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02038000			2780 N RIVER RD			MEYER GERALD E JR			2780 N RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02099000			2768 FOX GROVE DR			HREN VICTOR G & MARTHA			2768 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02098002			2760 FOX GROVE DR			HAMM PAUL B			2760 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02098000			2754 FOX GROVE DR			KANGAS JOSEPH R & SANDRA M			2754 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02097000			2748 FOX GROVE DR			HORVATIN ROBERT A			P O BOX 429			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02101000			2744 FOX GROVE DR			DAUKUS SOPHIA A			3733 N RICHMAND			CHICAGO			IL			60618			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02096000			2740 FOX GROVE DR			PELLMANN JOHN W & DEBORAH K			2740 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02102000			2734 FOX GROVE DR			HULL, BRYON J  & SAPP, PAULETTE			2734 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02095000			2728 FOX GROVE DR			BARRY BRIAN E			122 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


			ERROR:#REF!			1760319 02094000			2724 FOX GROVE DR			TART JAMES L & SUZANNE L			2724 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 092 000			2714 FOX GROVE DR			ARFSTEN JEANNE			2714 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 092 010			FOX RIVER DRIVE			ARFSTEN TRUST JEANNE W			2714 FOX GROVE RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 089 000			2706 FOX GROVE DR			FRENCH BRIAN N & TAMMY S			2706 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 103 000(P)			2702 FOX GROVE DR			SCHNEIDER RANDAL J & JANEL S			2702 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 080 000(P)			29901 FOX GROVE DR			GRABOWSKI RICHARD E & NANCY J			29901 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 066 000(P)			2634 N RIVER RD			DREWITZ & MUFFICK EDWARD A & J			2634 N RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 065 000(P)			2622 RIVER RD N			DEWEERD LEANNE B			2622 RIVER RD N			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 067 000(P)			2610 N RIVER RD			GOLDMAN BARTHOLD			2610 N RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 062 000(P)			2602 N RIVER RD			LIEBKE-GARSTECKI-GARSTECKI			2602 N RIVER			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 064 000(P)			2550 NORTH RIVER RD			GEIGER JARED S & KARA M			2550 NORTH RIVER TD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 063 000			2530 NORTH RIVER RD			GIVEN JACK R & PATRICIA A			2530 NORTH RIVER TD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 088 000(p)			2518 NORTH RIVER RD			FORTIER & KUBALANZA			2518 NORTH RIVER TD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 087 000(P)			2502 RIVER ROAD			STEFFENS DANIEL M & MICHELLE			2502 RIVER ROAD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH


						02 042 000(P)			RIVER ROAD NORTH			STEFFENS JAMES W & MARY C			537 LEWIS ST			BURLINGTON			WI			53150			ROCH


						02 040 001(P)			2440 NORTH RIVER RD			AXTELL EDWARD			2440 NORTH RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185			ROCH














Sheet2


			Owner Name			Mailing Address			City			State			Zip						Physical Address


			EER LAROC LLC			28702 GAWIN DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185						705 Front St S


			SHIRLEY A DEHART 			PO BOX 123			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						09 FRONT ST S


			ZACKARY STEVEN KEMPKEN 			N6275 PARADISE DR			BURLINGTON			WI			53105						605 FRONT ST S


			JEFF M & BARBARA J CARVER 			7310 E WIND LAKE RD			WIND LAKE			WI			53185						601 FRONT ST S


			JEFF M & BARBARA J CARVER			7310 E WIND LAKE RD			WIND LAKE			WI			53185						509 FRONT ST S


			SANDRA C BECKER 			P O BOX 213			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						05 FRONT ST S


			SCOTT A MAYRAND 			P O BOX 331			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						503 FRONT ST S


			KRISTIN L SIMS 			6520 TOWN LINE RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185						501 FRONT ST S


			KRISTIN L SIMS 			6520 TOWN LINE RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185						409 FRONT ST S


			BELLANTE TRUST DTD 3-26-13			25901 S WIND LAKE RD			WIND LAKE			WI			53185						307 FRONT ST S


			DANIEL O & PATRICIA WILCH 			210 S WATER ST			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			GERALD L HANSEN 			208 S WATER ST			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			LUKE B & JESSICA KOSOBUCKI			206 S WATER ST			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			MONICA S & RANDY W FISCHER 			P O BOX 298			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						303 FRONT ST S


			RICHARD J & SANDRA A NOEL 			P O BOX 385			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						301 FRONT ST S


			CAROL J BINNING 			PO BOX 193			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						207 FRONT ST S


			MICHAEL G & GERI A HIRSCHBOECK 			PO BOX 697			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						205 FRONT ST S


			FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASCO			P O BOX 650043			DALLAS			TX			75265						203 FRONT ST S


			ROHMANN TRUST ANNA			4645 N 49TH ST			MILWAUKEE			WI			53218						201 FRONT ST S


			ADAMS TRUST JOHN BRADFORD & JO			P O BOX 503			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						202 WATER ST S


			MARGARET RUBACH HAUS TRUST 			PO BOX 181			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						200 WATER ST S


			ANN W BOZDOGAN ETAL			PO BOX 36			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						104 WATER ST S


			LARRY R & MARILYN R LANE			P O BOX 511			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						100 WATER ST N


			JACK J DAVIS			P O BOX 267			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						202 SPRING ST E


			CRYSTAL A ROZANSKE 			S93 W33501 FIELDSIDE CT			MUKWONAGO			WI			53149						101 FRONT ST N


			LINDA M REINKE			7401 BIGN BEND RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185						103 FRONT ST N


			MARIAN F OLDENBERG 			BOX 254			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						109 FRONT ST N


			NANCY CLEM 			PO BOX 454			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						111 FRONT ST N


			PATRICK VANDENBERG 			P O BOX 81726			RACINE			WI			53408						201 FRONT ST N


			MARGARET L MUELLER 			203 N FRONT ST BOX 67			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						203 N FRONT ST


			JACK J DAVIS 			P O BOX 267			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						ROCHESTER ST N


			WESTERN SEWERAGE OF RACINE CO						RACINE			WI									300 ROCHESTER ST N


			RACINE COUNTY % PUBLIC WORKS			14200 WASHINGTON AV			RACINE			WI									ROCHESTER ST N


			BRUCE W  ALBRIGHT & ALBRIGHT 			PO BOX 133			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						205 FRONT ST N


			EARL NEU 			207 N FRONT ST			BURLINGTON			WI			53105						207 N FRONT ST


			ROGER E & NOREEN KIEFFER TRUST 			BOX 218			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						303 FRONT ST N


			MICHAEL HOAR & MULLIN HOAR 			PO BOX 344			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						309 FRONT ST N


			WILMA E HOWE 			PO BOX 41			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						403 FRONT ST N


			WATERFORD LANDING ON THE FOX			12344 W LAYTON AVE			GREENFIELD			WI			53228


			SHIRLEY & JAMES KOCH 			2404 N RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DANIEL J & CINDY L KLATT 			137 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JONATHAN E & JANNAH M KOST 			133 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			PATRICK G & VESTA S GOLDAMMER 			131 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ROGER G & BARBARA BUCHOLTZ 			123 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DEBORAH J MICHEL 			121 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ROBERT A JR & PAMELA S BELDEN 			117 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			CRAIG W & LYNN A MULESN			113 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			STEPHAN & SUSAN SEIDLER 			109 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DANIEL L WENDT 			105 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			MARK & KIM S TOPCZEWSKI 			101 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			BRYAN L & TARA L FROST			231 S JEFFERSON ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			STEPHEN R & CHRISTINA DAHLMAN 			229 S JEFFERSON ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			LUKE J & NICOLE M CRAMER 			227 S JEFFERSON ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ADAM J & KRISTY L LYMAN 			221 S JEFFERSON ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JAMES R & JACQUELINE HARTNELL 			219 A S JEFFERSON ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			RIVERS EDGE APTS LLC			W186 S7566 KINGSTON DR			MUSKEGO			WI			53150						210 RIVER ST S


			PHILLIP P & MARY KAY WINDLER			207 S RIVER ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			KEVIN E & JANICE H KNUTH 			W220 STATE RD 20			EAST TROY			WI			53120						205 RIVER ST S


			 RICKIE A GLASPEY & VAL NASH			201 S RIVER ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JAMES L & MARY DEA VAN THORRE 			129 S RIVER ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DEAN M ANDERSON LIVING TRUST 			121 S RIVER ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			EDWIN L ROANHOUSE 			208 WASHINGTON ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JOHN WARD & ELIZABETH MEHRING 			111 S RIVER ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			TRITTIN PROPERTIES LLC			107 W MAIN ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			TERRENCE MILTON LASCHEN 			905 FOX WALK CT			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JEREMY B & LISA D SANTORI			908 FOXWALK CT			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			2002 CHARITABLE REMAIN WINTERS 			PO BOX 507			ROCHESTER			WI			53167						FOXWALK CT


			ROBERT L & REGIN SETTINGSGAARD 			902 FOXWALK CT			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			FREDRICK A & KAREN M KOELLER 			850 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JEFFREY S & DANA E MARKS 			8232 S COUNTRY CLUB CR			FRANKLIN			WI			53132						RIVER RIDGE CR


			LOUIS J & MARIANNE PENNE 			854 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ERIC A & REBECCA A EWALD 			856 RIVER RIDGE CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			HECKENBACH TRUST			858 RIVER RIDGE CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			KENNETH J & JUDITH A SPENCER 			860 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53186


			WOJCIECHOWSKI REVOC TRUST			862 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53186


			GARY D & CONNIE B TILLEROS 			212 FRANKLIN ST			WATERFORD			WI			53121						RIVER RIDGE CR


			RONALD M JR & HEATHER SCOTT 			870 RIVER RIDGE CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53187


			JEFFERY D & CYNTHIA M YOUNG 			872 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53187


			DARREN T & LAURA J DEGREEF 			874 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53187


			RICHARD J & ROSE ANN SCHNEIDER 			29141 BUSHNELL RD			BURLINGTON			WI			53105						RIVER RIDGE CR


			 TIMOTHY J THOMPSON & KRAMER			878 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ANTHONY & JEAN MARIE TRAVIS 			711 RIVER RIDGE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			WILLIAM B & MARGUERITE M LUTH 			709 RIVER RIDGE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			BRENT J & AYN R HESS 			707 RIVER RIDGE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			MATTHEW T & JILL L FEHLER 			601 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JOHN & SUSAN SCHAFF 			603 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DAVID J & DEBRA M RITCHIE 			605 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			BRYAN M & JEANNE M KRAJEWSKI 			607 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ROBERT M & HILLARY CLEVENSTINE 			609 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			SCOTT B & DIANE M LEWIS 			611 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			KATHY K GEIER 			613 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			SCOTT M & JENNIFER L KIRN 			615 MOHR CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			MICHAEL S & KAY A STEINHAUS 			617 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ARGIRIOS & JACQUELY SKAPINAKIS 			619 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DANIEL & SHARON KRUEGER 			621 MOHR CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DANIEL & RENEE DAGGETT 			623 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			STEVEN M & KELLY J KLEIN 			627 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			NANCY L BURLINGAME			625 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			THOMAS D WEBER 			629 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ERIC J & JULIE M ZWEIFEL 			631 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			WILLIAM R & SANDRA L THOMPSON 			633 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185



















































































































































































































































































Sheet3


			Name			Street			City			State			Zip


			 JAMES L & SUZANNE L TART			2724 FOX GROVE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			2002 CHARITABLE REMAIN WINTERS 			PO BOX 507			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			ADAMS TRUST JOHN BRADFORD & JO			P O BOX 503			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			ANN W BOZDOGAN ETAL			PO BOX 36			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			ANTHONY & JEAN MARIE TRAVIS 			711 RIVER RIDGE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ARGIRIOS & JACQUELY SKAPINAKIS 			619 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			BELLANTE TRUST DTD 3-26-13			25901 S WIND LAKE RD			WIND LAKE			WI			53185


			BRENT J & AYN R HESS 			707 RIVER RIDGE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			BRITTANY B REINDL			304 DIVISION ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			BRUCE W  ALBRIGHT & ALBRIGHT 			PO BOX 133			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			BRYAN M & JEANNE M KRAJEWSKI 			607 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			CAROL J BINNING 			PO BOX 193			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			CARY J NORBERG			PO BOX 217			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			CRAIG W & LYNN A MULESN			113 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			CRYSTAL A ROZANSKE 			S93 W33501 FIELDSIDE CT			MUKWONAGO			WI			53149


			DANIEL & RENEE DAGGETT 			623 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DANIEL & SHARON KRUEGER 			621 MOHR CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DANIEL L WENDT 			105 RIVERVIEW DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DANIEL O & PATRICIA WILCH 			210 S WATER ST			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			DARREN T & LAURA J DEGREEF 			874 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53187


			DAVID J & DEBRA M RITCHIE 			605 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DONALD & VIRGINIA HOERNKE			2908 N RIVER RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			DONALD J RADICK & REBECCA L FELL			1359 N BROWNS LAKE DR			BURLINGTON			WI			53105


			EARL NEU 			207 N FRONT ST			BURLINGTON			WI			53105


			EER LAROC LLC			28702 GAWIN DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ERIC & REBECCA EWALD			856 RIVERS EDGE CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ERIC J & JULIE M ZWEIFEL 			631 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ERICKSON SCOTT W			PO BOX 436			BURLINGTON			WI			53105


			FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASCO			P O BOX 650043			DALLAS			TX			75265


			FORTIER & KUBALANZA			2518 NORTH RIVER TD			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			FOXWOOD ISLE HOMEOWNERS ASSOC			300 FOXWOOD DR #100			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			FREDRICK A & KAREN M KOELLER 			850 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			GARY D & CONNIE B TILLEROS 			212 FRANKLIN ST			WATERFORD			WI			53121


			GERALD L HANSEN 			208 S WATER ST			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			HECKENBACH TRUST			858 RIVER RIDGE CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			HENRY'S DEVELOPMENT LLC			6228 TOWN LINE RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			HUENING TRUST RICHARD W JR & M			201 RIVER ST S			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			HUENING TRUST RICHARD W JR & M			404 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JACK J DAVIS			P O BOX 267			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			JACK J DAVIS 			P O BOX 267			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			RESIDENT			200 S 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JEFF M & BARBARA J CARVER			7310 E WIND LAKE RD			WIND LAKE			WI			53185


			JEFFERY D & CYNTHIA M YOUNG 			872 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53187


			JEFFREY S & DANA E MARKS 			8232 S COUNTRY CLUB CR			FRANKLIN			WI			53132


			JEREMY B & LISA D SANTORI			908 FOXWALK CT			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			JOHN & SUSAN SCHAFF 			603 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			KATHLEEN D IVERSON			302 DIVISION ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			KATHY K GEIER 			613 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			KENNETH J & JUDITH A SPENCER 			860 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53186


			KRISTIN L SIMS 			6520 TOWN LINE RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			LARRY R & MARILYN R LANE			P O BOX 511			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			LIEBKE-GARSTECKI-GARSTECKI			2602 N RIVER			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			LINDA M REINKE			7401 BIGN BEND RD			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			LOUIS J & MARIANNE PENNE 			854 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			LUKE B & JESSICA KOSOBUCKI			206 S WATER ST			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			MARGARET L MUELLER 			203 N FRONT ST BOX 67			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			MARGARET RUBACH HAUS TRUST 			PO BOX 181			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			MARIAN F OLDENBERG 			BOX 254			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			MARTHA SCHANEN			204 S 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			MATTHEW T & JILL L FEHLER 			601 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			MICHAEL G & GERI A HIRSCHBOECK 			PO BOX 697			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			MICHAEL HOAR & MULLIN HOAR 			PO BOX 344			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			MICHAEL S & KAY A STEINHAUS 			617 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			MONICA S & RANDY W FISCHER 			P O BOX 298			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			NANCY CLEM 			PO BOX 454			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			NANCY L BURLINGAME			625 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			PATRICK VANDENBERG 			P O BOX 81726			RACINE			WI			53408


			R. TENFEL, L. TENFEL, G. TENFEL, M. SCHMIDT			206 1ST ST			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			RACINE COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS			14200 WASHINGTON AV			STURTERVANT			WI			53177


			RICHARD J & ROSE ANN SCHNEIDER 			29141 BUSHNELL RD			BURLINGTON			WI			53105


			RICHARD J & SANDRA A NOEL 			P O BOX 385			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			ROBERT L & REGINA SETTINGSGAARD 			902 FOXWALK CT			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ROBERT M & HILLARY CLEVENSTINE 			609 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			ROBERT N SCHILZ			1447 BROWNS LAKE DR N			BURLINGTON			WI			53105


			ROGER E & NOREEN KIEFFER TRUST 			BOX 218			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			ROHMANN TRUST ANNA			4645 N 49TH ST			MILWAUKEE			WI			53218


			RONALD M JR & HEATHER SCOTT 			870 RIVER RIDGE CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53187


			SANDRA C BECKER 			P O BOX 213			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			SCOTT A MAYRAND 			P O BOX 331			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			SCOTT B & DIANE M LEWIS 			611 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			SCOTT M & JENNIFER L KIRN 			615 MOHR CIRCLE			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			SHIRLEY A DEHART 			PO BOX 123			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			STEPHANIE K BACH 			1421 N BROWNS LAKE DR			BURLINGTON			WI			53105


			STEVEN M & KELLY J KLEIN 			627 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			TERRENCE MILTON LASCHEN 			905 FOX WALK CT			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			THOMAS D WEBER 			629 MOHR CIR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			TIMOTHY J THOMPSON & KRAMER			878 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			WATERFORD PROPERTIES			7481 CARTER CIRCLE S			FRANKLIN			WI			53132


			WILLIAM B & MARGUERITE M LUTH 			709 RIVER RIDGE DR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			WILLIAM R & SANDRA L THOMPSON 			633 MOHR CR			WATERFORD			WI			53185


			WILMA E HOWE 			PO BOX 41			ROCHESTER			WI			53167


			WISC DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION			141 NW BARSTOW ST			WAUKESHA			WI			53187


			WOJCIECHOWSKI REVOC TRUST			862 RIVER RIDGE CR			WATERFORD			WI			53186


			ZACKARY STEVEN KEMPKEN 			N6275 PARADISE DR			BURLINGTON			WI			53105


			Elizabeth Joseph			604 Mink Ranch Road			BURLINGTON			WI			53105












230 Oak St.


Rochester, WI 53105


 


Leonard & Charlotte Winters


P.O. Box 507


Rochester, WI 53167


 


James, Marcia, and Amanda Byrd
3933 Marco Polo Street
Verona, WI 53593


 


 


We are committed to service excellence.


Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


 


Elaine Johnson


141 NW Barstow St, Room 180


Waukesha, WI 53188


Phone: 262-574-2136


elaine.johnson@wi.gov


 


From: Barbara Messick [mailto:bmessick@waterfordwi.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:00 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: Fox River Drawdown Additional Comments


 


1.  I would like to take a moment and express my concerns about the annual
draw down.  I currently own property on the Fox River in between Rochester
and Waterford.  My children and visiting friends and family enjoy the wildlife
and fishing opportunities as well as canoeing the river.  If any of this is
jeopardized (short or long term) by the annual draw I would like the records



http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey

tel:262-574-2136

mailto:elaine.johnson@wi.gov

mailto:bmessick@waterfordwi.org





to show that I do not support this on any level.  We purchased the house and
property, in part, because of the healthy ecosystem behind the house.  When
we decided to move to Waterford it was based in part because of our desire
to be in a small community.  I work in Waukesha and my wife works in
Racine so it was a good compromise.  The same compromise could have
been made to move to Franklin or other surrounding suburb of Milwaukee. 
My wife and both have professional careers which puts us in a high tax
bracket and large contributor to state taxes, property taxes, and money
spent in the community.  Should the value of our house or the health of the
system behind our house change significantly, we will likely decide to move
out of the city and perhaps out of the state, as neither of us have family ties
to the state of WI.  Realizing this email is a bit harsh, I do hope that you
understand that those in the community love the area and want it
maintained as such.  Anything less would be irresponsible. 


 Please feel free to contact me to discuss.


 Randy and Janel Schneider;  262-565-8560


2. The annual water drawdown is having a negative effect with all the wildlife
along the Fox River.  We discourage any further annual drawdown on a
permanent basis.   


Thank you,  James, Marcia, and Amanda Byrd


3933 Marco Polo Street, Verona, WI 53593


608-228-4493;  blashshabl@yahoo.com


 


Comment from Elizabeth Joseph, 604 Mink Ranch Road,
Rochester (Mailing address, Burlington, 53105); Phone 414380-
4557  


Re: Racine County Farm Drainage District and the drawdown
of the Fox River to a minimum of three feet during winter.


"Due to hospitalization, I was not able to attend the DNR's
May (sic) meeting regarding the water drawdowns from the
Fox River, in my area. I understand 130 citizens in the Village
of Rochester signed a statement to oppose such action. Had I
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known about it, I, too, would have signed that statement.


 


My property's north boundary is the Wind Lake Canal with a
marsh 15 feet from the canal. Last year the Fox River's flow
was lowered during a long construction project. Since then the
marsh, behind my home, has become a a very large mud hole
and breeding ground for mosquitos. the Green-backed Heron
and Kingfisher as well as other ducks and birds are no longer
seen in the marsh. Water from rainfall remains in the marsh
about two days before the marsh again returns to mud. The
marsh has become a lost wild life habitat. Prior years frog
sounds were continuous from spring through summer. That is
no longer the case. It was normal to see large numbers of
painted turtles sunning on fallen logs in the marsh. Now I
might see one or two. A muskrat family that kept cat tails
under control was lost. This winter I watched as a fox walked
up to their lodge and destroyed it. 


 


There is also concern for wells and drinking water and cancer.
My husband Jim Joseph died from cancer exactly three years
ago on this date, May 26th. I now buy bottled water for
drinking. 


 


For these reasons, I am not in favor of a yearly water
drawdown of the Fox River between the months of October 1
and March 1." (handwritten letter with signature is attached) 


 


--







Barbara Messick, Administrative Analyst


Village of Waterford Administration


123 North River Street  |  Waterford, WI 53185


262.534.3980 x231  |  Fx 262.534.5373


bmessick@waterfordwi.org


NOTICE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and attachments. If
you think this message was sent to you by mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender.


-- 
Barbara Messick, Administrative Analyst
Village of Waterford Administration
123 North River Street  |  Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980 x231  |  Fx 262.534.5373
bmessick@waterfordwi.org


NOTICE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and attachments. If
you think this message was sent to you by mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender.
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From: Rebecca Ewald
To: John W. Knuteson; Kim Williams; Alan Jasperson
Cc: Sen.Lazich - LEGIS; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; Anderson, Julie; Rep.Craig - LEGIS;


Delagrave, Jonathan; Barb Messick; Tom Roanhouse
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Opposition to the Permanent Draw Down Request
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 4:06:25 PM
Attachments: Citizen Group Request for Reconsideration of Fox River Drawdown.docx


Please see the attached request for the citizen group, an attachment to the letter
issued in the prior e-mail.


On Tue, Apr 21, 2015 at 3:56 PM, Rebecca Ewald <rewald@waterfordwi.org> wrote:
Dear Mr. Knuteson:


Attached please find a letter from the Waterford Village Board that they request be
distributed to the Farm Drainage District Commissioners.  Included in the letter is
also a request to meet with Commissioners next week to discuss cooperative ways
to move forward with utilization of the Fox River.  Please respond by Friday, April
24 regarding Commissioner availability to meet next week.


Should you have additional questions, please contact me directly at 262-534-7912.


Sincerely,
Rebecca


-- 
Rebecca Ewald  |  Administrator
Village of Waterford
123 North River Street, Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980  |  Fax 262.534.5373
rewald@waterfordwi.org
www.waterfordwi.org 


-- 
Rebecca Ewald  |  Administrator
Village of Waterford
123 North River Street, Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980  |  Fax 262.534.5373
rewald@waterfordwi.org
www.waterfordwi.org 


NOTICE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and attachments. If
you think this message was sent to you by mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender.
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MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION  TO VILLAGE OF WATERFORD CONDITIONAL APPROVAL OF RACINE COUNTY DRAINAGE DISTRICT  REQUEST FOR ANNUAL DRAWDOWN OF THE FOX RIVER ROCHESTER IMPOUNDMENT




Submitted To:


The Waterford Village Board


April 7, 2015












Submitted By:


Karen and Fred Koeller		Brent Hess			Patrick Goldammer


Bob and Joyce Wojciechowski	Jim and Joan Schneider	Adam and Kristy Lyman


Eric Ewald				Jared and Kara Geiger		Robert Biedrzycki


(6 of the above are from the village of Waterford, 1 from the Village of Rochester, and 1 from the Town of Spring Prairie)


INTRODUCTION


The purpose of this document is to communicate the desire of the public to oppose an annual drawdown of the Fox River Rochester Impoundment.


OBJECTIVE


Our objective is to communicate the desire of the public regarding the proposed annual drawn down of the Fox River Rochester Impoundment from Oct 1 through March 1 each year.   We are requesting the following actions from the Waterford Village Board:


1. Request the previous motion supporting a permanent drawdown from October 1 to March 1 of each year be rescinded, and request the Village to take a firm stance in opposition of an annual drawdown.


2. Request that the Waterford Village Board provide a letter to the Racine County Drainage District (RCDD) and the WDNR in opposition to a permanent drawdown of the Fox River Rochester Impoundment from October 1 to March 1.


3. Request that the Waterford Village Board coordinate with residents in meeting with top representatives of the WDNR and State Legislature to communicate our position, and seek additional resources for a more cooperative common ground so that all parties can utilize the river as a resource.


We trust that you will consider that this request is not only coming from this small group, but also consider the input from almost 100 people who attended the public meeting at the Waterford Village Hall on March 23, 2015.


BACKGROUND


The water levels of the Fox River Rochester Impoundment have historically been maintained and controlled by the RCDD with approval from the WDNR.  In 2010 Alan Jasperson of the RCDD made a request that the Village of Waterford support an annual draw down from October 1 to March 1.  Jasperson explained that the request was made to facilitate yearly maintenance and restoration projects.  Jasperson also expressed, historical water levels and drainage had been achieved by a drawdown of Wind Lake, however, the residents of Wind Lake strongly opposed RCDD's practices, and through the efforts of opposition the drawdown was reduced from 2 feet to 6 inches.  At that time, the Village Board did not feel the drawdown would positively or negatively impact the Village, and it was approved June 14, 2010, on the condition that reconsideration would be necessary if there was overwhelming opposition or negative feedback from Village residents.  Beginning October 1, 2014, the RCDD with conditional approval of the WDNR aggressively lowered the water level in the Fox River Rochester Impoundment by approximately 3 feet, and has formally requested approval from the WDNR to continue doing so annually.  The Village residents received minimal notice prior to the drawdown and were unaware of the magnitude, which has resulted in a considerable amount of complaints and concerns.





STATE OF CURRENT AFFAIRS


The Village views the Fox River as a vital part of the community, and therefore has directed considerable effort into various restoration projects and is currently addressing goals of increased public access.  Working in a parallel path as the Village administration, residents have voiced their concerns about the aggressive drawdown to the RCDD, Racine County Public Works Department, State Legislatures, and the WDNR.  The concerns range from loss of use, shoreline erosion, and the resulting effects to the fishery and ecosystem.  Due to the number of inquiries received from residents, the Village organized a public meeting and invited the Racine County Public Works Department, WDNR, and RCDD.  This meeting represented the public’s first opportunity to discuss their concerns regarding the aggressive nature of the drawdown, which this year was approximately 3 feet.  150 property owners and residents (and even some residents from neighboring communities) attended the meeting to voice their concern and strong opposition. Two members of the State Legislature were also in attendance due to the number of phone calls, letters, and emails received from their constituents. An overwhelming majority of the public strongly oppose the proposition of continued drastic fluctuations in the river’s level at the whim of the RCDD.





SUPPORTING CONCERNS


Economic Impact to the Village


In the Village of Waterford the river has been the foundation of the community for many decades, personal and public histories and identities have developed around this body of water.  These attachments are imbedded in the life fabric of many local citizens, and therefore when the waterway is drawdown, it generates an emotional response which has a direct negative financial impact on our community.   


Additionally, as noted in the sections above, the Village has invested in the river, including a riparian buffer and shoreline restoration at the 10 Club Park, kayak portage on the Waterford / Rochester dams, and new plantings located within Whitford Park.  All of these investments are intended to make Waterford a destination for all seasons. Guests to our village spend money on food and entertainment. If the waterway undergoes an annual drawdown, tourism will diminish, as no one will come to a shallow creek.  


Future plans for tourism and obtaining a National River Trail would be greatly diminished with an annual draw down.  





Quality of Life Issues


· Many residents of Waterford & Rochester enjoy year round fishing, kayaking, canoeing, boating, and more in the Fox River. With the recent draw down, all such activities have been impossible to perform and this beautiful river resource was reduced to a small, shallow, unusable creek. Therefore, users and owners have almost no access to the river for almost one half of the entire year.


· Many residents purchased property along the river for the activities noted above, and permanently changing this resource has a drastic impact on property values and the quality of life that residents have chosen for their families. 


RCDD


· The RCDD claims that without a drawdown, retreating ice on the canal will pull topsoil from the farmer’s fields, however there are many responsible practices that landowners can and should apply to more naturally prevent erosion, including the elimination of farming up to the river bank, and the application of riparian buffers to contain erosion at points where these extremes are present. 


· This year the waterway was drawn down from October 1 to March 13 to facilitate dredging.  The RCDD did not submit their dredging plans to the DNR in a timely manner and no dredging occurred.  A drawdown to facilitate maintenance projects should require the guidance of a certified and professional consultant to ensure proper planning and to insure that the dredging is absolutely necessary. The RCDD has publically stated that all the dredging could be accomplished within a 45 day time period. It would appear, that this year’s involved poor planning, mismanagement, lack of oversight, and subsequently this resource was taken from the public for almost 6 months.


·  To avoid erosion along the canal that results in increased maintenance the RCDD has stated the need for a permanent drawdown beginning October 1 of each year.  This claim is founded by the personal opinion of the RCDD from their visual observations. Many other waterways have engaged professional experts to assist in planning and executing their waterway maintenance plans.  The final solution is ultimately RCDD’s sole discretion; however, it should be formed from professional advice.


· The Drainage District indicated that they have not dredged the canal since the 1950’s and it is still operating properly.  Their comments certainly establish precedence to support that it takes a substantial amount of time for sediment to build up in the canal.  History would dictate that they should be able to drawdown the waterway, dredge, and be in good shape for the next 50 years.  Dredging the canal is a temporary endeavor and the RCDD is requesting a permanent drawdown.


· During periods of heavy rain, owners of agricultural land on the canal pump water laden with debris and sediment directly into the canal.   This practice can significantly contribute to sediment build-up within the canal. It is not clear if this violates WDNR rules.


· The RCDD’s unorthodox practices also include a lack of formal communication as highlighted by the efforts the Village has had to take to stay abreast of the district’s projects and future management practices. In 2014, the Village was forced to reach out to the DNR to request they be informed of any permitting requested by the RCDD.  The Village Board was subsequently concerned about communications and the availability of public information regarding the RCDD’s activities.


Environmental Impacts


· The impoundment is a thriving ecosystem.  Eagles, turtles, frogs, deer, Musky, Large Mouth Bass, Walleye, Northern Pike, Perch, Crappie, Drum, Catfish,  Bluegill, Warmouth, Teal, Golden Eyes, Wood Ducks, Mallards, the list goes on.  For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, everything has to be in perfect order.  Nature’s hand is at work here.  Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose, and puts more than undue stress on the ecosystem; it threatens to destroy it.


· When river levels are normal, the fish typically have the ability to seek out deeper water. In the areas impacted by the drawdown (between the dams), the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During sustained periods of freezing temperatures, the fish are trapped and have a limited ability to go downstream.  If they can retreat downstream, they cannot return due to the dam, and with a potential maximum frozen depth of less than 1', the likelihood of winter survival is greatly reduced.


· Migrating waterfowl use the canal extensively, as it is always the last in the area to freeze.  During the drawdown, the vegetation that the ducks feed on dies due to low water levels.  This year, migrating waterfowl did not stop in the canal and completely by-passed it.  If a yearly drawdown is in place, it will change the migratory patterns of a considerable amount waterfowl.


· Bank erosion on the river has been noted by a number of land owners.  It is not clear what affect the drawdown has, but in the areas near Rochester, where the soil is less dense, owners have seen erosion when the water level returns as the soil is dry and loose.  


CONCLUSION


In addition to the quality of life and ecosystem concerns detailed above, there is overwhelming public opposition to an annual drawdown of this waterway.  Approximately 100 people were in attendance at the March 23, 2015 informational meeting wholly in opposition of the RCDD's recent drawdown practice and desire to continue.  Moreover, the RCDD has offered no reasonable rationale other than their observations to support such a drastic measure. 








PROPOSED RECOMMONDATION


With conclusions deliberated from the above information, we once again request the Village Board to take the following actions:


1 Request the previous motion supporting a permanent drawdown from October 1 to March 1 of each year be rescinded, and request the Village to take a firm stance in opposition of an annual drawdown.


2 Request that the Waterford Village Board provide a letter to the Racine County Drainage District (RCDD) and the WDNR in opposition to a permanent drawdown of the Fox River Rochester Impoundment from October 1 to March 1


3 Request that the Waterford Village Board coordinate with residents in meeting with top representatives of the WDNR and State Legislature to communicate our position, and seek additional resources for a more cooperative common ground so that all parties can utilize the river as a resource.










From: Betty Novy
To: alan.jasperson@jaspersonrealty.com; Tom Halter; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Claim- Offer to sell property- Fox River Drawdown Permit
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 11:57:51 AM
Attachments: 20150513 Gauger Canal Lowering Claim- Offer to Sell.pdf


Gauger Property Exhibits.pdf


Greetings:
 
I received the attached correspondence regarding damage caused by lowering the Musquequack
Canal from a property owner in the Village of Rochester.
 
I attached an exhibit showing the property he owns.   Please advise who the correspondence
should be directed to.
 
Betty J. Novy, MMC  CMTW  WCPC
Clerk-Treasurer
Village of Rochester, Racine County, Wisconsin
P.O. Box 65
Rochester, WI  53167
p. 262-534-2431 Ext. 301/   f. 262-534-4084
Population:  3,764
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May, I 3, 2015 



Village of Rochester 



Im not sure who is responsible but whoever lowered the canal, the water was 
lowered in my wells so one pump was in my home and one was for my windmill 
and due to the low water both pumps burned out. The price with labor plus the 2 
pumps come up to $1786.00. 
I also own the boat ramp across the canal from my home and by lowering the 
water so low, the ramp cannot be used. The village is welcome to purchase my 
boat ramp because it is no longer usable. 
Please have whoever who is responsible pay the damages or inquire about the sale 
of property. 



Marvin Gauger 
P.O. Box 431 
Rochester, WI. 53167 













Marv Gauger Properties;
303 N Rochester St & Boat 
ramp across canal



Fox River



Village of Rochester, Racine County, WI













From: Barbara Messick
To: Rebecca Ewald
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; mmadsen@nmbsc.net; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; Anderson, Julie; Alan Jasperson;


Carrie Orlovsky
Subject: Re: Questions from the 3/23 Public Informational Meeting
Date: Monday, March 30, 2015 3:19:26 PM
Attachments: Additional questions after 3-23 mtg.docx


Good day


Below you will find additional questions we received from interested citizens after the
meeting of March 21. Please provide answers following the same timeline provided
by Rebecca.


Thank you for your time in addressing the questions. 


On Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 2:12 PM, Rebecca Ewald <rewald@waterfordwi.org>
wrote:


Good afternoon:


Thank you for your time in presenting and attending the 3/23 public information
meeting regarding the farm drainage district permits.


The Village Clerk has transcribed the questions and answers provided from the
3/23 public informational meeting.  Please take this opportunity to review all
answers.  There are several questions that require additional information from one
of your agencies.  The agencies identified to answer each question are highlighted
in yellow.  Please provide your written responses to the questions addressed at the
meeting by Wednesday, April 8, 2015.


Thank you again for your participation in the public meeting.
Sincerely,
Rebecca


-- 
Rebecca Ewald  |  Administrator
Village of Waterford
123 North River Street, Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980  |  Fax 262.534.5373
rewald@waterfordwi.org
www.waterfordwi.org 


-- 
Barbara Messick, Administrative Analyst
Village of Waterford Administration
123 North River Street  |  Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980 x231  |  Fx 262.534.5373
bmessick@waterfordwi.org
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#1  There is a noticeable reduction in the fish population in the impoundment since the drawdowns have occurred. During the drawdown the near shore habits are being compromised. The river freezes more quickly and encompasses most, and sometimes all surface areas, thus reducing oxygen levels for fish. The depth of the river is greatly reduced providing much less available “deep” water for winter survival. Additionally, there is a significant decline in the number of bullfrogs since the drawdowns have happened and the clam population is becoming non-existent. Does the DNR know this is happening?





#2  The riverbank behind our home is the lowest point in the impoundment between the dams. This area stays saturated somewhat like a sponge when the river is at its normal level. The drawdown causes the ground to dry out and when the water is raised quickly…this year the water returned in a day and a half…the returning water severely erodes the dried out silty bank causing areas to actually melt away and fall into the river. Other areas experience visible sinking when the water returns. This happens with each drawdown. Is the DNR aware of this problem?





#3  When the drawdown occurs we no longer can utilize the river for kayaking, canoeing and fishing due to lack of water and the shin-to-knee deep muck that you have to cross to reach the remaining water. This obviously not only prevents recreational usage of the waterway by homeowners and visitors alike, but also damages our property values when the river is a shadow of itself for months at a time. Does the DNR consider the damage to our property values caused by the drawdown? Is the loss of recreational use during the drawdown taken into consideration? 





#4 Specifically, here are my concerns: DNR


· Many of Waterford/Rochester’s residents chose to live in this community because of the outdoor activities the Fox River offers.


· The Fox River is an awesome natural resource and provides canoeing, kayaking, hunting, trapping, fishing or just watching nature – and it is open to the public. 


· The Village recognizes the Fox River as an awesome natural resource and has put forth considerable effort to create more public access for residents and visitors alike including Whitford Park shoreline restoration, planned renovations for the Club 10 park to increase public access, installing canoe/kayak launches both above and below the Waterford and Rochester dams. 


· It is not reasonable to draw this waterway down for almost 6 months of the year. There is no one on any waterway in the State of Wisconsin that would agree that this is reasonable. This year the waterway was drawn down on October 1 and water levels did not return to normal until the 2nd week in March. 


· Residents are paying waterfront taxes with no water, and we will have boat launches for an unusable and unfishable waterway.


· I am on this waterway 3 to 4 times per week. The Fox is a thriving ecosystem. Birds of prey, turtles, frogs, deer musky, LM Bass, SM bass, Walleye, pike, perch, crappie, drum, catfish, blue gill, warmouth, teal, wood ducks, mallards, the list goes on. For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, everything has to be in perfect order. Nature’s hand is at work here. 


· Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose and puts more stress on the ecosystem, it threatens to destroy it. If a below average winter were to coincide with a drawdown, the results could be disastrous. There is precedence for this. 


· The winter of 2014/15 was fairly moderate with the only sustained period of frigid temperatures occurring in February. During this time snowmobiles and ATVs were running the river from Burlington to north of Big Bend. I a natural “run of the river state” the fish have the ability to seek our deeper waters both above the Waterford dam and below the Rochester dam. In the areas impacted by the drawdown (between the dams) the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During sustained periods of frigid temperatures, the fish have nowhere to go – they are trapped. There only options are to freeze, or go over the dam in Rochester – either way they are not coming back. 


· Even if we don’t experience a deep freeze, it is not healthy for fish to swim in less than 1’ of water for months on end. 


· Migrating waterfowl use the canal as a favorite stop as it is always the last to freeze. During the drawdown, the vegetation that ducks feed on dies due to low water levels. This year, migrating waterfowl did not stop in the canal. They completely bypassed it. 


· The dam in Rochester impacts more than just the drainage canal, it impacts everything below the dam in in Waterford. What gives the Drainage District this kind of power? The drainage district is a public entity and the public’s wishes should be considered. 


· The drawdown is bad for Waterford/Rochester residents, visitors, and fishery. 


My reason for attending this meeting and reaching out to the DNR is that your t4am is always on the search to give the public more hunting and fishing opportunities. From fish stocking to MFL’s the Wisconsin DNR is doing a great job and providing world class hunting/fishing opportunities. We have an opportunity right here, right now and the proposed drawdown threatens to destroy it. 


This year the Drainage District lowered water levels to facilitate dredging and no dredging occurred. What an absolute waste of an awesome natural resource. If the Drainage District needs to complete maintenance it should be well-planned, infrequent, and under the close supervision of the DNR.





[bookmark: _GoBack]#5  DNR & RCDD   My family and I continue to be concerned with the drawdown process that has been occurring on an annual basis. We would like to better understand the reasoning for the drawdowns and the proposal to continue them on an annual basis if they are not being used for the stated purpose of dredging canals. Even if dredging does occur go forward at the time of the drawdowns I would like to understand the reason for the annual requirement. 


Our concerns include impacts on the rivers ecosystem, the resident and migratory animals that use it and the impact on our own recreational and viewing activities. Prior to the annual drawdowns we enjoyed a much more robust experience with the river in all of the categories listed above. I look forward to understanding how the interests of any other parties in the drawdown effort would eclipse those of myself, my family, other concerned riparian owners, the animals, and the overall ecosystem. 





#6  RCDD  Why has the drainage not been properly maintained? Why has it not been cleaned more often? Why are we (the people) paying the price with the lowering of the river for the lack of proper drainage maintenance? 





#7   RCDD  Winter water levels – Wind Lake vs Fox River  After attending the meeting last night it seems that the people living around Wind Lake got to choose NOT to lower the lake level by 2’  in the fall. This transfers the problem to us. Why do they get to choose and not us? Thanks. 





#8  Racine County?  Why is the river level a foot higher since 2009?






NOTICE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and attachments. If
you think this message was sent to you by mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender.








From: Walter Marks
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: Fox River Draw-downs
Date: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:18:46 AM


Hello Elaine
 
I am 72 years old and have been a Wisconsin fisherman since about the age of five.  About
10-12 years ago I got into canoe fishing on the Illinois Fox River and have thoroughly
enjoyed it.  My usual spots are from Center Drive downstream to Big Bend with occasional
trips to the Burlington area.  Late last year I started fishing the Rochester area.  The little
park on the west bank in Rochester allows me to launch at the gravelly (un-riprapped) fire
lane.  This section of river has (or had) great fishing with more game fish than I find
elsewhere on the river where channel catfish predominate (not that catfish are bad - I
target them).
 
I learned of the drawdown situation through the Lake Link website.  I am not expert on the
needs of parties involved in the Wind Lake Canal and Fox River drawdown issue.  I just
want you to know that fishing interests should be respected.  Public access for fishing the
lakes and rivers of SE Wisconsin is woefully poor, so let's not mess up this stretch of the
Fox that has good access for canoes and kayaks.  I am hoping that I can continue to enjoy
the great fishing on this stretch of the river this summer and beyond.
 
Thank you!
 
Wally Marks    414-421-1447
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From: Greg Sieren
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: Rochester Dam Draw Down Questions and Concerns
Date: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:22:12 PM


Elaine,
 
I am from the Wind Lake area and was in attendance at the informational hearing at Waterford on
March 23 about the Rochester Dam Draw Down.  I have some questions and concerns that I wish to
voice about the proposed permanent drawdowns.
 
These questions I sent to Alan Jasperson on Tuesday evening, and am still awaiting on a reply for
him, but the DNR may be able to answer these, or at least address them in the EIS:
 
Do we know what the “optimum” depth of the canal is supposed to be?
Where are the sonar soundings that show we are silted in? 
How deep was the canal when built?
How deep is it now?
Has the drainage district provided sonar soundings or depth readings as evidence to how much the
canal is silted in? 
 
These questions are for the DNR:
 
As part of the EIS are Water Quality Samples of the Canal going to be done? 
Who holds the Sod Farmers responsible for their Silting in of the Canal and for the pollution of
Fertilizers they are dumping in to the canal from run off?
 
My suggestion is sampling should be done at the Dam outflow out of Wind Lake, out of the
Waubeesee Creek outflow and at Malchine Rd and CTH K.
 
I have made a few observations of my own.  The water coming out of Waubeesee is very clear, and
the water coming out of Wind Lake is also quite clear.  Only a north wind or abnormally heavy rains
will cause a “dirty” condition out of Wind Lake stirring up silt.  However, when the water is clear,
and you look at the Wind Lake Canal at Malchine Road or CTH K, it is very dirty and carries an
almost coffee w/ cream color.  The silting problem has to be coming in from the Sod Farms.  This is
evident from the amount of pumping they are doing after a normal rain fall. 
 
I have driven through the Sod farms at least 3-5 times  a week for the last 17 years.  When it rains
less than an inch, and everything is saturated, their pumps are pumping dirty run off water sitting
in their fields / drain tiles into the canal.  Meanwhile, the out flow from Waubeesee and Wind will
be clear.  Their land is very low and holds water easily after a rain. The one picture Mr. Jasperson
showed was auxiliary canal, right off of east wind lake road.  That part of the canal has a low bank. 
  They threw down some dirt there and never properly built a dike for that low spot.
 
I understand allowing the Drainage district to do a dredging if it is necessary to regain what was
lost due to silting.  But not a permanent order….that is getting greedy and I am against it.  By my
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observation, the Canal does it’s  job except in those times when we have excess rain and the
ENTIRE system, Fox River included, is taxed.
 
I am mostly concerned about the fishery of the Rochester Pool extending to Waterford Dam and up
the Wind Lake Canal to Waubeesee and Wind Lake.  I am an avid fisherman and fish the Rochester
Pool from time to time. In the spring there are many game fish the come up the canal to the dams
to spawn.  I have underwater video of Muskie, Northern Pike, Walleye, and Bass that have come as
far as the Waubeesee outflow pool by the Penny Bar and Hwy 36.  I have observed the same
species below Wind Lake Dam.  I am concerned that many of these fish have migrated out of the
system due to the lack of wintering habitat caused by the Rochester Dam drawdown.  I am
concerned that these fish are unable to access that section of river / canal  area because of no fish
ladder or fish way around the dam.   What would it take for the a Fish way or Ladder to be installed
so even when there are emergency – temporary drawdowns, the fish can access that section of
river again?
 
My last question is when does the DNR hope to have the EIS finished?
 
I appreciate your time and efforts.  Thanks for listening.
 
Regards,
 
Greg Sieren
7136 W. Wind Lake Road
Wind Lake WI  53185
 
414-343-9229
262-895-6162








From: Barbara Messick
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: Fox River Drawdown Additional Comments
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:00:03 PM
Attachments: Elizabeth Joseph DNR letter.pdf


1.  I would like to take a moment and express my concerns about the annual
draw down.  I currently own property on the Fox River in between Rochester
and Waterford.  My children and visiting friends and family enjoy the wildlife
and fishing opportunities as well as canoeing the river.  If any of this is
jeopardized (short or long term) by the annual draw I would like the records to
show that I do not support this on any level.  We purchased the house and
property, in part, because of the healthy ecosystem behind the house.  When
we decided to move to Waterford it was based in part because of our desire to
be in a small community.  I work in Waukesha and my wife works in Racine so
it was a good compromise.  The same compromise could have been made to
move to Franklin or other surrounding suburb of Milwaukee.  My wife and both
have professional careers which puts us in a high tax bracket and large
contributor to state taxes, property taxes, and money spent in the community. 
Should the value of our house or the health of the system behind our house
change significantly, we will likely decide to move out of the city and perhaps
out of the state, as neither of us have family ties to the state of WI.  Realizing
this email is a bit harsh, I do hope that you understand that those in the
community love the area and want it maintained as such.  Anything less would
be irresponsible. 


 Please feel free to contact me to discuss.


 Randy and Janel Schneider;  262-565-8560


2. The annual water drawdown is having a negative effect with all the wildlife
along the Fox River.  We discourage any further annual drawdown on a
permanent basis.   


Thank you,  James, Marcia, and Amanda Byrd


3933 Marco Polo Street, Verona, WI 53593


608-228-4493;  blashshabl@yahoo.com


Comment from Elizabeth Joseph, 604 Mink Ranch Road, Rochester (Mailing address,
Burlington, 53105); Phone 414380-4557  
Re: Racine County Farm Drainage District and the drawdown of the Fox River to a
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minimum of three feet during winter.
"Due to hospitalization, I was not able to attend the DNR's May (sic) meeting
regarding the water drawdowns from the Fox River, in my area. I understand 130
citizens in the Village of Rochester signed a statement to oppose such action. Had I
known about it, I, too, would have signed that statement.


My property's north boundary is the Wind Lake Canal with a marsh 15 feet from the
canal. Last year the Fox River's flow was lowered during a long construction project.
Since then the marsh, behind my home, has become a a very large mud hole and
breeding ground for mosquitos. the Green-backed Heron and Kingfisher as well as
other ducks and birds are no longer seen in the marsh. Water from rainfall remains in
the marsh about two days before the marsh again returns to mud. The marsh has
become a lost wild life habitat. Prior years frog sounds were continuous from spring
through summer. That is no longer the case. It was normal to see large numbers of
painted turtles sunning on fallen logs in the marsh. Now I might see one or two. A
muskrat family that kept cat tails under control was lost. This winter I watched as a
fox walked up to their lodge and destroyed it. 


There is also concern for wells and drinking water and cancer. My husband Jim
Joseph died from cancer exactly three years ago on this date, May 26th. I now buy
bottled water for drinking. 


For these reasons, I am not in favor of a yearly water drawdown of the Fox River
between the months of October 1 and March 1." (handwritten letter with signature is
attached) 


-- 
Barbara Messick, Administrative Analyst
Village of Waterford Administration
123 North River Street  |  Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980 x231  |  Fx 262.534.5373
bmessick@waterfordwi.org


NOTICE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and attachments. If
you think this message was sent to you by mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender.
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From: kujfam@wi.rr.com
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: Fox River Drawdown
Date: Friday, March 27, 2015 7:47:27 AM


Hello Ms. Johnson:


I attended the recent meeting in Waterford to show support for stopping regular drawdowns on the
Waterford-Rochester part of the Fox River.
I do not live in this area, but I have fished there with various members of my family since the early
1950s. 


Big Muskego has endured a drawdown a short time ago.  Thousands of fish died as a result of low
oxygen levels and a strong winter freeze.  Imagine what little chance the fish and other wildlife would
have in the Fox during a drawdown period if the winter is a severe one.  Can we depend on Mother
Nature to do exactly what we want her to do?  Which is, on March 15, lets have warm weather and
plenty of rain to raise the water level!  Please, do not make a hasty decision on this matter.  I see no
lasting advantage to fish in the area with 'regular' drawdowns. 


Ken Kujawa
Retired
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From: Rebecca Ewald
To: John W. Knuteson; Kim Williams; Alan Jasperson
Cc: Sen.Lazich - LEGIS; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; Anderson, Julie; Rep.Craig - LEGIS;


Delagrave, Jonathan; Barb Messick; Tom Roanhouse
Subject: Letter Regarding Opposition to the Permanent Draw Down Request
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 3:56:25 PM
Attachments: Signed ltr to District Opposing Permanent Draw Down 4-21-15.pdf


Dear Mr. Knuteson:


Attached please find a letter from the Waterford Village Board that they request be
distributed to the Farm Drainage District Commissioners.  Included in the letter is
also a request to meet with Commissioners next week to discuss cooperative ways
to move forward with utilization of the Fox River.  Please respond by Friday, April 24
regarding Commissioner availability to meet next week.


Should you have additional questions, please contact me directly at 262-534-7912.


Sincerely,
Rebecca


-- 
Rebecca Ewald  |  Administrator
Village of Waterford
123 North River Street, Waterford, WI 53185
262.534.3980  |  Fax 262.534.5373
rewald@waterfordwi.org
www.waterfordwi.org 


NOTICE: This message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and attachments. If
you think this message was sent to you by mistake, please delete all copies and advise the sender.
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From: Brent Hess
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Nitschke, Eric A - DNR; Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; "Rebecca Ewald"; jr.woj@wi.rr.com; jimschneider137@gmail.com
Subject: Public information request
Date: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:58:31 PM
Attachments: Fox River 2011 thru 2014.pdf


Ltr to DNR re Drainage District Permit Request 2-5-15.pdf


Elaine-
 
It was nice to finally meet you last night – please extend my thanks to your team for attending.  Public speaking can be tough, but you did a great job presenting and representing your department. 
 
As you know, the forum of yesterday’s meeting did not allow the opportunity for attendees to directly respond to the Drainage District’s (DD) comments.  For this reason I wanted to respond to some of their comments, as I believe it is absolutely essential that
your team have all the facts when reviewing the DD’s requests.
 


1.        The DD indicated that they were surprised by the turnout, as they have drawn down this waterway a number of times over the past 5 years.  This is simply inaccurate.  Please see the attached pdf noting historical water levels in the Fox River Rochester
Impoundment from 2011 to present day.  Please note that prior to this  year, this waterway had not experienced a Fall drawdown since 2011.


2.       The DD claimed that without an annual drawdown, retreating ice on the canal will pull topsoil from the farmer’s fields.  Attached please find 3 pictures taken from various spots on the canal.  Please note the shoreline, as it is representative of a large
portion of the canal.  It is unlikely at best that the ice on the canal can come in contact with topsoil in adjacent farm land.   Additionally, please note that the pictures contained in the DD’s power point last evening were of small branch circuits, and not
representative of the main canal. 


3.       The DD stated that they strive for transparency to ensure that the public is well informed of their activities.  This is truly a matter of perspective.  Attached please find correspondence from the Village of Waterford to the Tanya Lourigan and Nathan Zoch of
your team.  The opening statement is as follows: “The Village Board is concerned about communications and the availability of public information provided to Village Officials and the public relative to permits requested by the Racine County Drainage
District.  The DD’s activities have been anything but transparent.  Up until last night the public did not know where to voice their concerns, as to a large degree, the public simply did not understand the pieces in play.  The Village of Waterford asked for the
DNR’s assistance to communicate the DD’s requests to the public.


4.       The DD stated that historically they controlled water levels in the canal by drawing down the water levels in Wind Lake.  When asked why the DD no longer practiced this, their reply was that the residents of Wind Lake did not support the drawdown.  This
sounds familiar, and it is our concern as well.  Why do the sod farmers take precedence over private residents?  There has to be a compromise here.


5.       The DD indicated that they have not dredged the canal since the 1950’s and it is still operating properly.  Their comments certainly establish precedence to support that it takes 50 years for sediment to build up in the canal.  Based on their own admission,
 why on earth are they requesting an annual drawdown?  History would dictate that they should be able to drawdown the waterway, dredge, and be in good shape for the next 50 years.


 
As I mentioned earlier, residents of Waterford have long been concerned about water levels in the Fox River.  The challenge has been, up until now, they did not know where to go with their concerns.  I believe the reason for the large turnout at last night’s
meeting is that the Village of Waterford sent notification of the meeting to area residents via United States Mail,  and the public welcomed the opportunity to finally have an outlet to voice  their concerns.  The trigger for the Village sending out this communication
was a steady stream of residents knocking on the door of the Village Hall with the same question “where is the water?”
 
Additionally, last night,  residents of Waterford, Burlington, Tichigan, Waukesha, West Milwaukee, Muskego, and Mukwonago attended the meeting.  This waterway is a vital part of our community and is used extensively by residents of neighboring communities. 
The Fox River is an awesome natural resource and the public’s concern is widespread and not limited to Waterford.  To further support this, the meeting was attended by two state representatives, I would assume they received a high volume of phone calls voicing
their concerns from their constituents’.
 
Please note I have also copied to of my neighbors who are equally as concerned.  I wanted to ensure that they had to same opportunity to voice their concerns.
 
Thank you for your time Elaine, I truly appreciate the opportunity to voice my concerns. 
 
Regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 7:20 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Brent,
 
Thank you for outlining your concerns to the Department.
 
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Nitschke, Eric A - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Very good, thank you for the reply Elaine.  I understand that your department needs time to ensure that the EIS contains accurate information.  May I ask when the EIS will be completed and available for public review? 
 
Also Elaine, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for the DNR’s oversight of the drawdown.  Everyone that I have been in contact  with the DNR  is passionate about protecting the natural resources in the State of Wisconsin.
 
From the local warden (Mike), to everyone copied on this email.  As I’ve mentioned before, the Drainage District’s desire is singular in purpose, and that purpose is lowering the waterway to facilitate dredging.  It does not consider the fishery, ecosystem, or public
access.
 
Specifically, here are my concerns:
 


         Many of Waterford’s / Rochester’s residents chose to live in this community because of the outdoor activities the Fox River offers
         The Fox River is an awesome natural resource for canoeing, kayaking, hunting, trapping fishing, or just watching nature – and it is open to the public
         The Village recognizes the Fox River as an awesome natural resource, and has put forth considerable effort to create more access for residents and visitors alike including :Whitford Park shoreline restoration, planned renovations for the Club 10


park to increase public access, and installing canoe / kayak launches both above and below the Waterford and Rochester Dams
         It is not reasonable to draw this waterway down for 5 months out of the year.  There is no one on any waterway in the State of Wisconsin that would agree that this is reasonable
         Residents are paying waterfront taxes with no water, and we will have boat launches for an unnavigable waterway
         I am on this waterway 3 to 4 times per week, The Fox is a thriving ecosystem.  Birds of prey, turtles, frogs, Deer, Musky, LM Bass, SM Bass, Walleye, Pike, Gills, Perch, Crappie, Drum, Catfish,  Blue Gill, Warmouth, Teal, Wood Ducks,


Mallards, the list goes on.  For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, everything has to be in perfect order.  Nature’s hand is at work here.
         Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose, and puts more than stress on the ecosystem, it threatens to destroy it
         In February, snowmobiles and ATVs were running the river from Burlington to North of Big Bend. In a natural “run of the river state”, the fish have the ability to seek out deeper water both above the Waterford Dam, and below the Rochester


Dam, in the areas impacted by the drawdown (between the dams) the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During sustained periods of frigid temperatures, the fish have nowhere to go – they are trapped.  Their only
option is to go over the dam in Rochester, and there is no way for them to get back.


         Even if we don’t experience a deep freeze, it simply can’t be healthy for fish to swim in less than 1 foot of water for months at a time. 
         Migrating waterfowl use the canal as a favorite stop, as it is always the last to freeze.  During the drawdown, the vegetation that the ducks feed on dies due to low water levels.  This year, migrating waterfowl did not stop in the canal.  They


completely by-passed it. 
         The Dam in Rochester impacts more than just the drainage canal, it impacts everything below the dam in Waterford Dam.  What gives the Drainage District this kind of power?  The Drainage District is a public entity, and the public’s wishes should


be considered. 
         The drawdown is bad for Waterford / Rochester residents, visitors, and fishery.


 


I plan to attend the meeting on the 23rd, as well as any subsequent meetings to voice my concerns.  My reason for reaching out to the DNR is that your team is always on the search to give the public more hunting and fishing opportunities.  From
fish stocking to MFL’s, the Wisconsin DNR is doing a great job and providing world class hunting / fishing opportunities.  We have an opportunity right here, right now, and the proposed drawdown threatens to destroy it.  
 
I am confident that your team will make the right decision if you have all the facts.  I can back up everything mentioned in my above bullet points.  Also, I’d be happy to take anyone from your team on the river or canal for a tour.  I know you will
see all the same things that I do.  The Fox River simply put is one of Wisconsin’s premier natural resources – let’s keep it that way.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457


 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 8:21 AM
To: Brent Hess
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2014 Drawdown begins October 1
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2013, no drawdown, water levels flucuate naturally
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2012 note October through December, no drawdown occured
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Note drawdown began the third week in October
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February 5, 2015 



 



Tanya Lourigan, P.E. 
Water Management Engineer 
Fitchburg Service Center 
3911 Fish Hatchery Road 
Fitchburg, 53711 
 
Nathan Zoch 
Dam Safety Engineer 
Waukesha Service Center 
141 NW Bartstow, RM 180 
Waukesha, WI 53188 
 
Dear Ms. Lourigan & Mr. Zoch: 



The Village Board is concerned about communications and the availability of public information provided to Village 
officials and the public relative to permits requested by the Racine County Drainage District. The Board is 
requesting your assistance in ensuring that the Board, Committees, users and riparian owners are well informed of 
the changes being requested.  While the District has made attempts to provide agendas and minutes regarding 
their meetings to the public via their webpage through the Racine County website and to the Village via e-mail, the 
site is not routinely updated with current agendas and approved minutes.  In January 2015 the Village learned that 
the District was holding a special meeting on Friday, January 16, but did not receive notice of the meeting.  After 
communicating with the District, the Village was informed that meeting notices were only provided if the 
Waterford Drainage District was listed on the agenda.  The impact of the Norway Dover District and dredging of the 
Wind Lake Canal, while not located in the Village, impacts the Village and the recreational utilization of the Fox 
River for the public and riparian owners.  This was communicated to the District but is being shared with you in this 
letter to demonstrate our efforts to stay informed.  As the DNR is the agency that receives these permit requests 
directly from the District, the Village is asking for your assistance in informing the public on these items in a timely 
manner. 



To date the Village has received limited information on a permit submitted by the Racine County Drainage District – 
Norway Dover that proposes changing the operational procedures for the Rochester Dam.  We are interested in 
learning what the proposed changes are and when the public will receive information on the impact of these 
changes and be afforded the opportunity to comment on the permit requests.  Are we able to obtain copies of the 
permits requested?  What is the process for reviewing the permit application and the DNR’s anticipated timeline? 



The Village recently reviewed the Water Control Structure Stability Report dated August 2014 in which the 
importance of conducting reviews for permits was noted for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) review.  The 
majority of the report provides technical calculations for the dam.  What can a layman interpret from this report?  
What other documents are reviewed in the process of the (EIS)?   



 











The Village would like to request that our community and any neighboring community receive notice of any public 
comments session and that riparian owners along the Fox River and any associated drainage canal be notified 
individually of the permits being requested with an opportunity to comment.  The Village would like to offer our 
municipal facilities to you as a convenient location to hold any public meetings required for the permit requests.  



The Village has been informed that the District also requested a permit for the 2014/2015 year that resulted in the 
drawdown of the Fox River from October 15, 2014 through April 2015 that was separate and distinct from the 
operational permit for the Rochester Dam.  Apparently the District will not be moving forward with dredging of the 
Wind Lake Canal which was the primary reason for the draw down.  Can the public provide input on this request 
and future requests for annual drawdowns?  If so, when and how will people be notified of the opportunity to 
comment prior to the draw down being approved?  Residents have placed complaints that no work will now be 
done and the water resource will have been taken away for a 6-7 month period of the year.  Is the Drainage District 
required to adhere to any permitting requirements that ensure their work proceeds within the draw down period 
requested?  Should we anticipate an additional draw down request for 2015/2016? 
In light of the District’s interest in maintaining a low water level in the Fox River, the Village desires to share with 
you the efforts we have taken to make this natural resource more accessible, available and promoted as a 
destination within Racine County.  The Village sees the Fox River as gem with multiple facts -- recreation, nature 
and wildlife, farming, economic development, and fishing and is concerned that the water resource will be 
significantly diminished in the future.   



• In 2013/2014 the Village of Waterford hired an engineering firm to assist the Plan Commission in the 
development of the Riverfront Redevelopment & Ten Club Park Plan, see attachment.  The plan seeks to 
utilize available Village-owned land along the Fox River as an economic development tool, providing 
welcoming infrastructure surrounding our downtown area and provide greater access to the river for 
residents and visitors. 



• In 2014 the Village completed a pilot project along the shoreline in Whitford Park, a streambank 
stabilization project with natural planting buffer behind the new rip rap permitted along the shoreline.  The 
Village desires to be an example of positive riparian restoration along the Fox River. 



• In 2014 the Village applied for and received Stewardship Grant funding for a multi-jurisdictional 
collaborative project between the Village of Waterford and Racine County for the construction of four (4) 
canoe/kayak launches above and below the Waterford and Rochester Dam.  These launches will be 
constructed in summer of 2015.   



• In 2014 Real Racine (Racine County’s Convention and Visitor’s Bureau) completed a new strategic plan 
which included the marketing of the Fox River Water Trail, a trail for canoe/kayak enthusiasts extending the 
entire stretch of the Fox River in Racine County.  Efforts to begin  marketing this great resource are just 
underway, the first step is in the Real Racine’s visitors guide for 2015 which recently hit the streets: 
http://www.bluetoad.com/publication/?i=242781#{"issue_id":242781,"page":4,"view":"archiveBrowser"} 
The recognition of this resource was brought to their attention by the Village of Waterford. 



• In 2014 Village officials met with the Southeastern Wisconsin Fox River Commission to discuss the potential 
of creating a National Water Trail along the Fox River.  The Fox River Commission has engaged counterparts 
from the Rock River to present more information on how we proceed with the development of a National 
Fox River Water Trail, receiving the designation from Secretary of the Interior and the National Parks 
Service at the Annual Fox River Summit to be held on March 20, 2015.  The summit is a collaborative 
between the SEWFRC and its Illinois counterpart.   The Village is eager to learn about this process, as it 



 





http://www.bluetoad.com/publication/?i=242781%23%7B%22issue_id%22:242781,%22page%22:4,%22view%22:%22archiveBrowser%22%7D








provides opportunity for greater visibility and marketing of the Fox River Resource.  See article located at 
http://www.sewfrc.org/downloads/WNR_FoxRiverSummit.pdf 



• In 2015 the Village solicited proposals for the preliminary and final design of prioritized improvements of
the Ten Club Park & River Redevelopment Plan for implementation prior to the reconstruction of WisDOT 
STH 83-20 project in 2018.  



As you can see, the Village has taken important steps and made significant financial investments in the Fox River 
over the last few years.  The Village President would like to invite you to attend an upcoming Village Board meeting 
to explain the impacts from the permits submitted by the District and inform the Board on how we can expect to 
receive information regarding any permit requests in the future.  We look forward to learning from you as to how 
the Village and interested parties can receive information and provide comment prior to decisions affecting this 
valuable resource.  Please contact me directly at 262-534-7912 or rewald@waterfordwi.org . 



Sincerely, 



Rebecca Ewald 
Administrator 



Cc: Village Board 
 Public Works & Utilities   



Committee  Plan Commission 





http://www.sewfrc.org/downloads/WNR_FoxRiverSummit.pdf
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Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Hi Brent,
 
I appreciate your dedication to the resource and sharing your concerns with the Department. Public input is an integral part of the process, to gather observations and facts from others for the DNR to consider in addition to its own data in making a decision. To
answer your question, at this time, I cannot share a draft copy of the EIS.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Elaine,
 


Thank you for the reply.  I do understand that.  I will be attending the meeting on the 23rd, as well as the formal public hearing when it is announced. 
 


My intent for the meeting on the 23rd is to voice my concerns regarding the drawdown, from a property owners perspective, as well as from an ecosystem perspective.    
 
The Village of Waterford requested the meeting due to countless requests from  its citizens asking “where is the water”   I’ve been doing my best to get the word out to the public.
I believe the drawdown is more than stressful to the ecosystem, it threatens to wipe out the fishery. 
 


The meeting on the 23rd represents our first opportunity to express our concerns, and the information contained in the EIS will likely be very helpful.
 
Can you please advise if the draft EIS is something you can share?
 
I don’t mean to be overbearing Elaine.   I have a passion for the health of this waterway, and want to do everything in my power to achieve a positive outcome for the Village and it’s residents.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 9:36 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Good morning Brent,
 


I just want to make sure it is understood that the meeting with the Village on March 23rd is not the formal public hearing on the project. The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss DNR permitting process with the Village based on some questions and concerns
that were brought up by the Village.
 
The EIS is not complete and the public will have the opportunity to see the EIS and provide comment on the project once it is put on public notice and the public hearing is scheduled.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2015 5:34 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: Public information request
 
Good afternoon Elaine,
 
I was unsure who to direct this request to.  In order to prepare for the upcoming meeting I would like to request the draft copy of the EIS report.  If you are not the correct person, could you please direct me to who is?
 
Many thanks,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 8:40 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
The Department originally indicated to the District last fall that an extension could be considered. The extension to the winter drawdown was requested by the District last week to occur through March 15th because they have 2 contractors
working on debrushing vegetation on the banks (in anticipation of the dredging project) and had concerns about being able to safely accomplish this work with higher water levels.
 
The Department reviewed this request and due to concerns to the resource, particularly fish spawning, it was determined that an extension through March 15th could not be granted. However, in the past the Department has allowed the
temporary winter drawdown at Rochester Dam to occur through the end of Feb (Feb. 28th) and this was the basis for allowing the extension. No further extensions will be granted.
Elaine
 


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurveyto evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov


From: Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 8:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Elaine,
 
Thank you for your reply.
 
I am still a bit confused.  The DNR allowed the water level in the Fox River / Wind Lake Drainage Canal to be lowered in October in anticipation of the Drainage District dredging the canal.  However, due to the timing of when the Drainage District submitted plans
for DNR review, and the need to complete an EIS, no dredging occurred.  The result of this is that the water level in this waterway has been lowered for approximately 5 months, for no purpose.  Most recently the Drainage District requested an extension, which
the DNR granted.  What was the reason for the extension?  If the Drainage District is not actively dredging, what is the purpose of extending the drawdown?  Also, as noted in my email below, the potential to negatively impact this ecosystem by an extended
drawdown exists.  I believe that we all acknowledge that, although the public has not had a chance to review the EIS. 
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Additionally, the article that you linked to, as well as an article in the Racine Journal Times indicated that water levels would return to normal by 2.15.2015.  This date has come and gone and the water levels are still approximately 3 feet below normal levels. 
 
As I’ve mentioned to Tanya and Luke, I truly appreciate the DNR’s oversight as I know how hard your team works to protect our resources.  I am passionate about this waterway and am truly concerned about how this process is unfolding.
 
Brent Hess
 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 4:31 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
I am the DNR Water Management Specialist covering Racine and managing the application for the Rochester Dam change order project. To answer your questions relating to permitting:
 


·         The District has applied for a Ch. 30 permit to dredge the Wind Lake/Goose Lake Branch canals. This permit has not been issued and is still incomplete pending finalized drawings/plans. The District requested the temporary winter drawdown last fall to
facilitate the dredging project; however, the dredging permit has not been issued.


·         The change in the operational order of the Rochester Dam is being processed under an individual permit. All individual permits require a 30 day public notice period. A public hearing is not required unless one is requested by a member of the public. A
public hearing will be scheduled in the case of the Rochester Dam project as the Department recognizes the work may be controversial in nature and anticipates a hearing will be requested.


·         The Rochester Dam project has not been placed on public notice because staff are working on completing the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Luke referenced in his email. Once this is complete, the project will be put on public notice and the
hearing scheduled. The Department will post the notice on our website and you can access it here when that happens: http://dnr.wi.gov/permits/water/.


·         A public notice/hearing is not required for temporary drawdown requests. However, as courtesy the Department published a news release on our website regarding the winter drawdown. You can access a copy of the news release
here:http://dnr.wi.gov/news/releases/article/?id=3331


 
I hope this helps answer your permitting related questions.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:11 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
Thank you for getting in touch again about this issue. I will defer to Tanya and/or Elaine on the questions related to the permitting and public info process.
I also appreciate your concerns about the fisheries resources in the Fox River and Wind Lake Canal. The potential negative impacts to the fish community and the usability of the resource will be fully detailed in the EIS and will be considered
along with many other factors.
Thank you again and please don't hesitate to stay in touch about this or any other issue.
We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Tue, Feb 17, 2015 at 6:23 PM, Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com> wrote:
 


Thank you Luke.
 
Quick question, since the Drainage District is not doing any work on the canal, did they cite a reason for the request?
 
Also, as an fyi, the canal is 100% frozen over and has been for quite some time.  As we’ve discussed before, given the current depth of 3 feet or less, and the upcoming frigid weather, the potential for a deep freeze exists, as well as the potential that
fish will be on the hunt for deeper water.  This is of course a concern, as the only place they will find deeper water is on the other side of the dam in Rochester. 
 
Lastly, does the Drainage District have to request a public hearing for these types of requests, or do they simply have to request the permit from the DNR?  It appears that  the ladder is true, if so, what does your group take into consideration before
granting the Drainage District an extension? 
 
I’d like to better understand the pieces in play here as I truly believe that the potential exists to negatively impact this fishery.  If the remaining section of the river freezes, the fish have absolutely nowhere to go but over the dam.  The water depth on
the river is currently less than 2 feet in many places, with the deepest hole being around 3 feet.  This waterway froze deep enough to support snowmobile and ATV traffic last Winter, so there certainly is precedence for this. 
 
Brent
 
 


From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR [mailto:Luke.Roffler@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 13, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
 
I am writing to let you know that the drainage district has requested and been awarded an extension on the 2015 drawdown to February 28th. At this point, they will need to close the gates and refill the impoundment to normal water
levels.
 
Please feel free to share this information with anyone else who may be interested. Thank you.


We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Fri, Feb 13, 2015 at 11:12 AM, Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR <Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov> wrote:


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov
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-----Original Message-----
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 5:58 PM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


Thank you for your thoughtful response and answering all of my questions. 


I am disappointed that the Drainage District requested the drawdown and did not even start the project. It appears that the Drainage District did not begin planning as early as they should have. 


As I've mentioned, no one in the Village of Waterford was able to duck hunt or fish the Fox River / drainage canal below the Waterford dam after the first week in October - what an absolute waste of an awesome natural
resource. The use of the waterway was a major factor for many of us in purchasing homes on the waterway. 


I completely understand (and agree with) the need for maintenance, but strongly oppose an annual drawdown. There has to be some common ground / better planning on the part of the Drainage District. The requested
drawdown impacts much more than just the drainage canal. It impacts everything below the dam in Waterford, and every property owner in Waterford with Fox River frontage. 


If you could Tanya, could you please put me on your email distribution list for any action items, meetings, discussion opportunities etc. regarding the Drainage Districts request. I would greatly appreciate as much notice as
possible.


Lastly, thank you again for the information and your oversight of this project. I know that you also want what is best for this waterway. 


Brent Hess


-----Original Message-----
From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 2:11 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Brent,


Thank you again for your patience with my delayed response.


You asked whether water levels will remain drawn down until at least April. At this point, it appears that the dredging project will not happen this fall 2014/winter 2015 season and the impoundment will begin to be refilled
in mid-February.


The DNR granted permission for the October drawdown fully anticipating that the plans would be completed, a permit issued, and the dredging started by early winter. The draw down needed to start in October due to the
hibernation period for herptiles. We indicated the impoundment needed to be refilled beginning February 15 for spawning periods. If the dredging was slightly behind schedule, we would consider delaying the refill but only
for a very short time period.


Unfortunately there were some delays and the Drainage District is still working on the plans. Once they are complete, there is a 30-day public notice and comment period before the DNR could issue the dredging permit. In
addition, the Drainage District would like to do the dredging while the ground is frozen. Because it is the end of January, this critical path makes it seem unlikely the project will even start this season. I anticipate the
Drainage District would again request a winter drawdown for the fall 2015/winter 2016 season to complete the dredging.


In addition to the Drainage District’s request for a “temporary” winter drawdown to facilitate dredging, they have also requested a “permanent” change to how the dam is operated. The established operating order for
Rochester Dam does not have a winter drawdown (see attached). The Drainage District is requesting an annual winter drawdown as follows:


• Winter draw down will begin on October 1st, to run of the river with the radial gates fully open, being achieved by October 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually opening the radial gates with the system fully open
by October 15th. Restoring of the system will begin February 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually closing the radial gates with the system returned, at least, to the minimum water elevation of 4.20 ft. on gauge by
March 1st to the best extent possible dependent upon watershed and weather conditions.
• They have also requested to go below minimum water levels temporarily during high flow events.


The EIS will look at the impacts of this request, which we are still drafting. There will also be an opportunity for the public to comment, as I mentioned.


I appreciate that you have a strong interest in these waterways and projects. We will be sure to provide you both public notices so you also have an opportunity to comment during the “formal” time periods.


If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.


Regards,
Tanya


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


dnr.wi.gov


-----Original Message-----
From: bhess9@twc.com [mailto:bhess9@twc.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2015 11:05 AM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


We switched our internet provider last week, so I am unsure if you responded to my 1.13.2015 email. If you have, can you please forward your response to my new email?


My new email is bhess9@twc.com


My mobile phone and address have not changed.


Thank you,


Brent Hess
262.770.2457


>
>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 7:22 PM
> To: 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'
> Cc: 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Thank you Tanya, I appreciate the update and the DNR’s oversight of this project. I understand that the DNR needs to review the dredging plans to ensure that the health of the waterway is maintained, and for this I am
grateful. Also, I know how much effort the DNR puts forth to maintain our waterways. Quality fishing opportunities don’t “just happen”. From fish stocking, providing public access, and fishery management, your group
does a great job, and you don’t get the credit that you deserve.
>
> The above being said, I am truly disappointed to hear that the project is no longer on schedule, and that the water levels will not return to normal levels on February 15th as originally communicated in the Racine Journal
Times.
>
> As you are aware, the drawdown occurred in early October, and the water was unnavigable shortly thereafter for fall fishing and duck hunting. For myself and many of my neighbors, this is our favorite time of the year.
However, it was understood that the drawdown needed to occur to complete maintenance and ensure the health of the waterway. Given the drawdown, I’m sure you can appreciate that I was eager for water levels to return to
normal for spring fishing.
>
> It is not my intent to gripe Tanya, I just want to understand the pieces in play here. As it currently appears, the water level in the river / canal will remain low until at least April. Is that correct? Additionally, the main
reason I purchased my current home was that my back yard / subdivision adjoins the Fox River, and I had use of the waterway.
>
> I want to be reasonable Tanya, but I don’t believe that drawing down this waterway to the point that it is no longer navigable for 6 to 7 months (October thru April) is reasonable. I think anyone who lives on any lake or
waterway in the state would agree.
>
> When the DNR reviewed / approved the original dredging plans, didn’t that come with a timeframe i.e. The drawdown must start by xx, and be completed by xx? Is there a date that the DNR manages to for the water level
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to be returned to normal?
>
> Also, you mentioned that the DNR is drafting an Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. What change is being proposed? The canal has already
been drained.
>
> Thank you for keeping me informed, I look forward to your response and more information on the public hearing.
>
> My mailing address is as follows:
>
> Brent Hess
> 707 River Ridge Drive
> Waterford WI, 53185
>
> Thank you for your time Tanya,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
>
>
> From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 11:09 AM
> To: Brent Hess
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Brent,
>
> I had an opportunity to speak with Elaine Johnson, DNR Water Management Specialist for Racine County. She confirmed that the dredging of Wind Lake and Goose Lake Branch Canals has not started yet. The Drainage
District submitted revised plans on December 19th. The Department is still reviewing the plans but it appears that more information will be needed. In addition, the permitting process requires a 30-day public notice period.
So it appears that the window for dredging this winter is narrowing/extremely tight.
>
> The Department is still drafting the Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. It is still several weeks out before this will be finalized. As I
mentioned, changing the Operational Order for the dam also has a public input process.
>
> We will be sure to provide you with public notices for the two proposed activities. Could you provide me with your mailing address?
>
> I hope this update is helpful. If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.
>
> Regards,
> Tanya
>
>
> We are committed to service excellence.
> Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_customersurvey&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-
GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=O9BGhIEu96Tz8pjhYUcUOBfTSHnKz0sR7ut-
UT6GGEU&e=> to evaluate how I did.
>
> Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
> Water Management Engineer
> Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
> 3911 Fish Hatchery Road
> Fitchburg, WI 53711
> Phone: (608) 275-3287
> Fax: (608) 275-3338
> Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov<mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov>
>
> [cid:image001.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com
> /v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEUL
> BErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4
> WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6z
> MadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
> dnr.wi.gov<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.
> gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQ
> ngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXuj
> Ge_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6zMadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
> [cid:image002.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com
> /v2/url?u=http-3A__facebook.com_WIDNR&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035
> gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m
> =TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=x8BL8WptvcClQtuT9KoXkdQ
> rn3bvJ2k_vaFdLMJPov8&e=> [cid:image003.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__twitter.com_WDNR
> &d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9
> Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_L
> RcooBXk&s=l84cNEulqbHGhGwo3H02IEfsvfr7KOw5scT735QZpbI&e=>
> [cid:image004.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.flickr.com_ph
> otos_widnr_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=u
> I959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24Ws
> GTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=1X7bpGVAY6orkCR5ONexnGjjxRlLVr_vJAW3ztteiec&e=>
> [cid:image005.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.youtube.com_u
> ser_WIDNRTV&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=u
> I959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24Ws
> GTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=4yDhCoLS3pSI8_BezObwTQUHmEPwbRQCGgvTphD5GF0&e=>
> [cid:image006.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_rss_&d
> =AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mk
> n0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRc
> ooBXk&s=VoT44OUz1rZwBHShUtIYoa7dkOnbl45M9JlO5H_5tcc&e=>
>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Monday, December 29, 2014 9:14 AM
> To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: FW: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Good morning Tanya-
>
> Hope you had a wonderful holiday with your family.
>
> Luke suggested that I contact you for an update on the canal.
>
> How far have they dredged to date? How deep are they dredging? Is February still being targeting for bringing back up the water levels? Additionally, you mentioned in an earlier email that the sewerage district was
requesting a permit for a yearly draw down, any status on that? As discussed this past fall, I am very interested in the current and future projects regarding this waterway, and would like to attend any public meetings
discussing the Wind Lake drainage canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dams.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
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From: Brent Hess
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Nitschke, Eric A - DNR; Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; "Rebecca Ewald"; jr.woj@wi.rr.com; jimschneider137@gmail.com; "Jim Schneider"; pvgoldie@aol.com; Rep.Craig@LEGIS.WI.GOV; "Bob Biedrzycki"; jr.woj@wi.rr.com; "Adam Lyman"; "Tom Roanhouse"; "Barb


Messick"
Subject: Public input to the Environmental Impact Survey
Date: Sunday, May 24, 2015 10:21:58 PM
Attachments: DNR Response to qestions asked by Waterford Residents.pdf


Hello Elaine-
 
At the public meeting at the Waterford Village Hall, residents who own property on the Rochester Impoundment asked the DNR if they would include a component in the EIS to measure the potential decline in property values. 
 
On 4.22.2015 the DNR offered the following statement which I have included for your reference:  “A winter drawdown would require people to visible bear the impacts of exposed mud flats.  The proposal may have an impact on property taxes.  The DNR does not
have the expertise to evaluate economic impacts to properties, and has not conducted any economic studies regarding economic impacts with the operation of the dam.  Any factual economic data submitted by the public will be considered in the EIS”
 
To that end, I met with the Town of Waterford Tax Assessor to understand how property values are assessed in and around Waterford.  The goal was to obtain factual economic data that I could pass on to your team for consideration. 
 
Here is what I found:


Homes with water frontage are assessed by the total number of feet of water frontage the lot has.  Assessed values are between $1,000 and $1,600 per foot of frontage.  Recently a property sold on Joy Marie Lane in Waterford.  The lot dimensions were as
follows: 80’ of water frontage and 270’ deep.  This lot sold for $128,000 or $1,600 per front foot. 


 
Lots with no water frontage are assessed differently, and are assessed by the total number of square feet the lot has.  Typical lots in newer subdivisions in Waterford are assessed at an average of $1.71 per square foot.  Using the lot dimensions in the
example above, the same 80’ x 270’ lot off of the water would have a fair market value of $36,936 (80 x 270 = 21,600 sq. ft.  x $1.71 per square foot)


 
Generally speaking, a home of any given size costs approximately the same to construct whether the lot has water frontage or not.  For this reason, it is reasonable to focus on lot values as compared to home values, as there are strong metrics in place to compare
both.  In the example noted above,  an identical lot on the water is worth approximately 3.5 times more than a lot off the water. 
 
Given the credibility of the source of the information.  I would like to request that this information be included in the EIS.  Please feel free to contact the Town of Waterford Tax Assessor directly to verify the information I have provided. 
 
Thank you for your consideration,
 
Brent Hess
707 River Ridge Drive
Waterford, WI
262.770.2457
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Good afternoon Brent,
 
Thank you for providing additional information in relation to your concerns regarding the project. It was a pleasure meeting you face to face as well at the meeting. We will be working through to make sure these comments are addressed in the EIS and in the
written response to questions compiled at the meeting by the Village of Waterford.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 7:48 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Nitschke, Eric A - DNR; Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'; jr.woj@wi.rr.com; jimschneider137@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Elaine,
 
An additional point that I forgot to mention in yesterday’s email…
 
Outside of my faith and my family, fishing is easily my biggest passion.  I look forward to spring fishing with my children every year, especially Walleye.  As you are aware, this time of year Walleyes begin to spawn, and they are relatively easy to catch.  This past
weekend I went out on the Fox River in the Rochester impoundment to catch some spring Walleyes with my boys.  We typically fish this waterway 3 to 4 times per week, and Saturday was the first time that we did not boat a single fish.   I’m not suggesting a large
winter kill (although the potential exists), our lack of success is certainly worth pointing out.  The coming months will tell the story,  but I wanted to let you know that the Walleyes are not following their typical spring patterns.   
 
During the drawdown the deepest spot is 3 feet, with many spots being less than 1 foot, and the fish don’t have the habitat they need for spawning.   The rapid change in water level seems to have the fish out of sorts. 
 
A number of years ago Lake Tichigan and the Fox River above the dam in Waterford were drawn down to facilitate dam repairs.  I experienced similar issues after the water levels returned to normal.  The fish were out of sorts and not following their typical
patterns.  It took Tichigan around 9 months before things returned to normal.  I will yield to Luke’s opinion as to whether or not a drawdown is detrimental to the fish, but is certainly noteworthy that it changes their spawning patterns.
 
Thank you for your time,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:57 PM
To: 'Johnson, Elaine M - DNR'
Cc: 'Eric.Nitschke@Wisconsin.gov'; 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'; 'Zoch, Nathan D - DNR'; 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'; 'Scott, Michelle M - DNR'; 'Rebecca Ewald'; 'jr.woj@wi.rr.com'; 'jimschneider137@gmail.com'
Subject: Public information request
 
Elaine-
 
It was nice to finally meet you last night – please extend my thanks to your team for attending.  Public speaking can be tough, but you did a great job presenting and representing your department. 
 
As you know, the forum of yesterday’s meeting did not allow the opportunity for attendees to directly respond to the Drainage District’s (DD) comments.  For this reason I wanted to respond to some of their comments, as I believe it is absolutely essential that
your team have all the facts when reviewing the DD’s requests.
 


1.        The DD indicated that they were surprised by the turnout, as they have drawn down this waterway a number of times over the past 5 years.  This is simply inaccurate.  Please see the attached pdf noting historical water levels in the Fox River Rochester
Impoundment from 2011 to present day.  Please note that prior to this  year, this waterway had not experienced a Fall drawdown since 2011.


2.       The DD claimed that without an annual drawdown, retreating ice on the canal will pull topsoil from the farmer’s fields.  Attached please find 3 pictures taken from various spots on the canal.  Please note the shoreline, as it is representative of a large
portion of the canal.  It is unlikely at best that the ice on the canal can come in contact with topsoil in adjacent farm land.   Additionally, please note that the pictures contained in the DD’s power point last evening were of small branch circuits, and not
representative of the main canal. 


3.       The DD stated that they strive for transparency to ensure that the public is well informed of their activities.  This is truly a matter of perspective.  Attached please find correspondence from the Village of Waterford to the Tanya Lourigan and Nathan Zoch of
your team.  The opening statement is as follows: “The Village Board is concerned about communications and the availability of public information provided to Village Officials and the public relative to permits requested by the Racine County Drainage
District.  The DD’s activities have been anything but transparent.  Up until last night the public did not know where to voice their concerns, as to a large degree, the public simply did not understand the pieces in play.  The Village of Waterford asked for the
DNR’s assistance to communicate the DD’s requests to the public.


4.       The DD stated that historically they controlled water levels in the canal by drawing down the water levels in Wind Lake.  When asked why the DD no longer practiced this, their reply was that the residents of Wind Lake did not support the drawdown.  This
sounds familiar, and it is our concern as well.  Why do the sod farmers take precedence over private residents?  There has to be a compromise here.


5.       The DD indicated that they have not dredged the canal since the 1950’s and it is still operating properly.  Their comments certainly establish precedence to support that it takes 50 years for sediment to build up in the canal.  Based on their own admission,
 why on earth are they requesting an annual drawdown?  History would dictate that they should be able to drawdown the waterway, dredge, and be in good shape for the next 50 years.


 
As I mentioned earlier, residents of Waterford have long been concerned about water levels in the Fox River.  The challenge has been, up until now, they did not know where to go with their concerns.  I believe the reason for the large turnout at last night’s
meeting is that the Village of Waterford sent notification of the meeting to area residents via United States Mail,  and the public welcomed the opportunity to finally have an outlet to voice  their concerns.  The trigger for the Village sending out this communication
was a steady stream of residents knocking on the door of the Village Hall with the same question “where is the water?”
 
Additionally, last night,  residents of Waterford, Burlington, Tichigan, Waukesha, West Milwaukee, Muskego, and Mukwonago attended the meeting.  This waterway is a vital part of our community and is used extensively by residents of neighboring communities. 
The Fox River is an awesome natural resource and the public’s concern is widespread and not limited to Waterford.  To further support this, the meeting was attended by two state representatives, I would assume they received a high volume of phone calls voicing
their concerns from their constituents’.
 
Please note I have also copied to of my neighbors who are equally as concerned.  I wanted to ensure that they had to same opportunity to voice their concerns.
 
Thank you for your time Elaine, I truly appreciate the opportunity to voice my concerns. 
 
Regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
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The provided responses are based on knowledge and understanding of the project at the time. As the 



Department continues processing the application, new information will be evaluated as it is received. 



The Department will continue working on the EIS and must process the application within statutory 



timeframes. Therefore, it is requested that if the public has any new information to submit to the DNR



for consideration in the EIS, please do so by May 31, 2015.



Questions and Answers from the Information Meeting regarding DNR permitting Process – March 23, 



2015



# 1.  DNR There is a noticeable reduction in the fish population in the impoundment since the draw 



downs have occurred. During the drawdown, the near shore habitats are being compromised. The river 



freezes more quickly and encompasses most and sometime all surface areas thus reducing oxygen levels 



for the fish. The depth of the river is greatly reduced providing much less available “deep” water for 



winter survival.  Additionally, there is a significant decline in the number of Bullfrogs since the draw 



downs have happened, and the clam population is becoming non-existent.  Does the DNR know this is 



happening? 



DNR response: Luke has been working closely with Elaine.  Luke: I cannot necessarily comment directly 



on any abundant changes. We don’t actually get into that stretch of river to sample as often as I would 



like.  Access points as you guys probably know are kind of limited. I will say the concerns about 



overwintering habitat for the fish that are present in that stretch of the river are certainly chief among 



the things that I brought up and added to the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) so  yea those 



concerns are being considered along with all the other factors. 



4/21/15: The Fox River and Wind Lake Canal above the Rochester Dam are home to a wide variety of 



gamefish and forage species, many of which have shown a documented affinity for specific 



overwintering habitat that is unlikely to be present during a winter drawdown to a maximum water 



depth of approximately 3’. Paragamian (1989) used radiotelemetry to determine seasonal walleye 



habitat use in the Cedar River in Iowa, finding that walleye overwintered in pools ranging in depth 



from 4.9’ to 9.8’ and that deep pools (>5.9’) were sought most frequently by walleye in winter. Coble 



(1975) indicated a similar preference in smallmouth bass, finding smallmouth bass preferentially 



selected the deepest available habitat during winter. Channel catfish are known to seek out the 



deepest available scour holes for overwintering habitat (Newcomb 1989), even relocating to larger 



rivers if preferred habitat is not immediately available (Peters et al. 1992; Pellett et al. 1998). Multiple 



studies have documented the preference of northern pike for deep overwintering habitat (>6.7’) in 



reservoirs and lakes (Diana et al. 1977; Cook and Bergersen 1988). Largemouth bass have also been 



significantly affected by winter drawdowns, typically moving greater distances and exhibiting larger 



home ranges during the drawdown (Rogers and Bergersen 1995). Largemouth bass, like all fish 



species, seek out specific overwintering habitat to minimize energy expenditure (Carlson 1992), 



habitat which may not be available during a drawdown. Muskellunge have also exhibited an affinity 



to congregate in the deepest available overwintering habitat during drawdown conditions (Gillis et al. 



2010). Muskellunge in the Mississippi River have shown a significant preference for deeper pools, with



overwintering depths up to and above 8.2’ (Younk et al. 1996). Adult white sucker in the Credit River 











system in Ontario occurred almost exclusively in pools deeper that 3.2’ during the winter (Cunjak



1996). Given the fact that preferred winter habitat will not be available for these fish after the 



drawdown begins each October, a downstream fall migration of fish through the Rochester Dam can 



be expected each year. The Rochester Dam spillway is also unlikely to be passable during typical 



spring flows, meaning these fish species will not be able to migrate upstream past the dam to 



recolonize the river and canal. Without modification to the spillway, annual winter drawdowns could 



reasonably be expected to lead to a marked decrease in fish abundance between the Rochester, 



Waterford and Wind Lake Dams.



Northern pike begin spawning in early March in southern Wisconsin at water temperatures of about 



34 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit. Northern pike seek flooded vegetation such as grasses, sedges, or rushes 



to broadcast their eggs. Water temperatures during egg development range between 45 and 60° F. 



The eggs adhere to the vegetation and hatch in about 2 weeks depending on water temperature. 



After hatching the sac-fry adhere to vegetation for about 2 weeks depending on water temperature. 



After the yolk sac is absorbed the fry are dependent on zooplankton for food. Walleye spawn over 



gravel/rubble substrate in water as shallow as 12 inches beginning in March or April when water 



temperatures are between 40 and 45 degrees. Walleyes will also utilize flooded wetland vegetation if 



available.   The state threatened river redhorse spawns over gravel or rubble in water as shallow as 2 



feet usually in May or when water temperatures are between 65 and 75°F.   The shorthead redhorse 



spawns over sand, gravel, and rubble in water as shallow as 6 - 8 inches in April and May.   



Largemouth and smallmouth bass spawn in May and June and build nests in water as shallow as 12 



inches.   Allowing the winter drawdown to an open river system would likely result in reduced areas 



of shorelands and wetlands the Northern Pike utilize for spawning and would prevent sufficient water 



depths to allow spawning Northern Pike to use, and get to, these areas.  RCDD is proposing to raise 



the water elevation starting February 15th in an effort to minimize impacts for spawning Northern 



Pike.  Temporary drops below the lower minimum water elevation for high flows after precipitation 



events could also reduce spawning substrate for walleye, largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, and 



redhorse due to the fluctuations in water levels.  The eggs and fry of fish and nests or babies of other 



amphibians and reptiles could be put at risk of death or being stranded also, by the fluctuations of 



water levels with a temporary allowance for water levels to drop below the minimum water level.  



Improper light levels, temperatures, drowning eggs, or entrapment of species all could result from the 



fluctuations in water levels with a changed operational order.  



The amount of suitable spawning habitat directly impacts the success of natural reproduction during a 



given year.   Successive years during which spawning habitat are lacking, and therefore reproductive 



success is low or absent, can lead to the collapse of a fish species' population.  These changes could be 



detrimental to the existence of certain fish species, culminating in eradication of those species 



presently found in the waterway.  If the affected species was a major predatory fish, disruption of a 



biological balance of the aquatic system could occur.  This could result in an overabundance of 



undesirable Carp as well as a substantial increase in panfish, such as Bluegill, Perch, and Crappie. This 



scenario could result in stunted growth among panfish species.











Various negative effects can also be expected for any fish that remain above the Rochester Dam. Flow 



regime is among the most significant factors determining the abundance, growth and dispersal of 



riverine fisheries communities. Flow regulation that is unstable and/or does not mimic natural “run of 



the river” conditions has been associated with a variety of deleterious effects on fish populations. The 



natural dispersal of larval or juvenile fishes can be significantly altered, primarily by restricting or 



removing access to traditional rearing sites (Bonetto et al. 1989). Stable systems typically exhibit 



better fish abundance and growth rates than those with frequent water drawdowns (Gaboury and 



Patalas 1984; Bonetto et al. 1989). These fish will also face increased predation risk, as winter 



conditions, particularly during a drawdown, concentrate fish and make them much more vulnerable 



to land predators and birds (Alexander 1979; Bustard 1986; Power and Mitchell 1994). These issues 



would exacerbate the negative effects of limited and fragmented habitat discussed in the previous 



paragraph, putting additional pressure on remnant populations of popular gamefish and the forage 



fish that support them.



# 2.  DNR The river bank behind our home is the lowest point in the impoundment between the dams.  



This area stays saturated somewhat like a sponge when the river is at its normal level.  The drawdown 



causes the ground to dry out and when the water is raised quickly . . . this year the water returned in a 



day and half … the returning water severely erodes the dried out silty bank causing areas to actually 



melt away and fall into the river.  Other areas experience visible sinking when the water returns. This 



happens with each drawdown.  Is the DNR aware of this problem? 



DNR response: It sounds like we haven’t had comments like that in the past and will be happy to take 



that one and respond. 



4/21/15: The lower water depth would reduce stress to shoreline structures and could prevent 



damage from ice flows. Lower water levels in the winter drawdown would allow people to access and 



observe the stability of the shoreline protection and determine whether the structures need repair.  



Construction or repair of these structures would be easier while water levels are low.



However, the raising and lowering of the Fox River repeatedly over the course of the year by water 



elevation manipulation would likely result in increased bank instability within the areas backwatered 



by the dam.  This would be due to the yearly revealing and inundation of up to three feet of river bank



(lowest winter drawdown levels up to the normal and maximum water level elevations) thus 



curtailing the establishment of bank stabilizing vegetation.  Temporarily lowering the minimum water 



elevation for high flows will possibly result in more frequent changes in water levels that could impact 



bank erosion.



# 3.  DNR When the drawdown occurs we no longer can utilize the river for kayaking, canoeing and 



fishing due to lack of water and the shin-to-knee deep muck that you have to cross to reach the 



remaining water.  This obviously not only prevents recreational usage of the waterway by homeowners 



and visitors alike, but also damages our property values when the river is a shadow of itself for months 



at a time.  Does the DNR consider the damage to our property values caused by this drawdown? 











DNR response: Yes the EIS will include a component that discusses property values, socio-economic 



impacts as a result of the change in the operational order of the dam.  That is something that will be 



considered as part of the review and is also part of the public interest component – recreation; those 



are all things that are considered in the DNR review process.



Audience: Could I just – how do you determine that when you say you are going to evaluate that. What 



kind of data do you have to evaluate that?



DNR response:  It is very difficult to answer a lot of those technical questions at this point as we haven’t 



completed the EIS yet so we haven’t fully outlined a lot of those details during our review. 



4/21/2015: A winter drawdown would require people to visually bear the impacts of exposed mud 



flats. The proposal may have an impact on property taxes. The Department of Natural Resources does 



not have the expertise to evaluate economic impacts to properties and has not conducted any 



economic studies regarding economic impacts with the operation of the dam. Any factual economic 



information submitted by the Public will be considered in the EIS.



Is the loss of recreational use during the drawdown taken into consideration?



DNR response:  Yes, it is something that is taken into consideration.  It is a question that our wardens 



and some of our wildlife biologists are able to assist with as far as the hunting usage within a stretch of 



the river, fishing and things of that nature, we take into consideration. 



4/21/2015: Recreational impacts will be included in the EIS.



#4 DNR – Why draw down river while work never gets done is a great concern.  We are losing our banks 



from lowing and increases. 



DNR response:  As I mentioned in the presentation, anyone can request a change, a temporary 



drawdown in levels so even though the DNR hadn’t technically issued a dredging permit, if the dam 



operator requests to draw down the dam and there is other reasons that they mentioned of why they 



do it, it also has to do with stability with their banks along their canals. Floating issues that they 



experience, the DNR can review that request and issue approval for a temporary drawdown.  



4/21/2015: Per Section 31.02(1), Wis. Statutes, the Department, in the interest of public rights in 



navigable waters or to promote safety and protect life, health and property may regulate and control 



the level and flow of water in all navigable waters….



• Any person may petition or request the Department to investigate and establish water level 



or flow requirements.



• An application form is submitted to the Department.



• A public hearing is not required for a temporary drawdown. However, a news release may be 



issued by the Department in most cases as a courtesy.



• Dam owners may occasionally wish to draw the level of their flowage below its ordered 



minimum elevation. Reasons:











o Emergency nature such as a potential dam failure. In such instances, a dam owner is 



required by law (s. 31.18(1), Wis. Stats.) to take action to protect life, health and 



property. 



o Repair or maintenance work



o Dam inspection



o Temporary drawdowns may be desired by property owners for specific reasons such 



as for dredging projects or to reduce shoreline erosion due to unusual circumstances. 



Concurrence of the dam owner with the temporary drawdown plan may be required 



before the Department can issue the drawdown order. 



o Seasonal Drawdowns: to minimize shore damage potential or for fish or game 



management practices. The dam owner should agree to the seasonal drawdown plan.



# 5.  DNR Why is it necessary to open the dam for a five month period?



DNR response: The answer to the question is that it does not necessarily have to be for five months. I 



think the reason why it has been designed to operate from October to February has been DNR 



comments as far as fisheries’ habitat is fine and hertz and that is the reason we recommended that the 



draw down is from October to February as opposed to December to a different time period.  



County response:  I believe all the board members are involved in agriculture throughout the County 



except Mr. Foat.  



4/21/2015: The RCDD's original request was for the winter drawdown to occur beginning December 



1st and ending March 1st. However, the Department worked with the RCDD to establish the October 



1st- February 15th dates to minimize adverse impacts to herpetiles and fish.



#7.  DNR What is the purpose of proposing opening the Rochester dam from October 1 until March each 



year?  I am a kayaker living on the river and kayaks well into December if there is ice.



DNR response:  Maybe this one is probably better answered by Al but I can tell you that the drainage 



district application was made due to concerns with flooding they have along their waterway, their banks,



and erosion issues. The main purpose why the drainage district is seeking this permit drawdown from 



the DNR for the past several 5-6-7 years. 



Drainage District response:  It sounded like the question was more concerned about could we wait until 



December.  The Drainage District could wait until December; however, the DNR has already brought up 



the point that if you wait until December, you have the environmental concerns for the frogs.  And they 



weigh those decisions and decide the right direction. 



4/21/2015: The RCDD's original request was for the winter drawdown to occur beginning December 



1st and ending March 1st. However, the Department worked with the RCDD to establish the October 



1st- February 15th dates to minimize adverse impacts to herpetiles and fish.











The purpose for the drawdown starting on October 1st is to avoid impacts to amphibians (i.e., leopard 



frog, bullfrog, etc.) and reptiles (i.e., painted turtle, snapping turtle, etc.). These animals will burrow 



into the river/stream mud in the fall to overwinter. The water depth provides insulation from freezing 



temperatures that can harm or kill the animals. If the water depth changes and is lowered while the 



animal is burrowed into the mud, the insulation is lost and the freezing temperatures will affect them. 



Some residents may remember several years ago, before the draw downs, we had a dry fall and water 



levels dropped later that fall. The result was very low water levels and exposed shoreline. That 



following spring the DNR received reports from residents seeing dead frogs and turtles along the river.



This is a case where the animals had burrowed in the mud and were not able to move when levels 



changed. As a result the freezing temperatures reached them in their burrows and many died. While 



temperatures are likely still above freezing in early October, it is hard to predict when the freezing 



temperatures will occur. The frogs and turtles start preparing for overwintering in early October, so a 



fixed time period was chosen to work with.



#8 DNR/County How does this draw down affect the water above the Waterford dam?  In this winter 



melt, I ended up with no water near my shoreline.  This has never happened before this year.  In all the 



39 years I’ve lived there, only in scheduled draw downs. Why don’t I have my normal amount of water 



this year in front of my property?



DNR response:  We have not received any comments on that prior to tonight.  Nathan, our water 



engineer, have you received any comments regarding that?  Nathan:  I haven’t heard about this is about 



the Waterford dam? The Rochester Dam should not affect the water level on the Waterford Dam 



boundary. Racine County owns the dams.  Basically that the Rochester Dam does not control the water 



levels in the Waterford impoundment.  It would have to be due to the operation of the Waterford dam.  



County response:  The operation of all Racine County dams I have to reiterate is under DNR orders so all 



the water levels  have to kept at a certain level based on the gauges that we monitor daily. If there is a 



rain event or flooding type events, those gauges are monitored hourly I would say.  And there was a 



dam operator that handles that and we also have Racine County staff that is trained to monitor that so 



we always have people in place monitoring these levels. It is not arbitrarily moved up and down.  It is 



operated within a couple of tenths, a couple hundredths, I should say, of the operational order which is 



literally a couple of inches of the DNR’s order.  I can tell you that a couple years ago the water levels 



were low because we were in a drought.  Now I can’t answer what happened last year but when we 



were in drought a few years back, the water table was very low. And so as the seasons change, the 



water table – people’s private drinking water wells were starting to be affected by the water levels back 



in 2012.  Many of you probably recall that.  Then we had excessive amounts of precipitation which 



raised the water table extremely high and it changed the problem to a different problem. So it really 



depends on a lot of things because a lot of that is not only weather dependent but also what is 



happening upstream. We monitor not only the levels in Racine County.  We also monitor the gauges 



north of Racine County and if the gauges north of Racine County are not following their orders, which all 



go back to the early 1900’s by the way, if they are not following their orders, we give them a call and say 



we recognize that you are not following your orders because the United States geological survey has 



gauges that can be monitored on line.  You can see them on the web pages.  Many of you have seen 











those water markings.  And so we can keep an eye and see what is happening upstream and we know 



what water is coming. 



4/21/2015: The operation of the Rochester Dam does not have any effect on water levels above the 



Waterford Dam. The Rochester Dam does not control water levels in the Waterford impoundment.



The Waterford Dam is operated separately by Racine County.



# 13  DNR Erosion concern has been mentioned regarding the drainage district banks.  Waterford has 



worked with the DNR evaluating the Fox River and this problem.  Why is the DNR not evaluating the 



stream bank erosion/health concerns of the river versus main made canals that consistently change the 



habitat of the Fox River? 



DNR response:  We have been getting comments from Craig Helker, who is our stream biologist, so I 



believe he has been helping address those through the EIS.  There will be more of a response in the EIS.  



4/21/2015: Streambank erosion and resource impacts to the Fox River are being evaluated under the 



application and addressed in the EIS. 



# 20  DNR/County Why is the river level a foot higher since 2009?



4/21/2015: Currently Rochester dam is operated according to an operational order issued under 



permit number 3-SE-81-802.  The permit requires a normal water level of 4.7 ft. on gauge* at CTH D, 



with the maximum being 5.2 ft. on gauge*, and a minimum of 4.2 ft. on gauge*.  Additionally it 



requires that a minimum flow of 46 cubic feet per second be maintained through the dam at all times 



and that removal of a fishway board occurs between November 15th and May 15th of each year.



Additional Comments:



Reptiles and Amphibians:  All mud flats are laid bare thru fall, winter and spring, river and canal banks 



are exposed, eliminating winter over areas for turtles, especially snappers – bank dwellers.  Frogs seem 



to have been effected, we had bull frogs every year for years, and I have not heard any since the draw 



downs began.  The leopard frogs also, don’t see them anymore.



Mollusks:  The first year of the drawn down the raccoons devastated the clam population.  There were 



fresh open shells by the hundreds.  They are protected in Wisconsin, and some species federally 



protected.  When exposed, can they migrate back to water before dying?



Fur Bearers:  All banks are exposed where muskrats den especially up the canal. Beaver houses are 



useless, unless they extend them to deep enough water (in most cases many feet).  How does it affect 



mink which we have had a fair population of?



Note:  County stated that Chapter 88 of the Statutes is called drainage of the lands. That is the Bible for 



the drainage districts.  We have five of them in Racine County. If you don’t have drainage districts you 



have storm water utilities.   That is the difference.  











4/21/2015: The purpose for the drawdown starting on October 1st is to avoid impacts to amphibians 



(i.e., leopard frog, bullfrog, etc.) and reptiles (i.e., painted turtle, snapping turtle, etc.). These animals 



will burrow into the river/stream mud in the fall to overwinter. The water depth provides insulation 



from freezing temperatures that can harm or kill the animals. If the water depth changes and is 



lowered while the animal is burrowed into the mud, the insulation is lost and the freezing 



temperatures will affect them. Some residents may remember several years ago, before the draw 



downs, we had a dry fall and water levels dropped later that fall. The result was very low water levels 



and exposed shoreline. That following spring the DNR received reports from residents seeing dead 



frogs and turtles along the river. This is a case where the animals had burrowed in the mud and were 



not able to move when levels changed. As a result the freezing temperatures reached them in their 



burrows and many died. While temperatures are likely still above freezing in early October, it is hard 



to predict when the freezing temperatures will occur. The frogs and turtles start preparing for 



overwintering in early October, so a fixed time period was chosen to work with.



The fluctuations in the river are the cause for the decline for the muskrats, frogs, and likely the mink. 



Muskrats along the river made their dens in the river banks. With the fall drop in water levels those 



dens became exposed, forcing the muskrats to move or be taken by predators. 



The dropping of the water levels in October helps to avoid impacting overwintering frogs, but lower 



water levels may still affect frogs living in the river. The low water levels may not allow for good 



overwintering conditions, forcing frogs to move or possibly die, causing a reduction in numbers in the 



area.



The decline in mink sightings could also be due to the fluctuations in the water levels.  Mink live along 



waterways and make their dens near the water surface, sometimes taking over burrows other animals



have created. The drop in water levels exposes the dens and makes them less suitable for the mink. 



There could also be a decline in prey (i.e., muskrats, fish, etc.) in the area forcing the mink to move in 



search of better food sources.



Migrating waterfowl still use this area, but likely at a lesser amount when the water levels are lower. 



There are other waterbodies in the area that they can use, so it is not a large impact. 



Dropping water levels will expose mussels on the water margin upstream of the dam to increased 



predation, and has the potential to increase mortality should the mussels be left out of the water by 



rapidly dropping water levels.



DNR #21



• Many of Waterford/Rochester’s residents chose to live in this community because of the 



outdoor activities the Fox River offers.



• The Fox River is an awesome natural resource and provides canoeing, kayaking, hunting, 



trapping, fishing or just watching nature – and it is open to the public. 











• The Village recognizes the Fox River as an awesome natural resource and has put forth 



considerable effort to create more public access for residents and visitors alike including Whitford Park 



shoreline restoration, planned renovations for the Club 10 Park to increase public access, installing 



canoe/kayak launches both above and below the Waterford and Rochester dams. 



• It is not reasonable to draw this waterway down for almost 6 months of the year. There is no 



one on any waterway in the State of Wisconsin that would agree that this is reasonable. This year the 



waterway was drawn down on October 1 and water levels did not return to normal until the 2nd week 



in March. 



• Residents are paying waterfront taxes with no water, and we will have boat launches for an 



unusable and unfishable waterway.



• I am on this waterway 3 to 4 times per week. The Fox is a thriving ecosystem. Birds of prey, 



turtles, frogs, deer musky, LM Bass, SM bass, Walleye, pike, perch, crappie, drum, catfish, blue gill, 



warmouth, teal, wood ducks, mallards, the list goes on. For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, 



everything has to be in perfect order. Nature’s hand is at work here. 



• Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose and puts more stress on the ecosystem, it 



threatens to destroy it. If a below average winter were to coincide with a drawdown, the results could 



be disastrous. There is precedence for this. 



• The winter of 2014/15 was fairly moderate with the only sustained period of frigid temperatures



occurring in February. During this time snowmobiles and ATVs were running the river from Burlington to 



north of Big Bend. I a natural “run of the river state” the fish have the ability to seek our deeper waters 



both above the Waterford dam and below the Rochester dam. In the areas impacted by the drawdown 



(between the dams) the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During 



sustained periods of frigid temperatures, the fish have nowhere to go – they are trapped. There only 



options are to freeze, or go over the dam in Rochester – either way they are not coming back. 



• Even if we don’t experience a deep freeze, it is not healthy for fish to swim in less than 1’ of 



water for months on end. 



• Migrating waterfowl use the canal as a favorite stop as it is always the last to freeze. During the 



drawdown, the vegetation that ducks feed on dies due to low water levels. This year, migrating 



waterfowl did not stop in the canal. They completely bypassed it. 



• The dam in Rochester impacts more than just the drainage canal, it impacts everything below 



the dam in in Waterford. What gives the Drainage District this kind of power? The drainage district is a 



public entity and the public’s wishes should be considered. 



• The drawdown is bad for Waterford/Rochester residents, visitors, and fishery.



My reason for attending this meeting and reaching out to the DNR is that your team is always on the 



search to give the public more hunting and fishing opportunities. From fish stocking to MFL’s the 











Wisconsin DNR is doing a great job and providing world class hunting/fishing opportunities. We have an 



opportunity right here, right now and the proposed drawdown threatens to destroy it. 



This year the Drainage District lowered water levels to facilitate dredging and no dredging occurred. 



What an absolute waste of an awesome natural resource. If the Drainage District needs to complete 



maintenance it should be well-planned, infrequent, and under the close supervision of the DNR.



4/21/2015: This information has been noted for the DNR records.



#5  DNR & RCDD   My family and I continue to be concerned with the drawdown process that has been 



occurring on an annual basis. We would like to better understand the reasoning for the drawdowns and 



the proposal to continue them on an annual basis if they are not being used for the stated purpose of 



dredging canals. Even if dredging does occur go forward at the time of the drawdowns I would like to 



understand the reason for the annual requirement. 



Our concerns include impacts on the rivers ecosystem, the resident and migratory animals that use it 



and the impact on our own recreational and viewing activities. Prior to the annual drawdowns we 



enjoyed a much more robust experience with the river in all of the categories listed above. I look 



forward to understanding how the interests of any other parties in the drawdown effort would eclipse 



those of myself, my family, other concerned riparian owners, the animals, and the overall ecosystem. 



Question sent from Village of Waterford to DNR received on 4/10/2015: Why is a level of 4.7 considered 



in the normal range of operation when the river is over its bank?



4/21/2015: A public hearing was held on June 3, 1981 to discuss the modification to the operating 



levels for the Rochester Dam. The appropriate normal water level at the County Trunk Hwy D 



corresponds to a gauge reading of 4.7.  The 1981 Rochester Dam order is being sent to the Village of 



Waterford with this response. 












Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 7:20 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Brent,
 
Thank you for outlining your concerns to the Department.
 
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Nitschke, Eric A - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Very good, thank you for the reply Elaine.  I understand that your department needs time to ensure that the EIS contains accurate information.  May I ask when the EIS will be completed and available for public review? 
 
Also Elaine, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for the DNR’s oversight of the drawdown.  Everyone that I have been in contact  with the DNR  is passionate about protecting the natural resources in the State of Wisconsin.
 
From the local warden (Mike), to everyone copied on this email.  As I’ve mentioned before, the Drainage District’s desire is singular in purpose, and that purpose is lowering the waterway to facilitate dredging.  It does not consider the fishery, ecosystem, or public
access.
 
Specifically, here are my concerns:
 


         Many of Waterford’s / Rochester’s residents chose to live in this community because of the outdoor activities the Fox River offers
         The Fox River is an awesome natural resource for canoeing, kayaking, hunting, trapping fishing, or just watching nature – and it is open to the public
         The Village recognizes the Fox River as an awesome natural resource, and has put forth considerable effort to create more access for residents and visitors alike including :Whitford Park shoreline restoration, planned renovations for the Club 10


park to increase public access, and installing canoe / kayak launches both above and below the Waterford and Rochester Dams
         It is not reasonable to draw this waterway down for 5 months out of the year.  There is no one on any waterway in the State of Wisconsin that would agree that this is reasonable
         Residents are paying waterfront taxes with no water, and we will have boat launches for an unnavigable waterway
         I am on this waterway 3 to 4 times per week, The Fox is a thriving ecosystem.  Birds of prey, turtles, frogs, Deer, Musky, LM Bass, SM Bass, Walleye, Pike, Gills, Perch, Crappie, Drum, Catfish,  Blue Gill, Warmouth, Teal, Wood Ducks,


Mallards, the list goes on.  For an ecosystem to thrive to this extent, everything has to be in perfect order.  Nature’s hand is at work here.
         Drawing down this waterway is singular in purpose, and puts more than stress on the ecosystem, it threatens to destroy it
         In February, snowmobiles and ATVs were running the river from Burlington to North of Big Bend. In a natural “run of the river state”, the fish have the ability to seek out deeper water both above the Waterford Dam, and below the Rochester


Dam, in the areas impacted by the drawdown (between the dams) the deepest spot during the drawdown is 3’ with many places less than 1’. During sustained periods of frigid temperatures, the fish have nowhere to go – they are trapped.  Their only
option is to go over the dam in Rochester, and there is no way for them to get back.


         Even if we don’t experience a deep freeze, it simply can’t be healthy for fish to swim in less than 1 foot of water for months at a time. 
         Migrating waterfowl use the canal as a favorite stop, as it is always the last to freeze.  During the drawdown, the vegetation that the ducks feed on dies due to low water levels.  This year, migrating waterfowl did not stop in the canal.  They


completely by-passed it. 
         The Dam in Rochester impacts more than just the drainage canal, it impacts everything below the dam in Waterford Dam.  What gives the Drainage District this kind of power?  The Drainage District is a public entity, and the public’s wishes should


be considered. 
         The drawdown is bad for Waterford / Rochester residents, visitors, and fishery.


 


I plan to attend the meeting on the 23rd, as well as any subsequent meetings to voice my concerns.  My reason for reaching out to the DNR is that your team is always on the search to give the public more hunting and fishing opportunities.  From
fish stocking to MFL’s, the Wisconsin DNR is doing a great job and providing world class hunting / fishing opportunities.  We have an opportunity right here, right now, and the proposed drawdown threatens to destroy it.  
 
I am confident that your team will make the right decision if you have all the facts.  I can back up everything mentioned in my above bullet points.  Also, I’d be happy to take anyone from your team on the river or canal for a tour.  I know you will
see all the same things that I do.  The Fox River simply put is one of Wisconsin’s premier natural resources – let’s keep it that way.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
262.770.2457


 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 8:21 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Hi Brent,
 
I appreciate your dedication to the resource and sharing your concerns with the Department. Public input is an integral part of the process, to gather observations and facts from others for the DNR to consider in addition to its own data in making a decision. To
answer your question, at this time, I cannot share a draft copy of the EIS.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR; 'Rebecca Ewald'
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Elaine,
 


Thank you for the reply.  I do understand that.  I will be attending the meeting on the 23rd, as well as the formal public hearing when it is announced. 
 


My intent for the meeting on the 23rd is to voice my concerns regarding the drawdown, from a property owners perspective, as well as from an ecosystem perspective.    
 
The Village of Waterford requested the meeting due to countless requests from  its citizens asking “where is the water”   I’ve been doing my best to get the word out to the public.
I believe the drawdown is more than stressful to the ecosystem, it threatens to wipe out the fishery. 
 


The meeting on the 23rd represents our first opportunity to express our concerns, and the information contained in the EIS will likely be very helpful.
 
Can you please advise if the draft EIS is something you can share?
 
I don’t mean to be overbearing Elaine.   I have a passion for the health of this waterway, and want to do everything in my power to achieve a positive outcome for the Village and it’s residents.
 
Kind regards,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 9:36 AM
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To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Public information request
 
Good morning Brent,
 


I just want to make sure it is understood that the meeting with the Village on March 23rd is not the formal public hearing on the project. The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss DNR permitting process with the Village based on some questions and concerns
that were brought up by the Village.
 
The EIS is not complete and the public will have the opportunity to see the EIS and provide comment on the project once it is put on public notice and the public hearing is scheduled.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2015 5:34 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: Public information request
 
Good afternoon Elaine,
 
I was unsure who to direct this request to.  In order to prepare for the upcoming meeting I would like to request the draft copy of the EIS report.  If you are not the correct person, could you please direct me to who is?
 
Many thanks,
 
Brent Hess
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 8:40 AM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
The Department originally indicated to the District last fall that an extension could be considered. The extension to the winter drawdown was requested by the District last week to occur through March 15th because they have 2 contractors
working on debrushing vegetation on the banks (in anticipation of the dredging project) and had concerns about being able to safely accomplish this work with higher water levels.
 
The Department reviewed this request and due to concerns to the resource, particularly fish spawning, it was determined that an extension through March 15th could not be granted. However, in the past the Department has allowed the
temporary winter drawdown at Rochester Dam to occur through the end of Feb (Feb. 28th) and this was the basis for allowing the extension. No further extensions will be granted.
Elaine
 


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurveyto evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov


From: Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 8:07 PM
To: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Elaine,
 
Thank you for your reply.
 
I am still a bit confused.  The DNR allowed the water level in the Fox River / Wind Lake Drainage Canal to be lowered in October in anticipation of the Drainage District dredging the canal.  However, due to the timing of when the Drainage District submitted plans
for DNR review, and the need to complete an EIS, no dredging occurred.  The result of this is that the water level in this waterway has been lowered for approximately 5 months, for no purpose.  Most recently the Drainage District requested an extension, which
the DNR granted.  What was the reason for the extension?  If the Drainage District is not actively dredging, what is the purpose of extending the drawdown?  Also, as noted in my email below, the potential to negatively impact this ecosystem by an extended
drawdown exists.  I believe that we all acknowledge that, although the public has not had a chance to review the EIS. 
 
Additionally, the article that you linked to, as well as an article in the Racine Journal Times indicated that water levels would return to normal by 2.15.2015.  This date has come and gone and the water levels are still approximately 3 feet below normal levels. 
 
As I’ve mentioned to Tanya and Luke, I truly appreciate the DNR’s oversight as I know how hard your team works to protect our resources.  I am passionate about this waterway and am truly concerned about how this process is unfolding.
 
Brent Hess
 
 


From: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR [mailto:Elaine.Johnson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 4:31 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Hi Brent,
 
I am the DNR Water Management Specialist covering Racine and managing the application for the Rochester Dam change order project. To answer your questions relating to permitting:
 


·         The District has applied for a Ch. 30 permit to dredge the Wind Lake/Goose Lake Branch canals. This permit has not been issued and is still incomplete pending finalized drawings/plans. The District requested the temporary winter drawdown last fall to
facilitate the dredging project; however, the dredging permit has not been issued.


·         The change in the operational order of the Rochester Dam is being processed under an individual permit. All individual permits require a 30 day public notice period. A public hearing is not required unless one is requested by a member of the public. A
public hearing will be scheduled in the case of the Rochester Dam project as the Department recognizes the work may be controversial in nature and anticipates a hearing will be requested.


·         The Rochester Dam project has not been placed on public notice because staff are working on completing the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Luke referenced in his email. Once this is complete, the project will be put on public notice and the
hearing scheduled. The Department will post the notice on our website and you can access it here when that happens: http://dnr.wi.gov/permits/water/.


·         A public notice/hearing is not required for temporary drawdown requests. However, as courtesy the Department published a news release on our website regarding the winter drawdown. You can access a copy of the news release
here:http://dnr.wi.gov/news/releases/article/?id=3331


 
I hope this helps answer your permitting related questions.
 
Thank you,
Elaine
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 
Elaine Johnson
141 NW Barstow St, Room 180
Waukesha, WI 53188
Phone: 262-574-2136
elaine.johnson@wi.gov
 
From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR 
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 8:11 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
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Thank you for getting in touch again about this issue. I will defer to Tanya and/or Elaine on the questions related to the permitting and public info process.
I also appreciate your concerns about the fisheries resources in the Fox River and Wind Lake Canal. The potential negative impacts to the fish community and the usability of the resource will be fully detailed in the EIS and will be considered
along with many other factors.
Thank you again and please don't hesitate to stay in touch about this or any other issue.
We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Tue, Feb 17, 2015 at 6:23 PM, Brent Hess <bhess9@twc.com> wrote:
 


Thank you Luke.
 
Quick question, since the Drainage District is not doing any work on the canal, did they cite a reason for the request?
 
Also, as an fyi, the canal is 100% frozen over and has been for quite some time.  As we’ve discussed before, given the current depth of 3 feet or less, and the upcoming frigid weather, the potential for a deep freeze exists, as well as the potential that
fish will be on the hunt for deeper water.  This is of course a concern, as the only place they will find deeper water is on the other side of the dam in Rochester. 
 
Lastly, does the Drainage District have to request a public hearing for these types of requests, or do they simply have to request the permit from the DNR?  It appears that  the ladder is true, if so, what does your group take into consideration before
granting the Drainage District an extension? 
 
I’d like to better understand the pieces in play here as I truly believe that the potential exists to negatively impact this fishery.  If the remaining section of the river freezes, the fish have absolutely nowhere to go but over the dam.  The water depth on
the river is currently less than 2 feet in many places, with the deepest hole being around 3 feet.  This waterway froze deep enough to support snowmobile and ATV traffic last Winter, so there certainly is precedence for this. 
 
Brent
 
 


From: Roffler, Luke S - DNR [mailto:Luke.Roffler@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 13, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Brent Hess
Cc: Johnson, Elaine M - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam
 
Brent,
 
I am writing to let you know that the drainage district has requested and been awarded an extension on the 2015 drawdown to February 28th. At this point, they will need to close the gates and refill the impoundment to normal water
levels.
 
Please feel free to share this information with anyone else who may be interested. Thank you.


We are committed to service excellence. Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Luke S. Roffler
Senior Fisheries Biologist – Racine, Kenosha and Walworth Counties
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
9531 Rayne Road, Suite 4
Sturtevant, WI 53177
Cell Phone: (262)822-8164
Fax: (262)884-2306
luke.roffler@wisconsin.gov
dnr.wi.gov
 
On Fri, Feb 13, 2015 at 11:12 AM, Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR <Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov> wrote:


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov
    


-----Original Message-----
From: Brent Hess [mailto:bhess9@twc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 5:58 PM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


Thank you for your thoughtful response and answering all of my questions. 


I am disappointed that the Drainage District requested the drawdown and did not even start the project. It appears that the Drainage District did not begin planning as early as they should have. 


As I've mentioned, no one in the Village of Waterford was able to duck hunt or fish the Fox River / drainage canal below the Waterford dam after the first week in October - what an absolute waste of an awesome natural
resource. The use of the waterway was a major factor for many of us in purchasing homes on the waterway. 


I completely understand (and agree with) the need for maintenance, but strongly oppose an annual drawdown. There has to be some common ground / better planning on the part of the Drainage District. The requested
drawdown impacts much more than just the drainage canal. It impacts everything below the dam in Waterford, and every property owner in Waterford with Fox River frontage. 


If you could Tanya, could you please put me on your email distribution list for any action items, meetings, discussion opportunities etc. regarding the Drainage Districts request. I would greatly appreciate as much notice as
possible.


Lastly, thank you again for the information and your oversight of this project. I know that you also want what is best for this waterway. 


Brent Hess


-----Original Message-----
From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 2:11 PM
To: bhess9@twc.com
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR; Johnson, Elaine M - DNR
Subject: RE: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Brent,


Thank you again for your patience with my delayed response.


You asked whether water levels will remain drawn down until at least April. At this point, it appears that the dredging project will not happen this fall 2014/winter 2015 season and the impoundment will begin to be refilled
in mid-February.


The DNR granted permission for the October drawdown fully anticipating that the plans would be completed, a permit issued, and the dredging started by early winter. The draw down needed to start in October due to the
hibernation period for herptiles. We indicated the impoundment needed to be refilled beginning February 15 for spawning periods. If the dredging was slightly behind schedule, we would consider delaying the refill but only
for a very short time period.


Unfortunately there were some delays and the Drainage District is still working on the plans. Once they are complete, there is a 30-day public notice and comment period before the DNR could issue the dredging permit. In
addition, the Drainage District would like to do the dredging while the ground is frozen. Because it is the end of January, this critical path makes it seem unlikely the project will even start this season. I anticipate the
Drainage District would again request a winter drawdown for the fall 2015/winter 2016 season to complete the dredging.
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In addition to the Drainage District’s request for a “temporary” winter drawdown to facilitate dredging, they have also requested a “permanent” change to how the dam is operated. The established operating order for
Rochester Dam does not have a winter drawdown (see attached). The Drainage District is requesting an annual winter drawdown as follows:


• Winter draw down will begin on October 1st, to run of the river with the radial gates fully open, being achieved by October 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually opening the radial gates with the system fully open
by October 15th. Restoring of the system will begin February 15th. This will be accomplished by gradually closing the radial gates with the system returned, at least, to the minimum water elevation of 4.20 ft. on gauge by
March 1st to the best extent possible dependent upon watershed and weather conditions.
• They have also requested to go below minimum water levels temporarily during high flow events.


The EIS will look at the impacts of this request, which we are still drafting. There will also be an opportunity for the public to comment, as I mentioned.


I appreciate that you have a strong interest in these waterways and projects. We will be sure to provide you both public notices so you also have an opportunity to comment during the “formal” time periods.


If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.


Regards,
Tanya


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI 53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


dnr.wi.gov


-----Original Message-----
From: bhess9@twc.com [mailto:bhess9@twc.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2015 11:05 AM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
Subject: Re: Fwd: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dam


Tanya-


We switched our internet provider last week, so I am unsure if you responded to my 1.13.2015 email. If you have, can you please forward your response to my new email?


My new email is bhess9@twc.com


My mobile phone and address have not changed.


Thank you,


Brent Hess
262.770.2457


>
>
> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 7:22 PM
> To: 'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'
> Cc: 'Roffler, Luke S - DNR'
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Thank you Tanya, I appreciate the update and the DNR’s oversight of this project. I understand that the DNR needs to review the dredging plans to ensure that the health of the waterway is maintained, and for this I am
grateful. Also, I know how much effort the DNR puts forth to maintain our waterways. Quality fishing opportunities don’t “just happen”. From fish stocking, providing public access, and fishery management, your group
does a great job, and you don’t get the credit that you deserve.
>
> The above being said, I am truly disappointed to hear that the project is no longer on schedule, and that the water levels will not return to normal levels on February 15th as originally communicated in the Racine Journal
Times.
>
> As you are aware, the drawdown occurred in early October, and the water was unnavigable shortly thereafter for fall fishing and duck hunting. For myself and many of my neighbors, this is our favorite time of the year.
However, it was understood that the drawdown needed to occur to complete maintenance and ensure the health of the waterway. Given the drawdown, I’m sure you can appreciate that I was eager for water levels to return to
normal for spring fishing.
>
> It is not my intent to gripe Tanya, I just want to understand the pieces in play here. As it currently appears, the water level in the river / canal will remain low until at least April. Is that correct? Additionally, the main
reason I purchased my current home was that my back yard / subdivision adjoins the Fox River, and I had use of the waterway.
>
> I want to be reasonable Tanya, but I don’t believe that drawing down this waterway to the point that it is no longer navigable for 6 to 7 months (October thru April) is reasonable. I think anyone who lives on any lake or
waterway in the state would agree.
>
> When the DNR reviewed / approved the original dredging plans, didn’t that come with a timeframe i.e. The drawdown must start by xx, and be completed by xx? Is there a date that the DNR manages to for the water level
to be returned to normal?
>
> Also, you mentioned that the DNR is drafting an Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. What change is being proposed? The canal has already
been drained.
>
> Thank you for keeping me informed, I look forward to your response and more information on the public hearing.
>
> My mailing address is as follows:
>
> Brent Hess
> 707 River Ridge Drive
> Waterford WI, 53185
>
> Thank you for your time Tanya,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
>
>
> From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov]
> Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 11:09 AM
> To: Brent Hess
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: RE: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Brent,
>
> I had an opportunity to speak with Elaine Johnson, DNR Water Management Specialist for Racine County. She confirmed that the dredging of Wind Lake and Goose Lake Branch Canals has not started yet. The Drainage
District submitted revised plans on December 19th. The Department is still reviewing the plans but it appears that more information will be needed. In addition, the permitting process requires a 30-day public notice period.
So it appears that the window for dredging this winter is narrowing/extremely tight.
>
> The Department is still drafting the Environmental Impact Statement for the Drainage District’s request to change the operation of the Rochester Dam. It is still several weeks out before this will be finalized. As I
mentioned, changing the Operational Order for the dam also has a public input process.
>
> We will be sure to provide you with public notices for the two proposed activities. Could you provide me with your mailing address?
>
> I hope this update is helpful. If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me.
>
> Regards,
> Tanya
>
>
> We are committed to service excellence.
> Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_customersurvey&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-
GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=O9BGhIEu96Tz8pjhYUcUOBfTSHnKz0sR7ut-
UT6GGEU&e=> to evaluate how I did.
>
> Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
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> Water Management Engineer
> Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
> 3911 Fish Hatchery Road
> Fitchburg, WI 53711
> Phone: (608) 275-3287
> Fax: (608) 275-3338
> Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov<mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov>
>
> [cid:image001.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com
> /v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEUL
> BErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4
> WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXujGe_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6z
> MadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
> dnr.wi.gov<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__dnr.wi.
> gov_&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035gIkdEULBErJNY3toMRtnjE&r=uI959SNQ
> ngV9Mkn0PJCRf0I0yPQIHYeZTkZ0W6s3hHE&m=TWtzc4WMgqKY8uQDpSTLZ24WsGTXvXuj
> Ge_LRcooBXk&s=6TXPqxrien5TlDoJt8JI0NDwpwjN6zMadI9ImS6__d8&e=>
> [cid:image002.gif@01D02F5D.A1373C00]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com
> /v2/url?u=http-3A__facebook.com_WIDNR&d=AwMFaQ&c=l-GNg4IEq6YBnaJdsx035
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> From: Brent Hess [mailto:brentayn@tds.net]
> Sent: Monday, December 29, 2014 9:14 AM
> To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
> Cc: Roffler, Luke S - DNR
> Subject: FW: Wind Lake Drainage Canal / Fox River between the 
> Waterford and Rochester Dam
>
> Good morning Tanya-
>
> Hope you had a wonderful holiday with your family.
>
> Luke suggested that I contact you for an update on the canal.
>
> How far have they dredged to date? How deep are they dredging? Is February still being targeting for bringing back up the water levels? Additionally, you mentioned in an earlier email that the sewerage district was
requesting a permit for a yearly draw down, any status on that? As discussed this past fall, I am very interested in the current and future projects regarding this waterway, and would like to attend any public meetings
discussing the Wind Lake drainage canal / Fox River between the Waterford and Rochester Dams.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Brent Hess
> 262.770.2457
>
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